
"What's this? Another book on Rubik's cube? Yes, but for 
ardent cubemeisters and all those who are interested in 
the mathematics of the cube, it was very much worth 
doing. It is a splendid book, clearly written, enlivened by 
delightful cartoons, and containing a wealth of informa
tion not to be found in any other book." 
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PREFACE 

On January 30, 1975 Ernd Rubik j r. , professor of architecture and 
design in Budapest, was granted the Hungarian patent number 170062 
for a "terbeli logikai jatek"-a game of spatial logic. Between 1978 and 
March 1981 this object-Bt1vos Kocka in Hungary, der Magische Wiirfel 
or Zauberwiirfel in Germany, Ie Cube Hongrois in France and the Magic 
Cube or Rubik' s Cube in Great Britain and the USA- has sold more than 
ten million copies. And they were not merely sold! A highly contagious 
"twist mania" has been spreading throughout families, offices and 
waiting rooms. Many classrooms sound as if an army of mice were hard 
at work behind the desks. 

What is so fascinating about this cube, which competes with Hungar
ian salami and the famous Tokajer wine in the currency-winning export 
market? For one thing, it is an amazing technical tool. How does it work? 
Moreover, the contrast between its innocent, innocuous appearance and 
the hidden difficulty of its solution offers a serious challenge to all puzzle 
fans, but especially to those mathematicians who are profeSSionally 
concerned with logical deduction. 

But whatever the appearance- have no fear! To enjoy playing with 
the cube and to study this book requires no previous mathematical 
knowledge. Admittedly, an attempt is made in chapter two to develop 
the "mathematics of the cube" with uncompromising severity, as only 
unadulterated mathematics is understandable mathematics. However, 
everything is explained from basics. Besides, the reader who still feels 
overwhelmed can skim over this chapter without risking serious conse
quences. And there may even be a chance that-faced with such an 
unusually aesthetic object-one or two readers who so far regarded this 
field with trepidation or hostility will suddenly discover the "discreet 
charms of mathematics." 

The educational benefH of our dealing with the cube is at least 
threefold: First, it gives an example of mathematical modeling; in other 
words, it describes a tiny piece of the real world by means of a theory. This 



is informative even for students of mathematics, who tend to neglect this 
exercise which is essential for the practical application of their subject. 
Second, many important ideas and theorems of group theory (and also 
some geometrical ones) can be examined by means of the cube in a 
natural and pleasant way which otherwise would be highly abstract and 
would leave no visual impression. The third benefit, finally, is the one 
stressed by Rubik himself: playing with the cube demands the capacity to 
imagine threedimensional space. For many people who have little 
practice in systematical thinking the complete mastery of a ready-made 
solution strategy with its hierarchy of case-distinctions means intellectual 
training. 

Ready-made solution? Doesn't that spoil all the fun? This allegation 
cannot be categorically denied, of course. Developing a totally individual 
solution is great fun and gives a feeling of satisfaction. Only the person 
who has done this can judge the difficulty of the solitaire game. It is 
generally agreed that even shrewd puzzlers have to spend two weeks of 
constant fiddling, until they find a solution which in most cases is much 
too complicated. And not everybody is able or willing to invest so much 
time. Therefore, after giving a short description of the cube's technical 
properties and a system of notations, the book starts out with a generally 
understandable and complete description of a simple solution strat
egy. This, however, takes up only a few pages, since our main objective is 
totally different: We want to understand the cube. Chapter three 
enables every reader to develop his own individual strategy according to 
his own personal taste. Even more satisfying is perhaps that, after 
mastering certain basic maneuvers (f.i. some 3-cycles and double trans
positions), you can get away from all those inflexible strategies and deal 
with any scrambled cube in your own way. 

Among all the popular riddles, puzzles and "sliding games" Rubik's 
Cube is perhaps most likely to motivate its solver to develop his own little 
theory, part of a miniature science, which we have called, perhaps 
somewhat pompously, "cubology". Cubology today is still in its infancy. 
Many beautiful structural properties, generalizations, interesting analo
gies, effective new maneuvers or elegant strategies still await their 
discoverer. We hope to report on the progress of this search in a later 
edition of this book. The numeration of sections and figures was chosen 
such that improvements and insertions are easily possible. 

For the sake of completeness we should mention something which 
might seem rather obvious: the study of this book is hardly possible 
without the cube in your hand; and make sure it is a good cube, not one 



of those cheap imitations, which can only be turned with difficulty. 
Also beware of cubes with round colored dots instead of inlaid colored 
tiles. These cubes limit the aesthetic attraction of otherwise very pretty 
positions. 

When I began to work on this book shortly after acquiring my first 
cube, I thought I was doing a piece of original and independent work 
from beginning to end. Since then a whole series of articles on cubology 
has appeared (see bibliography), which I have eagerly absorbed. The 
booklet by David Singmaster has had the most enduring influence on me. 

I am extremely grateful to Dr. Rolf Gall and Dip!. -Math. Norbert Kruger 
for proof-reading the manuscript and to cando math. Helmut Corbeck for 
the final version of the figures. I would also like to express my thanks to 
the publishing firm, Friedrich Vieweg und Sohn, and especially to their 
reader, Dip!.-Math. Ulrike Schmickler-Hirzebruch, for their extremely 
pleasant and patient cooperation. My sons Tim and Nils, helped me 
enthusiastically in the systematic search for good maneuvers. In addition, 
Tim helped me with the fair copy of the manuscript, including the flow 
chart in chapter 6. Finally, I would like to thank my wife Dorte for her 
lovely cubological Christmas present, a truly magnanimous act in view of 
a totally "cube plagued" summer holiday. Her gift, a splendid cube 
stamp, is a great help for my quickly expanding maneuver card index. 

DR. CHRISTOPH BANDELOW 
Haarholzer Str. 13 
0- 4630 Bochum 1 I 
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1 SOLITAIRE 



Avoiding all mathematics this Chap'ter attempts to look at the structure 
of the cube (Section 1.1), defines the basic concepts "maneuver" (1.2) 
and "operation" (1.5), and describes a simple strategy for solving the 
game of solitaire (1.3). In 1.4 we introduce a notation that is particu
larly appropriate for children and computers. 

1.1 Cube, Cubies and Cubicles 

Rubik's cube is made out of synthetic material. Each of its sides is ap
proximately 5.6 cm long. It seems to consist of 3 x 3 x 3 = 27 
"cubies" of equal size. The 6 x 9 = 54 lateral faces of these cubies 
making up the surface of the cube are covered by colored tiles. At pur
chase, the cube is in its start position: Each of the 6 faces of the cube is 
one color. The 6 colors used on the faces of the cube are not the same 
for all cubes on the market: Those of Hungarian origin made out of 
black synthetics usually have yellow, white, blue, green, dark red and 
orange faces; while cubes made out of white synthetics often have one 
black face. 

Each cubie is part of 3 different layers and each of these layers con
sists of 9 cubies. Thanks to an ingenious and amazingly simple mecha
nism each of the 9 layers can be turned freely in its plane around its 
center (figure 1). Four to five turns are usually enough to transform the 
one-colored faces of the start position into chaotic patchwork patterns. 
The object of the game is to recreate the start position out of this 
mix-up. 

How is it possible to realize such an object technically? Why don't 
the cubies sitting at the comers simply fall off? They cannot after all be 
attached on any side because of the turning mechanism of the three 

FIGURE 1. Turning mechanism of the layers 
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layers they belong to. It is easy to recognize three different types of 
cubies: 8 comer cubies with three colored tiles, 12 edge cubies with 
two colored tiles, and 6 face cubies with one colored tile. Each cubie 
remains true to type throughout all the turning of the layers. Photo
graph 1 shows how the technical aspects of the problem have been 
solved: The 27th cubie hidden in the interior of the cube is in reality a 
rigid system of three mutually perpendicular axes. The face cubies are 
actually half-cubies sitting flexibly and turnable at the tips of these axes. 
Since their position in relation to each other never changes (face cubies 
f.i. starting opposite each other will always be opposite each other), 
they determine the color of each face of the cube and the location of all 
the other cubies in the start position. Edge and corner cubies look 
more like cubes. The latter are equipped with a roundish sturdy "foot" 
by which they are firmly held in place by the three adjoining edge 
cubies. The edge cubies on their part each have in between the two 
gaps for the feet of the adjoining corner cubies a narrow oblong foot 
which is gripped by the two adjoining face cubies. Despite all the color
ful goings-on, there is obviously firm control and the cube will not so 
easily fall apart. If we turn an outer layer we find that the four edge 
cubies each exchange one of their two corresponding face cubies, 
while the shared face cubie introduces his wards to their new guard
ians; the four comer cubies are each led by two supervising edge 
cubies towards their new, their third protector. 

If you want to take a closer look at the inner workings of the cube, 
you can take your cube carefully apart without risking any damage. 
Turning f.i. the upper layer by 45° you can fairly easily remove an edge 
cubie while the face cubies of the underlying middle layer are just in 
the process of changing guards (figure 2). 

Warning 1 (mathematical): In section 2.4 we shall prove that if we reas
semble the cube randomly only every 12th position can be transformed 

FIGURE 2. 
Taking the Cube apart 
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FIGURE 3. 

Notation of the faces 

back into the start position just by turning layers. When reassembling 
the cube it is, therefore, best to reconstruct the start position. 

Warning 2 (moral): Cubologists who take their cube apart for other 
reasons than for mere curiosity or for lubrication (cf. section 1.3) forfeit 
their professional honor. 

In order to facilitate the description of the motion of individual unit 
cubes we introduce simple abbreviations for the 6 faces, 12 edges and 
8 comers of the cube. From now on we always assume to have the 
cube in front of us in such a way that front, back, right, left, up and 
down can be clearly identified. Using the small initials of these adjec
tives we can then identify the six faces of the cube: f = front, b = back, 
etc. (figure 3). Every edge is identified by the initials of the two adjoin
ing faces in any order, every comer by the initials of the three adjoining 
faces, choosing the first face arbitrarily and continuing clockwise (look
ing at the comer from outside). We then have for example ru (or ur) for 
the right upper edge, ubr (or bru or rub) for the "up back right" comer, 
andfdl (or dlf or lfd) for the "front down left" comer (figure 4). 

In every face, on every edge and at every comer there sits exactly 
one face, edge or comer cubie, respectively. Our abbreviations can, 
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FIGURE 4. Notation of the edges and the corners 
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therefore, be used to identify the location - the "cubicle" -of a cubie 
(cf. also lat. cubare = lie, sleep). We thus speak about the edge cubie 
in cubicle ru (in short: edge cubie ru) or the comer cubie in cubicle ubr 
(in short: comer cubie ubr). 

1.2 Maneuvers 

By a possible position we mean a color pattern that can be arrived at 
from the start position by turning the 9 layers, and where two color 
patterns are considered equivalent if one can be turned into the other 
through a motion of the cube as a rigid body. In order to describe how 
any possible position can be returned to the start position we need a 
simple but sufficiently general notation for all the manipulations the 
cube permits. 

The elementary manipulations are the moves. We distinguish outer 
layer moves, middle layer moves and cube moves. 

An outer layer move is the turning of one of the 6 outer layers by 90° 
or 180°. To characterize the moves by means of colors seems impracti
cal, not only because of the different coloring of the cubes available 
today, but also for a variety of other reasons. (Even if we prescribe the 
6 colors there are still 5 . 3 . 2 = 30 essentially different ways to color 
a cube: after choosing one color for one face there are 5 possibilities 
left for the opposite face; after choosing any of the 4 remaining colors 
for one of the remaining blanks we have 3 possibilities for the opposite 
face and finally 2 possibilities for the remaining 2 faces.) Instead let us 
assume as in the last section that the cube is laying in front of us in such 
a way that front, back, right, left, up and down are clearly defined. We 
then denote by the corresponding capitals 

F, B, R, L, U, D 

a 90°-tum of the corresponding layer, moving it clockwise, looking 

R R' L L' 

FIGURE 1. Four of the eighteen outer layer moves 
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Mi =MI 

FIGURE 2. Three of the nine middle layer moves 

from the outside at the layer in question. If the 90°-tum is counter
clockwise we change the symbols to 

F', B', R', L', U', 0' 

(figure 1). In the case of 180°-turns we add the exponent 2: 

To simplify matters, clockwise will from now on always be called 
right, and counterclockwise left, as is normal with screws. 

On principle we could make do with outer layer moves only; such a 
restriction would also help to simplify the mathematical model. How
ever, it is more convenient and above all agrees with the construction 
of the cube to also permit middle layer moves. A middle layer moue is 
a 90° or 180° tum of one of the 3 middle layers. If instead of an outer 
layer the adjoining middle layer should be turned we simply put the 
letter M in front of the subscript of the symbol of the corresponding 
outer layer move: MF , MF, M~ etc. That way each of the middle layer 
moves has 2 symbols: MR = ML MR = ML , Mft = M! etc. (figure 2), 
but this redundancy has no drawbacks. Outer and middle layer moves 
will be called layer moues. 

A cube moue, finally is (for the moment, it will later be somewhat 
generalized) the turning by 90° or 180° of the whole cube as a rigid 
body around one of the three axes connecting the centers of opposite 
faces of the cube. We put the letter C in front of the subSCript of the 
symbol of an outer layer move, if instead of the outer layer the whole 
cube is to be turned: CF , CF, C~ etc. Hence these moves also have two 
names: CR = CL CR = CL , Cft = C! etc. (figure 3). 

Generally, of course, not just one but a whole sequence of moves 
has to be performed. We write them down from left to right in the 
order in which they should be performed, f.i. 

R2MOR2MD 
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CR = Ci Cf,=q 

FIGURE 3. Cube moves 

means that we first have to perform the move R2, then Mv, then again 
R2 and finally MD' 

Caution: The order of the moves is important! UR for instance brings 
the edge cubie ur to uf whereas RU brings the same edge cubie ur 
to br. 

Several consecutive moves of the same layer can always be con
densed into one move, or they cancel each other out altogether; R2R 
for example has the same effect as R', and FRR'D the same as FD. 
This also applies to several consecutive cube moves around the same 
axis. For all practical purposes it is, therefore, no restriction if we give 
the following definition: An I-maneuver is a finite sequence of moves in 
which neither two layer moves with the same layer nor two cube 
moves around the same axis follow each other. (The letter I in I-ma
neuver refers to the "large model" of Section 2.3 where we consider 
not only outer layer moves but also middle layer moves and cube 
moves. We will, however, omit this letter I for reasons of simplicity if 
this is possible without causing confusion.) 

One might argue that ruling out certain sequences of moves is really 
superfluous, especially since other sequences can also be condensed; 
for exampleRMRL' has the same effect asCR. However, this restriction 
will be useful in the next chapter, where we will form a group out of the 
set of all maneuvers as simply and as naturally as possible. We will then 
also see the deeper reason for obvious abbreviations already in use as 
for example (R2U2)3 for R2U2R2U2R2U2, reminiscent of algebraic multi
plication. 

At the end of a maneuver we will generally indicate its length by giv
ing the number of layer moves required in brackets. Cube moves, 
which-contrary to the layer moves-do not change the position (d. the 
definition at the beginning of this section), are not counted. Example: 
((MRU)4CRCh)3 (24). Incidentally, this maneuver is our favorite and we 
shall come across it several more times. 

7 



After this brief digression, we shall now answer another important 
question: how can we reverse a maneuver that has just been per
formed? This certainly poses no problem for a single move: the inverse 
maneuver of R is R', of R' is R, and R2 is its own inverse etc. But how 
can RU be reversed? Right! The inverse maneuver for RU is not R'U', 
but U'R' . In general, the inverse maneuver m' of a maneuver m is ar
rived at by reading m backwards and inverting each single move. After 
another simple example, (R2MDR2MD ), = MDR2MnR2, we give a some
what more difficult one for more advanced cubologists: The inverse 
maneuver of ((MRU)"CRCh)3 (24) is (CuCR(U'MR)4)3 (24). 

It isn't any different in our daily lives; if we can take individual actions 
back at all, we often have to begin with the last one. After all, if in the 
morning you first put on your underpants and then your jeans, in the 
evening you have no choice but to take your jeans off first. And a 
somewhat more morbit example: How do you get back to the start po
sition when you are sitting in a car and 1. roll down the window and 
then 2. stick out your head to check the back tire? 

1.3 A Simple Strategy 

A strategy is a set of directions which describes precisely how to get 
back to the start position from any possible position of the cube. The 
length of a strategy is the number of layer moves required in the most 
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unfavorable case. The shorter a strategy the more complicated it will 
generally be; Le. it will be necessary to distinguish between many dif
ferent cases, to use special maneuvers and perhaps even tricky ad
vance calculations. An elegant compromise between brevity and sim
plicity is achieved through the following procedure, carried out in six 
stages. 

Stage 1 (:5 33 moves), the "opening", cleans up one - preferably the 
top layer (the whole layer-not just the face). It has proved helpful to 
start with an easily recognizable color, f.L white. We begin by turning 
the cube in such a way that the white face cubie is facing upwards. 
Next we arrange the four "white corner cubies" (corner cubies that 
have one white tile) around the white face cubie. We do not pay any 
attention to the face cubies of the horizontal middle layer, all we have 
to do is make sure, that the position of all the "white cubies" relative to 
each other is correct. One move will always suffice to transport the first 

FDF'(3) R'D'R(3) R'B 'D2BR (5) 

LMDI.:(3) 

FMJ"(3) 

FIGURE 1. Maneuvers for the construction of the first layer 
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white comer cubie into the upper layer with its white tile facing up
wards. Next, one of the two adjoining comer cubies is adjusted, then 
the two remaining comer cubies and finally the four "white edge 
cubies". Even if we refrain completely from thinking ahead, we need at 
most 1 (first comer cubie) + 3 (second comer cubie) + 9 (third and 
fourth comer cubie) + 20 (the four edge cubies) = 33 moves to as
semble the first layer. Figure 1 presents a collecting of maneuvers 
which transport a cubie from a cubicle outside the top layer into a pre
scribed cubicle in the top layer without causing any disorder in the rest 
of the top layer. By turning the whole cube about its vertical axis and 
moving the top layer each case can be reduced to one of the samples 
in figure 1. If all the white cubies are already in the upper layer, but not 
all of them lie in their proper cubicles or in their correct positions we 
simply use one of the maneuvers outlined above to pluck the trouble
maker from the upper layer and then continue as indicated. 

After the cube move Ck, the completed layer faces downward, and 
we proceed with stage 2 (:::; 7 moves), which brings us to the "middle 
game". Again forgetting about the other layers, we begin by mOving 
the four comer cubies of the new top layer into the correct cyclical ar
rangement, whereby it is irrelevant which of the three tiles of each cor
ner cubie is facing upward. For four objects, 1,2,3, and 4, six cyclical 
arrangements are possible: 

2 2 3 1 3 

t * 4 3 3-4 4 2 2 4 3 2 

FIGURE 2. The six cyclical arrangements of four objects 

If arrangement 1 is the correct one, then 2, 3, 4 and 5 merely require 
the swapping of two adjoining objects. Arrangement 6 demands a 
simultaneous swapping of the two front and the two back objects (d. 
arrows in fig. 2). 

How can we swap our comer cubies around without messing up the 
already completed bottom layer? Using the numbering given in the 
"maneuver index" at the end of this book, the two following maneu
vers will do the trick: 

m 915 = RUR'U'F'U'F (7), 

m333 = FRUR'U'F' (6). 

Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate how these maneuvers are used. 
Arrangements 6 and 3 can be straightened out without further ado 

10 



FIGURE 3. 

The essential effect of 

m915 = RUR'U'F'U'F(7) 

FIGURE 4. 

The essential effect of 
m333 = FRUR'U'F'(6) 

by applying m333 and m 915 , respectively. In the case of 2, 4 and 5 we 
first have to turn the cube around its vertical axis until the two corner 
cubies we wish to swap are on our right; we then proceed with m915 . 

We recommend that the reader figure out a rule to determine as effi
ciently as possible-and without comparing the corner cubies of the top 
layer with those of the bottom layer-which of the 6 arrangements he is 
faced with. One hint: Each of the four upper corner cubies has-apart 
from the color in common with the face cubie of the upper layer-two 
"sub-colors". If two diagonally opposite corner cubies have one of 
these sub-colors in common, we are dealing with one of the arrange
ments 2 to 5. If this is the case for one pair of diagonally opposite cor
ner cubies it is also true for the other. As much as possible one should 
forget about the bottom layer already completed until the remaining 
two horizontal layers are finished. 

Stage 3 ($14 moves) provides for the correct orientation of the four 
upper corner cubies, i.e. we see to it that the correct color is facing up
ward. During this process we don't, of course, want to interfere with 
either the completed bottom layer or the cyclical arrangement of the 
upper corner cubies. Depending on whether a corner cubie requires a 
1200-right-turn or a 1200-left-turn (fictitious turn around the space di
agonal of the cube running through the corner cubie) we speak of a 
+ 120°-turn or a-120° -turn. According to the "first law of cubology" 
in Section 2.4 the sum of the angles of all required turns must be an 
integral multiple of 360°; meaning in this case 360°, - 360°, or 0°. 
Consequently, apart from the case where there is nothing left to do, 
there are only four possible cases: 

(a) three comer cubies require a right tum, 
(b) three comer cubies require a left tum, 

11 
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FIGURE 5. 
The essential effect of 

m*ao = R'U;?UR'UR(7) 
(apart from U2) 

FIGURE 6. 
The essential effect of 

m1o~+ = LU2L'U'LU'L'(7) 
(apart from U2) 

(e) one comer cubie requires a right, another one a left tum, 
(d) two comer cubies require a right, the other two a left tum. 

In case (a) we move the correctly oriented comer cubie to the right 
front comer of the cube by turning the cube around its vertical axis. We 
then apply 

mlo = R'U2RUR'UR (7) 

and we are there (figure 5). In case (b) we follow the example of case 
(a), but do the left-right mirror image: We move the correctly oriented 
comer cubie to the left front comer of the cube and perfonn (left-hand
edly, if possible) 

(figure 6). Most people have a sufficiently developed sense of left-right 
symmetry to perfonn every maneuver which they know by heart also 
left-right reflected. (As an alternative we can also use the inverse ma
neuver (m~o)' = R'U'RU'R'U2R(7). Here the correctly oriented comer 
cubie must be moved to the left back comer.) 

In case (c) the cube is turned around its vertical axis until the comer 
cubie requiring a left tum is sitting in the right front comer; we next 
apply m~o and find ourselves faced with case (b). 

In case (d) we proceed similarly: one of the two comer cubies need
ing a right tum is moved to the right front comer of the cube; we carry 
out m~o and end up with case (a). 

For stage 3 learning one maneuver of 7 moves proved sufficient; 
stage 4 (:544 moves), which completes the top layer, manages with 
even less-here one maneuver of 5 moves is enough. With its help 
any u-edge-cubie (upper edge cubie) still stuck in the horizontal middle 
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(a) BMRB'Mi.B(5) (b) B'MRB'Mi.B'(5) 

FIGURE 7. The maneuvers of stage 4 of 

our simple strategy 

layer can be speedily dispatched to its place in the upper layer-cor
rect orientation included. This is done by turning the cube around its 
vertical axis until our edge cubie is sitting in the back of the horizontal 
middle layer with its prospective upper face looking either to the right 
or to the left but never backwards. If necessary, we next tum the upper 
layer until the home cubicle of our edge cubie is in the front of the 
cube. If the cubie is in the back on the right, 

mS20 = BMRB2M~B (5) 

serves our purpose (figure 7a); in the case of "back left" the left-right 
reflected maneuver will do the task. It is, in this case, accidentally iden
tical with the inverse of m S20: 

mS20 = B'MRB2M~B' (5) 

(figure 7b). If the four u-edge-cubies are already in the upper layer, but 
incorrectly placed, we first use m S20 or m~20 to transport one of the dis
placed cubies back into the horizontal middle layer and then treat it as 
described. 

With the completion of the top and the bottom layer we have 
reached our "end-game" - a mere pawn-pardon-edge cubie game. We 
enter stage 5 ($ 6 moves) by first matching the colors of the three hori-

(a) R'M;'R'MD(4) (b) (R'Mf,)'(4) (c) (MiM;')'(4) 

FIGURE 8. The maneuvers of stage 5 of our simple strategy 
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zontallayers (::5 2 moves). At this point everything is in its place except 
possibly the four edge cubies of the horizontal middle layer. All these 
"straying" edge cubies can be sent back to their home cubicles in one 
stroke, by one of the three 4-move-maneuvers shown in figure 8. A 
preparatory tum of the cube as a rigid body may be necessary. The fact 
that one of these three maneuvers will always do the trick is, once 
again, a consequence of the first law of cubology in Section 2.4. 

And it isn't quite by chance that we find ourselves again referring to 
this theorem, for it also states that even after all the cubies have found 
their cubicles, there will always be an even number of edge cubies 
"standing on their heads". This means that in stage 6 (::512 moves) 
either zero (and that would be the end of our game), or two, or all four 
edge cubies must be flipped. This is always possible by means of one of 
the three maneuvers compiled in figure 9. (Instead of m405awe can also 
apply maneuver m40S,b = MoRMoRMoR 2 • MhRMhRMhR 2 (12) which 
is somewhat easier to learn. An extremely simple maneuver for the 
reorientation of two edge cubies is (MRU)4(MRU')4 (16)). 

Hurrah! After, at the most, 116 layer moves our cube is back in its 
ardently searched for pristine state. A shift of the two moves, which 
match the three horizontal layers and merely serve to give beginners a 
clearer idea of where they stand, from the beginning of stage 5 to the 
very end permits us to skip the last move of all the maneuvers of stages 
5 and 6, which shortens the strategy to 114 layer moves. With the help 
of further special maneuvers (cf. maneuver index) it is comparatively 
easy to condense our strategy to under 80 moves; stage 4 alone can be 
reduced by twenty moves. But even the unreduced simple strategy 
permits one to achieve "decent times". Applying the simple strategy, 
the author presently clocks in at an average of 50 seconds-not a bad 
time at all in view of his relatively old fingers; and he clearly owes it to 
the constant challenge of his colleague, Rolf Gall, who is always slightly 

I 

I t+ I + + 
I I I 
I I + + I + 
J.- ~- ~-

"" "" '" 
'" '" '" "" 

(a) R'FD'RF' . Mo . (b) R'FD'RF' . M'f, . (e) FD2Mj,U2FM'f, . 
FR'DF'R . Mo(12) FR'DF'R . M'f,(l2) F'DW;'U2F'M'f,(12) 

FIGURE 9. The maneuvers of stage 6 of our simple strategy 
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ahead and has in the meantime reached an average of 42 seconds. (It 
is understood that we "mix" each other's cube with special care and 
malice!) The record, however, is set at an average of 30 seconds; a feat 
which has four prerequisites: 1. A well oiled "racing cube"; vaseline, 
silicone oil or spray, or the ball bearing lubricant sold in bicycle stores 
all work well. 2. An economical strategy. This record is presently held 
by Morwan B. Thistlethwaite (London). Using a very large arsenal of 
maneuvers, partly discovered with the help of a computer program (d. 
chapter 6), he needs at most 52 outer layer moves. 3. The ability to 
recognize on the spot which maneuver will get you one step further. 
Since only every twelfth out of all the conceivable positions is possible, 
the experienced cubologist usually needs only a quick glance at a small 
section of the cube. 4. A sleepwalker's certainty in the mastery of all the 
necessary maneuvers. Stored away in the brain, they must surface au
tomatically and suddenly sit at the finger tips-like a sonata played by 
a gifted pianist. 

1.4 RINIRENEFENEFI 

The title of this section may go beyond the more or less extensive lin
guistic capacities of our readers. It evokes memories of the gibberish 
children enjoy so much. "You are dumb" in gibberish is "YITHEGOU 
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ITHEGARE DITHEGUMB". The answer is usually: "YITHEGOU 
ITHEGARE TITHEGOO." However, this is too involved for our pur
pose. RINlRENEFENEFI is an important word in the Rubikian lan
guage, a universal and pleasantly musical lingo, giving every cubologist 
the opportunity to express his essential requirements by means of only 
8 consonants and 3 vowels. Even though we shall later return to the 
previously introduced more formalistic notation, in this section we 
want to oblige the more literary of our readers with a rapid course in 
Rubikian and a translation of the most important texts of our "simple 
strategy" into that language. In figure 1, all the components of that lan
guage are already contained: 

L 

F 

I 

I 
I 
I 

N 

...1--

s 

B l' = 90" right tum 
E = 90" left tum 
U = 180" tum (U-turn!) 
M = middle layer 
C = cube move 

FIGURE 1. The basic Rubikian vocabulary 

Only two letters are not compatible with the notation used so far: 
Rubikian, a very sound-conscious language, requires consonants at 
the beginning of each syllable and therefore calls the upper layer N, as 
in north, and (for reasons of symmetry) the bottom layer S, as in south. 
Each of the six consonants denoting the faces of the cube: R (Right), L 
(Left), F (Front), B (Back), N (North = up) and S (South = down) is 
followed by one of the three vowels I, E, or U. I denotes a 900 -right
turn of the corresponding layer, E signifies a 90°-left-turn and U a 
180°-turn, a U-turn. The letter M or C after any of these vowels means 
that we have to turn the neighboring middle layer (M) or the whole 
cube (C, cube move) instead of the outer layer. To give an example: FI 
signifies a 900 -right-turn of the front layer. RUM turns the L-R middle 
layer by 180°; for left handers the Rubikian synonym LUM may here 
be more convenient. 
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RINIRENEFENEFI 
Swaps two comers right away. 

(figure 1.3.3) 



FIRINlRENEFE 
Two comer pairs swaps only she, 
the magic goddess of cubology. 

(figure 1.3.4) 

Tum left three comers-one, two, three: 
LINULENELINELE (figure 1.3.6). 

Now tum them back the other way: 
RENURINlRENIRI (figure 1.3.5). 
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Want to cycle three edges? 
Don't ask a guy who hedges. 

Ask Winnie the Pooh 
and he'll tell you: 
SEMRU SIMRU. 

(Inverse of figure 1.3.8a) 

RUSUM-RUSUM is really bright, 
it swaps the edges left and right. 

(figure 1.3.8b) 

If all the edges are a mess 
RUMSEM-RUMSEM will make it less. 

(figure 1.3.&) 

The remaining "strategy-texts" are listed without mnemonic aids
a modest challenge to the reader: 

BIRIM-BUREM-BI 
BERIM-BUREM-BE 
FISUREM-NUFISUM-FESUREM-NUFESUM 
REFiSE-RlFESEM-FIRESI-FERISIM 
REFiSE-RlFESUM-FIRESI-FERISUM 

(figure 1.3.7a) 
(figure 1.3.7b) 
(figure 1.3.9a) 
(figure 1.3.9b) 
(figure 1.3.9c) 

While the last three texts are best remembered in waltz time, the first 
two ask for a somewhat more forceful accompaniment, for instance: 
Old McDonald had a farm, BIRIM-BUREM-BI! And on his farm he had 
some chicks, BERIM-BUREM-BE! 
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1.5 Operations 

" SEMREM SIMRlM?" 
" RERUMFUMNU RUMFUMSURl!" 

By now we can tum the cube back to its start position any time. It is, 
therefore, not much trouble to investigate the effect of individual ma
neuvers. This effect consists in certain cubies changing their positions. 
Comer cubies always move into comer cubicles, edge cubies into edge 
cubicles and face cubies into face cubicles. What we are dealing with 
are obviously house swapping rings among comer cubies, among edge 
cubies and among face cubies, respectively. (Occasionally some cubies 
are satisfied with merely installing themselves differently in their old cu
bicles, see f. i. figure 1. 3. 9.) Such a change of position of cubies which 
can be brought about by a maneuver is from now on called a possible 
I -operation. Again, the letter I in I-operation refers to the "large 
model" of section 2.3 and will be omitted if no confusion arises. To 
simplify matters further we also often omit the adjective "possible". 

We start with a simple example: the 4-move maneuver msoo = 
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R2MDJ?2MD which we have already met in section 1.3. It produces an 
edge-3-cycle (see figure 1.3.8a), i.e. three edge cubies exchange their 
respective cubicles cyclically: edge cubie fr moves to b/, edge cubie bl 
to br, and edge cubie br into the cubicle fro We write 

R2M;;?2MV(4) ~ (Jr, bl, br), 

and read "R2MbR2MD (4) brings about (Jr, bl, br)". Instead of (fr, bl, 
br) we can also write (bl, br, fr), (br, fr, bl), (rj, Ib, rb), (lb, rb, rj) or (rb, 
rj, Ib); not however f.i. (fr, Ib, br). For the notation for our operations 
should not only show which cubie moves into which cubicle, but also 
how the cubie settles down in it. (Jr, bl, . . .) means that the edge 
cubie coming fromfr settles in bl in such a way that its former f-facelet 
now lies in b, and its former r-facelet in I. More generally, for the nota
tion of any n-cycle, i.e. of any house swapping ring of n cubies, we 
make the following agreement: (1) After the opening parenthesis we 
write down one of the names of one of the cubicles involved in the 
house-swapping ring. (Remember section 1.1: Each corner cubicle has 
three names, each edge cubicle two names, each face cubicle one 
name.) (2) Next, the names of all the other cubicles that are part of the 
house swapping ring, are written down in the order determined by the 
sequence of the house swappings. The first letter always denotes that 
face of the cube into which the "first facelet" of the new cubie will fit, 
i.e. the facelet which was already situated in the old cubicle in the face 
mentioned first. Automatically, the corresponding relation then holds 
for the second letter of all the names in case of an edge cycle and for 
the second and third letter of all the names in case of a corner cycle. (In 
the last case the regulation about a clockwise direction is essential.) At 
this point we urgently need some examples! 

Figure 1 shows four different possible operations: the previously 
mentioned 3-cycle and three other ones, where the same edge cubies 
swap their cubicles in the same cyclical order of succession. Under
neath each operation (whose graphic representation is undoubtedly 
self-explanatory) we write a maneuver which results in this operation. 
The complete notations for these edge-3-cycles can be found in the 
"maneuver-index" under mSOO-mS03' 

It follows from the "second law of cubology" in section 2.4 that for 
any 3 given edge cubies with a given cyclical order of succession, there 
are always precisely 22 = 4 different "isolated" 3-cycles possible; "iso
lated" meaning here that the cube remains otherwise unchanged. For 
3 corner cubies with given cyclical order of succession we even have 
32 = 9 isolated 3-cycles. Figure 2 provides an example. The complete 
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f.--I' I 
.J- - - - - -

B'MBB . R2 . B'MBB . R2(8) B2 . RMFR' . B2 . RM"R'(8) 

FIGURE 1. Four possible isolated 3-cycles with the same edge cubies in the same 
cyclical order of succession 

notation for these comer-3-cycles are to be found in the "maneuver
index" under m 100-m 108' 

However, a maneuver generally sets not only one, but several cycles 
into motion, which are simply written down side by side. A few easy 
examples: 

u ~ (uf, ul, ub, ur) (uf/, ulb, ubr, urj), 

MR ~ (f, u, b, d) (Ju, ub, bd, df). 

Figure 3 gives a few examples that are less trivial. They all show opera
tions consisting of two 2-cycles ("transpositions") with "strictly fixed 
orientation" (meaning here: up remains up). 

In one essential point, our notation for operations is still incomplete. 
What happens to the cubie sitting at the very end of the cycle-paren
thesis? It will, of course, end up in the cubicle mentioned at the very 
beginning of the parenthesis. But how? It must, of course-be it comer 
or edge cubie-have the same rights as all its siblings to establish itself 
inside its new cubicle in two, respectively three different ways. This be
comes immediately apparent in our maneuver m333 = FRUR'U'F' (6), 
the effects of which are only roughly sketched in figure 1.3.4. This ma-
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~p;p1~ 
RB'RF'R'BRF'R2(9) R . BUB' . R' . BLB'(8) F'D 'Fll'F'DFU2F (9) 

~fEt?1 
B'R2B'L2BR2B'L2B2(9) F . RBR' . F' . RB'R'(8) F . U'B'U . F' . U'BU(8) 

L2B2L'F'LB2L'F'I.!(9) L'BU2B'LBL'U2LB'(1O) RU2RDR'U2RD'R2(9) 

FIGURE 2. Nine possible isolated 3-cycles with the same comer cubies in the same 
cyclical order of succession 

neuver sends the comer cubie from urj to ufl (up remains up) while the 
comer cubie from ufl is turned over to the right moving into its new 
cubicle urj. We write this down as (+ urj, ufl) and introduce the fol
lowing third point into our notation: (3) Consider the cubie from the 
last cubicle within the cycle parenthesis moved -at least for the time 
being-into the first cubicle, assuming point (2) of our convention to 
be also valid for relationships between last and first cycle-elements. If 
the cubie must then be turned around to correspond with the given 
operation we write the sign + for a right tum of a comer cubie and the 
sign - for a left tum of a comer cubie, while an edge cubie requiring a 
tum is written with the sign + in front of the first cubicle in question, i.e. 
immediately after opening the parenthesis. We obviously need more 
examples! Two of them are shown in figure 4, where we find, among 
others, the special case of a I-cycle, which means a cubie returns to its 
old cubicle but establishes itself there in a new way. 

It is important to distinguish carefully between the two concepts of 
the "maneuver" and the "possible operation". Already in section 1.3 
we have met with two quite different maneuvers producing the same 
operation: 
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~ I 

W2FD' . R' . DPD2L'DF . R . PD'(l4) RPR'BRB2D2Fl.F'D2BPR'(14) PU'PUPR2UR2D'PD(1l) 

L "B'U'BL Ip DPID'P(lO) B2RBUB'U'B'UR'B'RU'R'B'(14) RD" UL'ULU"PDRD'P . D2R'(14) 

B'R'URB'D'RFRPR"DB2(13) W' . LBUD"RFR'D2LB' . DL'(14) 

FIGURE 3. Eleven useful pairs of double swaps 

m'05 = R'FD'RF' . Mh . FR'DPR . MD (12) -+ (+jr) (+br), 
m'05a = MIfiMIfiMIfi2 . MORMORMOR2 (12) -+ (+jr) (+br). 

Obviously, every possible operation can be brought about by infinitely 
many different maneuvers. 

We shall next slightly extend our "maneuver" concept, as we al
ready announced in section 1.2. This extension has to do with cube 
moves, moves which do not change the position but rather tum the 
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m333 = FRUR'U'F' (6) ---> mOl. = RUR'U'F'U'F(7)---> 
---> (+urj, ufl)(-ubr, ulb) ---> (+urj, ubr)(-ulb) 

(uf, ru, bu) (ur, ul, rj, bu) 

FIGURE 4. The precise effect of the maneuvers of stage 2 in our simple strategy 

whole cube as a rigid body. One look can tell us that the cube can be 
brought back onto itself not only by turning it around its 3 "face axes" , 
Le. the axes connecting the centers of opposite faces, but also by two 
other kinds of turns around symmetry axes: by 1800 -turns around 
"edge-axes", Le. axes connecting the centers of diametrically opposed 
edges, and by 1200-turns around "corner axes"; Le. axes connecting 
two diametrically opposed corners (figure 5). There are 3 face axes 
with 3 turns each, 6 edge axes with 1 turn each, and 4 corner axes with 
2 turns each, amounting to a total of 23 different turns around axes. 
Even though the effect of a turn around an edge or corner axis can also 
be achieved by means of two consecutive turns around face axes, it is 
not justified and sometimes even inconvenient to prefer the 9 turns 
around face axes over the 14 other possible turns. Consequently, from 
now on we shall count the 6 turns around the edge axes and the 8 
turns around the comer axes among the cube moves and allow them 
in maneuvers. In keeping with the notation used for turns around face 
axes we denote a turn around an edge or a corner axis by the letter C 
and two or three subscript capitals, corresponding to the notation of 
one of the two edges or corners lying on the rotation axis. In the case of 
a corner axis turn, the direction of the turn is determined by the order 
in which the three letters are written. Examples: 

,.,.,,,,, 

I 
I 
I 

,J...-

CUF = CFU = CDB = CBD 

FIGURE 5. Turns around edge axes and comer axes 
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are the four names for the 1800 -turn around the edge-axis connecting 
the centers of the edges ul and db. 

are the six names for the 1200 -turnaround the comer axis ufl-drb, 
which moves face u to I, face I to I, and face I to u. The inverse tum to 
this would be C LFU or C ULF etc. 

As a first application, we replace our favorite maneuver (d. section 
1.2) by a slightly more elegant one-which will be our new favorite, 
and write down the operation belonging to it: 

m490 = ((MRU)4CULF )3 (24) ~ 
(+uj) (+ul) (+ub) (+ur) (+df) (+dl) (+db) (+dr) (+f/) 
(+Ib) (+br) (+rf). 

The precise description of the effects of a cube move written down in 
our notation for operations is both a little exercise and a preparation of 
speculations we will indulge in later. Here we choose one for each of 
the different types of cube moves: 

/ 
/ 

Cu ~ (f, I, b, r) (uj, ul, ub, ur) (dj, dl, db, dr) (f/, Ib, br, rf) 
(uf/, ulb, ubr, urf) (dlj, dbl, drb, djr). 

Cb ~ (f, b) (I, r) (uf, ub) (ul, ur) (dj, db) (dl, dr) (fl, br) (Jr, bl) 
(uf/, ubr) (ulb, urf) (dlj, drb) (dbl, djr). 

C UF ~ (u, f) (d, b) (I, r) (+uj) (+db) (ub, jd) (ul, fr) (ur, f/) (dl, br) 
(dr, bl) (uf/, fur) (dbl, bdr) (ulb, frd) (ubr, fdl). 

C UFL ~ (u, j, I) (d, b, r) (uj, f/, lu) (db, br, rd) (ur, jd, Ib) (dl, bu, rf) 
(+uf/) (-drb) (urf, jdl, Ibu) (djr, bid, rub). 
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2 THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Chapter 2 and the first section of chapter 3 contain some mathematics. 
If this seems too unfamiliar, too hard, or too much burdened by un
pleasant school memories, one can just skim over this part, murmuring 
"blah-blah" at every formula, and still understand the subsequent 
chapters. 

However, from the close relationship between cube and mathemat
ics' which one does not right away expect from dealing naively with the 
little object, the mathematician as well as the sporty cubist racing 
against the clock can profit. On one hand the cube illustrates a wealth 
of definitions and theorems, mainly from group theory, in a simple and 
attractive manner, where previously only trivial or much too compli
cated and abstract examples were available. On the other hand, we 
need a theory for a really satisfactory understanding of the cube, which 
includes answers to questions like: Which (and not only how many) 
positions can we reach from the start position by turning the layers? 
How are we restricted if only a part of all the moves is permitted? Is 
there any non-trivial operation for which it makes no difference 
whether we perform it before or after another operation? 

In the first two sections the necessary basic concepts are assembled. 

2.1 Sets and Functions 

We assume that the reader has some notion of the naive concept of the 
set. According to Georg Cantor (1845-1918), the founder of the set 
theory, "a set A is an accumulation of certain distinct objects of our 
vision or our thought-the so-called elements of A -as a whole". The 
expression "a is an element of A" is abbreviated like this: a E A or 
A 3 a. A set is defined by an enumeration or a suggested enumeration 
of its elements in brackets, or by indicating one quality which all the 



elements of the set have in common, but which no other objects of our 
vision or our thought possess. Examples: 

{O, 1, 2} is the set of the three numbers 0, 1 and 2. 

/N:= {I, 2, 3, ... } is the set of the "natural numbers" occurring when 
counting naturally. 

Z: = { ... , - 2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ... } is the set of integers. 

P : = set of all possible positions for Rubik's magic cube 
= {pI p is a possible position for Rubik's magic cube}. 

The last set plays a principle part in this chapter. A colon on one side of 
the equal-sign means that the symbol on this side is new and will be 
defined by the term on the other side of the equal-sign. 

A set A is called a subset of a set B (notation: A S; B or B d A) if 
each element of A is also an element of B. For instance IN S; Z holds 
true. There is one set which is a subset of every set: the empty set de
noted by 0 which contains no element. 

Assume A and B to be arbitrary sets; then A U B denotes their 
union, Le. the set of elements contained in A or in B (or in both of 
them). A n B denotes their intersection, Le. the set of elements lying 
in A as well as in B. More generally, Al U ... U An or 
Al n ... n An stands for the union or the intersection of n sets 
A l , ... ,An (where n E/N). A andB are called disjoint, if they have 
no elements in common; in other words, if A n B = 0. 

A function f of the set A into the set B is a "rule" which assigns to 
each element a E A, which we call the argument, precisely one ele
ment b E B, which we call the image element, in symbols: 

f: A ~ Band 0 ~ of = b. 

Notice that in this book the symbol for a function is on principle 
written on the right side of the argument. 

As examples of functions we mention the rule which assigns to each 
natural number its square (f.L 3 ~ 9), the rule which assigns to each 
maneuver the operation which the maneuver brings about (f.L 
R2MbR2MD (4) ~ (Jr, bl, br)), and the rule which assigns to each 
human being his father (f.L Erno Rubik jun. ~ Erno Rubik sen.). (By 
the way, since only finitely many human beings have lived so far, not 
every human being has had a human being as his father.) 

A function f: A ~ B is called injective, if the image elements of dif
ferent arguments are always different. If every element of B appears as 
an image element, the function f: A ~ B is called surjective. A function 
which is injective as well as surjective is called bijective (or a bijection ). 
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If f: A ~ B is bijective, for every b E B there is exactly one a E A, 
such that af = b; i.e. we have a natural rule to assign to every b E B 
an a EA. This function is called the inverse function of f and will be 
denoted by f'. (Professional mathematicians prefer the notation f-1). 

If f: A ~ Band g: B ~ C are two functions, we denote the function 
from A to C, which assigns to each a E A the element (aj)g, by fog: 

fog: A ~ C, a(j 0 g) = (af)g. 

fog is called the composition of the two functions f and g. Notice, 
that in this book functions that are to be applied one after the other 
are always written from left to right in the order of their applica
tion. If h: C ~ D is a third function, we have for every a E A the 
equations 

a((j 0 g) 0 h) = (a(f 0 g))h = ((af)g)h = (af)(g 0 h) = a(f 0 (g 0 h)), 

and this means 

(jog)oh =fo(goh). 

Let Al and A2 be two sets; then Al x A2 denotes the set of all or
dered pairs (ai, a2) with al E Al and a2 E A2: 

AI x A2 := {(ai' a2)1 a l E AI and a2 E A2}· 

Here we have by definition (ai, a2) = (b l , b2) if and only if both 
a 1 = bl and a2 = b2. The setAl x A2 is called the Cartesian product 
of the sets Al and A2 (in this order). If IAI is in general the number of 
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elements of a finite setA, we have for two finite setsA1 andA2 the for
mula 

IAI x A21 = IAII . IA21. 

The Cartesian product of n setsA1, ... ,An (n E/N) is defined ana
logously: 

Al x ... xAn:={(ol,'" ,OnliOIEAI, ... ,onEAn}. 

The elements of this set, the "n-tuples" a = (a 1 , ... ,an), can be 
thought of as functions of the n-element set {I, ... ,n} into the set 
A1 U ... U An with ia E Ai for i = 1, ... ,n, were ai stands for ia, 
that is for the image element of the argument i under the function a. 
The formula mentioned above for the number of elements of the Car
tesian product of two finite sets A 1 and A2 holds similarly for n finite sets 
(n EIN): 

IAI X ... x Ani = IAII ..... IAnl. 

In the case A1 = A2 = ... = An = A we write An instead of 
A1 x ... x An, and the last formula simply becomes 

INI = lAin. 

Now we come to the last concept of this section. In many sets a "re
lation" -a kind of kinship between individual elements-is defined in a 
natural manner: An integer a does or does not differ from an integer b 
by an integral multiple of 3, a position a of Rubik's cube can or cannot 
be transformed into a position b in at most one move, a maneuver a 
can or cannot cause the same operation as a maneuver b. We write 
a ~ b, if the element a is related to the element b. 

Definition. A relation - in the setA is called an equivalence relation, if the 
three following conditions hold: 

(R) a - a for every a E A ("reflexivity"), 
(S) a - b implies b - a ("symmetry"), 
(T) a - band b - c imply a - c ("transitivity"). 

Among the three relations mentioned above, only the second one is not an 
eqUivalence relation, since it does not possess the property (T). We take a 
closer look at the first relation. 

Example. For every rEIN the relation in the set Z of integers (or any sub
set of Z, f.i.IN) defined by 

o - b if and only if 0 - b is an integral multiple of r 
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is an equivalence relation: Since a - a = 0 = 0 . r, we have (R). a - b = 
k· rimpliesb - a = (-k)· r, hence (S) holds. a - b = k1 • randb - c = 
k2 . r imply a - c = (a - b) + (b - c) = (k 1 + k2 + k2) . r, hence (T) 
holds. - If a - b is an integral multiple of r we often write 

o = b modulo r 

or a == b (r) ("a is congruent to b modulo r") or similarly. From dealing with 
the time of day we have long been familiar with congruence calculations: 5 
hours past 10 a.m. is 3 p.m., since 10 + 5 = 3 modulo 12. 

If - denotes an equivalence relation in the set A and a E A, the set 
C a : = {b E A I b - a} is called the equivalence class of a. Assume two 
equivalence classes have one element in common: cECa nCb' 
Then, if d is an arbitrary element of C a, that is d - a, then since a - c 
and c - b, it follows that d - b, that is d E Cb, hence Ca ~ Cb; and 
since we can similarly show Cbc;;,ca, we get Ca = Cb. Two equivalence 
classes having one element in common are, therefore, always identical, 
or stated in another way, two distinct equivalence classes are always 
diSjoint. If, on the other hand, A is divided up into any disjoint non
empty subsets, an equivalence relation is defined by 

o - b if and only if 0 and b lie in the same subset. 

The definition of an equivalence relation in A and the decomposition 
of A into disjoint non-empty subsets is, therefore, one and the same 
thing. If f: A ~ B is an arbitrary function, then 

o - b, if and only if of = bf, 

defines an equivalence relation in A. Every equivalence relation is of 
this type, since, given an equivalence relation, we can choose for f the 
function which assigns to each a its equivalence class Ca. 

2.2 Groups 

Mathematicians do not work with numbers only. In a natural manner 
they arrive at "operating on" number rows (vectors), number arrays 
(matrices), sets, functions and many other things; in other words, to an 
ordered pair of two of these items a third is assigned. To learn all the 
essential "calculating rules" for every single one of the various opera
tions separately would overtax mathematicians even more severely 
than they already are. Luckily, very frequently the same rules apply, so 
that the situation remains under control, despite the great variety of 
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things connected in such a manner. For every actual operation it is 
helpful to figure out a few "basic rules", from which all the other rules 
can be deduced. In the case of two different operations with possibly 
quite different items this allows us to merely compare these basic rules, 
to see whether all the deduced rules of the two systems agree. A very 
frequent and therefore important case is an operation fulfilling the 
basic rules (A), (E), (I) of the following definition. For simplicity's sake 
the operation is denoted by a multiplication sign . which we shall later 
mostly omit. However, it need not have anything to do with the ordi
nary multiplication of numbers. 

Definition 1. The set A is called a group, if to any two elements a and b of 
A an element a . b of A is assigned, and the follOwing three rules hold: 

(A) (0' b) . c = 0 . (b . c) for all 0, b, c E A ("associativity"). 

(E) There exists an element e E A with e . 0 = 0 . e = 0 for all 0 E A 
("existence of a neutral element e"). 

(I) For every 0 E A there exists an 0' E A with 0 . 0' = 0' . 0 = e ("exis
tence of inverse elements"). 
Not required, however, of a group is 

(C) o · b = b . 0 for all 0, b E A ("commutativity"). 
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If (C) holds for a group we talk about a commutative or abelian group (named 
after the Norwegian mathematician N. H. Abel, 1802-1829). 

An immediate consequence of associativity is the so-called general
ized associative law: Whenever we have a sequence of elements to be 
connected by an operation, any syntactically meaningful manner of 
bracketing the sequence leads to the same result; for example 
a1(((a2a3 )a4)a5 ) = ((a1a2)(a3a4))a5 , so that the brackets can be omitted 
altogether and we simply write a1a2 ... an. Moreover, the neutral 
element is uniquely defined: Assuming e1 and e2 to be two neutral ele
ments, we have e 1 = e 1e2 = e2 . Finally, an equation of the form 
ax = b (a, b E A given, x E A required) has always exactly one solu
tion: By multiplication from the left with a ' it follows a'(ax) = a'b, 
hence x = a'b; in other words, only x = a'b is possible as a solution, 
and x = a'b is, due to a(a'b) = (aa')b = eb = b, a solution. Simi
larly, one sees that the equation ya = b (a, b E A given, yEA re
quired) has always exactly one solution, namely y = ba I. The special 
case b = e shows that the inverse element of an element a is always 
uniquely determined, and this is a belated justification for the nota
tion a ' . 

If a certain group lends itself more to ordinary addition than to multi
plication we prefer + as an operating symbol, particularly with abelian 
groups. In these cases we denote the neutral element by 0 and the in
verse element of an element a by - a. The equations in (A), (E) and (I) 
are then written as: (a + b) + c = a + (b + c), 0 + a = a + 0 = a, 
and a + (- a) = (- a) + a = O. 

Example 1. The set Z = { ... , - 2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ... } of integers is an 
abelian group with respect to ordinary addition +: Here everybody is familiar 
with the equations just mentioned. With respect to ordinary multiplication " 
the set Z is not a group, since (I) is not fulfilled. On the other hand, the set 
{ ... , - 4, - 2, 0, 2, 4, ... } of all even integers is with the ordinary addi
tion a group again. Compared to Z it provides us with an example for 

Definition 2. A non-empty subset B of a group A is called a subgroup of A, 
if B is a group with the operation defined in A. 

Trivial subgroups of every group A are A itself and the set containing only 
the neutral element. In general, a non-empty subset B of a group is ap
parentlya subgroup, if it contains with every two elements a and b also ab, 
with every element a also a I. In the case of finite groups (groups with finitely 
many elements) we can even do without the last condition: a non-empty finite 
subset B of an arbitrary group A is a subgroup, if and only if it contains with 
every two elements a and b also abo For if a is any element of B, all the ele
ments of the form ab with b E B differ from each other (the equation ax = c 
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has always exactly one solution), hence every element of B, particularlye, 
must be one of the elements ab, and we have a' E B. The number of ele
ments of a finite group A is called the order IA I of A. That for every n E IN 
there exists a group or order n is shown in 

Example 2. Let Cn : = {O, 1, . . . ,n - I} and for a, b E Cn 

aEBb:={a+b, ~fa+b<n 
a + b - n, If a + b 2: n, 

in brief 

a EB bEen with a EB b = a + b modulo n. 

With the operation EB the set C n is an abelian group, the so-called cyclic group 
of order n. If it is obvious that the operation in Cn is referred to, we simply 
omit the circle around the+ sign. In Ca we then have, for instance, the equa
tions 1 + 2 = 0 and 2 + 2 = 1. 

In every operation (in the sense of section 1.5), comer, edge or face cubies 
can swap their cubicles. Hence, every operation gives in a natural way a bijec
tive function of the 8-element set of all the comer cubies into itself, a bijective 
function of the 12-element set of all the edge cubies into itself and a bijective 
function of the 6-element set of all the face cubies into itself. Of particular im
portance for our theory is, therefore, 

Example 3. Let SA be the set of all bijective functions of a set A into itself. 
SA is a group with composition as its operation: The associativity 

(fog)oh=fo(goh) (f,g,hESA ) 

was checked already in the last section. The neutral element is the identity 
function denoted by I (or more precisely by Is), defined by aI = a for all 
a EA. The inverse function off, already previously denoted by f', is inverse 
to f also in the group SA' SA is called the symmetric group over A. Its ele
ments are known as permutations of A. We shall take a closer look at the case 
A = {I, 2, ... ,n}, where Sn is written instead of SA' 

Theorem 1. ISnl = 1 ·2 ..... n =: n! (read "n factorial"). 

Proof. To determine a permutation of {I, ... ,n} we have to assign to 
every element of the set {I, ... ,n} an element of the set {I, ... ,n} as 
an image element, keeping in mind that every element may appear only once 
as an image element. Proceeding one step at a time, i.e., first choosing the 
image element of 1, then the image element of 2 etc., we have n possibilities 
for 1, then for the image element of 2 there are only n - 1 possibilities left 
and so on, all in all n . (n - 1) . . . .. 1 possibilities. D 

Any arbitrary permutation can be represented as the product of disjoint 
cycles, the way it was already done in section 1.5 with comer, edge, and face 
cubies. We write 
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and call I an r-cyc1e, if ii, i2 , .•• , ir are r different elements of 
{I, ... , n}, and id = i2 , i21 = i3 , ... , irl = il as well as il = i for all 
other i E {I, ... , n} hold. The 3! = 6 elements of S3, for instance, are: 

S3 = {J, (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2)}. 

2-cycles, i.e. permutations swapping only two elements and keeping all the 
others fixed, are also called transpositions, and products of two disjoint trans
positions are called double transpositions. (Two cycles (ii' ... , ir) and 
(jl, ... ,is) are called disjoint, if the sets {ii, ... ,ir} and {ii, ... ,is} 
are disjoint.) From now on we write simply Ig instead of log. 

For n 2: 3 the symmetric group Sn is not abelian, since for instance (1, 2) 
(2, 3) = (1, 3, 2), but (2, 3)(1, 2) = (1, 2, 3). (According to our convention 
the transpositions are to be carried out from left to right.) However, Sn is even 
in an extreme way non-abelian. For this we need 

Definition 3. Let A be any group. Then 

Z(A):= {a EAlab = ba forallb EA} 

is called the center of A. 

Z(A) is always a subgroup of A. (a, b E Z(A) implies ab E Z(A), since for 
any c E A always abc = cab. Similarly, a E Z(A) implies a' E Z(A), since for 
every b E A always a'b = (b'a)' = (ab')' = ba'.) Now we can prove 

Theorem 2. For n 2: 3 the center Z(Sn) of Sn contains only the neutral ele
mentI. 

Proof. If IE Sn and I f I, we have an element a E {I, ... , n} with 
al =: b f a. Since n 2: 3 there exists an element c E {I, ... ,n} differing 
from a and b. Then al(a,c)= b(a, c) = band a(a, c)1 = cl f al = b, hence 
I(a, c) f (a, c)f. 0 

A pair (i, j) of elements of the set {I, ... ,n} is called an inversion of the 
permutation I, if i < i and il > jf 

A permutation is called even or odd, respectively, if the number z of its in
versions is even or odd, respectively. (- l)Z is called the sign of the permuta
tionl and is also denoted by sgnl ("signum of!"). In the groupSn, even and 
odd permutations behave like even and odd integers with addition: The prod
uct (composition) of two even or two odd permutations is even, the product 
of an even with an odd permutation is odd. This follows from 

Theorem 3. sgn(/g) = sgnl . sgn g. 

Prove. We have 
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since in this product, which runs over all pairs (i, j) of elements from 
{I, ... , n} with i < j, except for the sign, the numerator has exactly the 
same factors as the denominator, and there are as many negative factors as 
inversions. (For k, I E {I, . . . ,n} with 1 ~ k < I ~ n, the numbers kf' and 
If' are different; that is, there exist i, j E {I, . . . ,n} with I ~ i < j ~ n such 
that either jf = k and if = lor jf = I and if = k.) It follows 

S (f) = n jfg - ifg _ n jf - if )fg - ifg 
gn ,g .. . . if if 

} -I }-I 1-1 
i<i l<j 

jf - if jfg - ifg 
= n ~ . n l' _ i' = sgn f . sgn g. 

i<j } l<j lJ J 

o 

Because of Theorem 3 the set of all even permutations of Sn is a subgroup 
of Sn, the so-called alternating group An. For n ~ 2 there are as many even 
permutations as odd permutations (f ~ /(1, 2) is a bijection between even 
and odd permutations), i.e. the order of An is n!/2. 

Theorem 4. For n ~ 2 every element of Sn is a product of (in general not 
disjoint) transpositions. 
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Proof. Since every permutation is the product of cycles, it suffices, to prove 
the claim for cycles. Indeed, (iI, ... ,ir- 1, ir) = (iI, ... ,ir - 1)(il, ir) = 
... = (iI, i2)(il, i3) ... (iI, ir), Le. every r-cycle can be written as the prod
uct of r - 1 transpositions. 0 

Obviously, the intersection of arbitrary many subgroups of a group 
A is also a subgroup of A. Therefore, for every subset C of A there 
always exists a smallest subgroup B containing all the elements of C, 
namely the intersection of all subgroups of A which contain C (to 
which A itself belongs). B is called the subgroup generated by C, and 
we say briefly: C generates B. According to Theorem 4 for example, 
the set of all transpositions generates the entire symmetric group Sn. 
Since (i, j) = (1, 0(1, j)(1, 0 even the set of all transpositions of the 
specific form (1, 0 generates all of Sn' 

Theorem 5. For n ~ 3 every element of the alternating group An is a prod
uct of 3-cycles. 

Proof. From the previous remark and Theorem 3 every element of An is the 
product of an even number of transpositions of the form (1, 0. Therefore, it 
suffices to prove the claim for the product of two transpositions of this form. 
For i f j we have (1, i)(I,j) = (1, i, j). The identity is the third power of every 
3-cycle, f.L I = (1, 2, 3)3. 0 

According to the last proof, An is already generated by 3-cycles of the form 
(1, i, j). Since (1, i, j) = (1, 2,j)(1, 2, i)(l, 2,j)2 even the 3-cycles of the form 
(1, 2, 0 are sufficient. 

Example 4. Let M be the set of all I-maneuvers, that is the set of all finite 
sequences of moves, in which neither two layer moves with the same layer 
nor two cube moves around the same rotation axis immediately follow each 
other (d. section 1.2 and 1. 5). Also the "empty maneuver" which does not 
contain one single move, and is denoted by 1M , shall belong to M. We "multi
ply" two maneuvers by simply writing them next to each other and at the 
same time combining or cancelling all layer moves with the same layer in im
mediate succession, as well as all the cube moves around the same axis. Then 
M forms a group, which we call the large maneuver group. hi is the neutral 
element of M, and the maneuver previously denoted by m I, the inverse ma
neuver of m E M, is also in the new group-theoretic sense the inverse of m in 
M: m . m' = m' . m = lSi. To give a precise, formal definition of the combin
ing and cancelling procedure is easy, but rather tedious; we therefore settle 
for a few examples: 

R . R = R2, R· R2 = R', LFR2. R2F'B = LB, 

Mk . Mk = IX?, RC uRF ' CuFRL = RL. 

MUltiplying maneuvers is a mere game with letters which disregards com-
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pletely the operations caused by the maneuvers. For example, MiM~ and 
M~Mi have the same effect, but the two maneuvers are different elements of 
the large maneuver group: MiM~ (:. M~Mi. 

An important subgroup of M is the small maneuver group denoted by M 
and consisting of all (outer layer) maneuvers, Le. all m E M in which neither 
middle layer moves nor cube moves occur, leaving only outer layer moves. 

As a last example we want to look at a group whose full significance for 
cubology will only become apparent in Section 3.1 and in Chapter 4. 

Example 5. Let C be the rotation group of the cube, Le. the group of all 
"proper distance-preserving transformations" of the space, which bring a 
given ordinary cube into itself. A distance-preserving transformation of the 
three-dimensional space is a function of the space into itself, which preserves 
the distance of any two points. The set of all distance-preserving transforma
tions is a subgroup of the group of all bijections of the space into itself, which 
we have studied already as Example 3. For any geometric figure the set of all 
distance-preserving transformations sending the figure as a whole into itself, 
forms a subgroup of the group of all distance-preserving transformations. It 
reflects the symmetry properties of the figure: For an asymmetric figure it is 
"trivial" (Le. it merely consists of the identity), whereas for a figure with many 
symmetries it is correspondingly more extensive. A distance-preserving trans
formation is called proper if it, stated somewhat informally, corresponds to a 
physically possible movement of the space, and this means, it does not re
quire a reflection through a point. Due to the cube moves introduced in sec
tion 1.2 and 1.5 we already have a certain understanding of C. For each of 
the 23 cube moves, CR , C~, CUF , CULF , ••• there is obviously an element 
CR, ci, CUF, CULF, ••• of C, that means Ie! = 24, since the identity is to be 
added. Remarkably, C has exactly the same structure as the symmetric group 
54. This follows from 

Theorem 6. There exists a bijective function 7r: C ~ 54 with (C 1 • C2)7r = 

Cl 7r . C27r for all Cv C2 E C. 
The last statement can also be formulated as follows: If C1 • C2 = c3 in the 

group C, then C17r . C27r = C3 7r in the group 54. Since 7r is bijective, it follows 
conversely thatfg = h in 54 impliesf7r' . g7r' = h7r' in C. The groups C and 
54 differ, therefore, only in the names of their elements, not however, in the 
mutual relations of these elements determined by the operations. 

Proof to theorem 6. Every element of C sends the four comer axes of the 
cube again into comer axes. Therefore, to every element of C a permutation 
of the 4 comer axes, Le. an element of 54, is assigned. It is not difficult to see 
that this function is bijective and has the required properties. 0 

Theorem 6 motivates 

Definition 4. A function 7r of a group A into a group B is called a homo
morphism, if for any a 1 , a2 E A, we have (a 1a2)7r = a 17r . a27r. If 7r is also 
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bijective, then 'IT is called an isomorphism and the groups A andB isomorphic 
to each other, in symbols: A == B. A homomorphism or isomorphism of a 
group into itself is called an endomorphism or automorphism, respectively. 

Theorem 6 now simply becomes C == S4.-For every group A and every 
a E A the function 

1Ta: A ~ A, b1Ta:= aba' (b E A) 

is an automorphism: It is an endomorphism because (b l b2 )'lTa = ablb2a' = 
abla' . ab2a' = bI'lTa . b2 'ITa, and it is bijective, since to every b2 E A there 
exists exactly one b I E A with b2 = bI'lTa = abla', namely bI = a'b2a. The 
automorphisms of this type are called inner automorphisms of the group A. 
We will play around with them a bit in Section 3.3 (Conjugation). In general, 
every automorphism describes a kind of structural symmetry of the group, 
and it transforms every subgroup onto an isomorphic subgroup. Of special 
interest are subgroups which are always invariant in this process: 

Definition 5. A subgroup B of a group A is called a normal or invariant 
subgroup of A, if it is invariant under all inner automorphisms, that is if for 
a EA andb EB always aba' EB. 

If AI, ... , An are any groups, a group structure is defined on the Carte-
sian productB : = Al X ... x An in a natural way, namely by component-
wise operation: (aI, ... , an)' (aI, ... , an) = (alaI, ... , anOn)· 
With this operation B is called the direct product ofthe groups A 1 , ... , An. 
If Al = ... = An = A we again simply write B = An. If all A; are abelian, 
then, obviously, so is B. 

For simplicity's sake now let n = 2, that is let B= Al X A2 be the direct 
product of two groups Al and A2 . We denote the neutral element of AI, A2 
and B by e I , e2 and e, respectively, and set At : = {(a 1 , e2 )Ia l E Ad, At : = 

{(eI , a2 )la2 E A2 }. It is easily seen, thatAt is a subgroup of B isomorphic toA; 
(i = 1, 2). More precisely: 

(1) At is a normal subgroup of B (i = 1, 2), 

(2) B = AtM:= {a 1a2 1 al EAt, a2 E An, 
(3) At nM = {e}. 

If (1), (2) and (3) hold for arbitrary subgroups At and At of a group B, we 
also call B the (inner) direct product of At andAt (by identifying At withA;l, 
and we write B = At x At. If, in this case, At is a subgroup, but not neces
sarily normal, we call B the semidirect product of At with At.-

2.3 The Small and the Large Model 

In Chapter 1 three basic concepts were introduced: "the possible posi
tion" (a "color pattern" arrived at from the start position by turning the 
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nine layers; it remains unaffected by cube moves), "the I-maneuver" 
(a sequence of moves, including middle layer and cube moves), and 
"the possible I-operation" (a "position change" caused by an 1-
maneuver). These three basic concepts correspond to the natural pos
sibilities and the practical requirements of the game. However, put next 
to each other, they have one small drawback: They don't fit to produce 
a sensible mathematical model, in which operations are well-defined 
functions of the set of positions into itself. 

It is convenient for such a model to begin by alloWing only outer 
layer moves ("small model"). Thus, the six face cubies always remain 
in their places serving as a fixed reference system, and a position can 
easily be described by the location of the comer and edge cubies. For 
this purpose, we assume that the comers and edges of the cube are 
numbered from 1 to 8 and 1 to 12, respectively. These numbers are 
marked both on the mobile cubies and on a fictitious, transparent sec
ond skin which loosely surrounds the cube and always stays in place 
without impeding the rotations of the cube. The numbers on this sec
ond skin serve to number the cubicles and coincide in the start position 
with the numbers on the cubies situated exactly underneath. In any ar
bitrary position the place (not the orientation) of the comer and edge 
cubies is then defined by an element p of the symmetric group S8 and 
an element a of the symmetric group S12: the comer cubie no. i sits in 
the comer cubicle ip (i = 1, .. . , 8), the edge cubie no. j in the 
edge cubicle ja (j = 1, ... , 12). In order to describe the orienta
tion of the comer and edge cubies, we mark at each of the 8 comers 
and at each of the 12 edges of the cube one of the three resp. two cube 
faces meeting at the corresponding comer or edge by an arc or by a 
line, as f.i. shown in figure 1 above. We do not mark the cubies but the 
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fictitious outer skin of the cube, in other words, we mark one of the 
three, respectively two outer faces of each cubicle. In addition, we 
number the three colored faces of each comer cubie clockwise by 0, 1 
and 2, and the two colored faces of each edge cubie by 0 and 1, with 
each 0 lying in the start position beneath the arc or line marking of the 
corresponding cubicle, d. figure 1 below. For any arbitrary position the 
orientation of the comer and edge cubies can now be characterized by 
an 8-tuple x = (Xl, . . . , Xs) EX: = {O, 1, 2}S and a 12-tuple y = 
(YI, ... , Y12) E Y : = {O, 1}12, with Xi or Yj denoting which face of 
the i-th comer cubie or thej-th edge cubie lies in cubicle i orj beneath 
the marking. We call the comer cubie no. i correctly oriented, left 
twisted or right twisted, if Xi 1=0,1, or 2, respectively. The edge cubie 
no. j is called correctly or incorrectly oriented, if Yj = 0 or 1, respec
tively. (So far such statements only made sense, if the cubie was in its 
home cubicle.) For our small mathematical model we can now specify 
the previously somewhat informal concept of the "color pattern": 

Definition 1. A position is a quadruple (4-tuple) (p, (I, X, y) with p E 5 s , 
(I E 5 12 , X = (Xl, .. . , xs) EX := {a, 1, 2}S and Y = (YI, ... ,YI2) E 
Y := {a, Ip2. P* is the set of all positions. 

Operations can now be defined as functions of P* into P* in an obvious 
manner. We refrain from further formal definitions and limit ourselves to the 
following remarks and examples: A possible operation is a function of P* into 
P*, "caused" by disassembling and then reassembling the comer and the 

2 

FIGURE 1. Markings of the cubicle faces (above), and numbering of the cubie faces 
(below) 
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edge cubies according to a fixed instruction (i.e., according to the same in
struction for allp E P*): The operation (+ urf)(uf, ub), for example, assigns a 
new position to every position by twisting the upper right front comer cubie to 
the right and swapping the edge cubies from uf and ub in a certain way. An 
operation which is not a possible operation is called an impossible operation. 
The set G of the possible operations and the larger set G * of all operations are 
subgroups of the symmetric group over P*. We call G Rubik's group. The 
map 

7T: M ~ G 

which assigns to every maneuver the possible operation it causes, is a homo
morphism of the small maneuver group (cf. example 2.2.4) onto Rubik's 
group: (mamb hr = ma7T . mb7T, in words: the product of two maneuvers 
causes the composition of the possible operations caused by the two maneu
vers. Two maneuvers ma and mb are called eqUivalent, denoted by ma - mb, 
if they cause the same operation: ma7T = mb7T. Due to the function 

p* x M ~ P*, (p, m) ~ pm := p(m7T), 

the small maneuver group "acts" on the set of positions; in other words, we 
have: 

(a) plM = p for allp E p* and 

(b) p(mamb) = (pma)mb for all p E p* and ma, mb EM. 

It is immediately seen that 

Pa - Pb, if and only if there exists an m EM with Pa = P~ 

is an equivalence relation in P*. The corresponding eqUivalence classes are 
called the orbits of p* with respect to M. 

Definition 2. A position p E p* is called possible if it lies in the same orbit 
as the "start position" Ip = (1, 1, 0, 0), i.e. if there exists a maneuver m with 
p = Ipm. (Here 1 stands for Iss and Is .. , 0 for the 8- or the 12-tuple 
(0 ... , 0).) P is the set of all possible positions. 

We next tum to the "large model" which considers also middle layer and 
cube moves. In order to conceive the manipulations of the cube which are 
now possible as well-defined functions, and to obtain the same mathematical 
structure as within the "small model", the way the cube is lying on the table 
must become part of our concept of the position. This way can be determined 
by defining one of the 6 faces as the upper face and one of the 4 faces, which 
are then vertical, as the front face. The 6 . 4 = 24 ways correspond to the 
elements of the rotation group C of the cube which we have studied as Exam
ple 2.2.5 and which is, according to Theorem 2.2.6, isomorphic to 54. How
ever, to insure as close an analogy as possible to our procedure for comer and 
edge cubies we describe the way the cube is lying by a permutation of the 6 
face cubies, hence by an element T E 56. Of course, only 24 of the 6! = 720 
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permutations amount to possible I-positions. The others are "impossible 
I-positions" which we can only get after taking the cube apart, even the un
screwing of the face cubies is permitted, and then reassembling it. Thus we 
arrive at 

Definition 3. An I-position is a qUintuple (5-tuple)(p, U", T, x, y) with 
P E S8, U" E S12, T E S6, X E {a, 1, 2}B and y E {a, 1}12. p* is the set of all 
I-positions. 

All the other concepts of the "large model" can be explained analogously 
to those of the "small model": the set P of all possible I-positions, the large 
maneuver group M (cf. Example 2.2.4), the group G* of alii-operations, the 
group G of all the possible I-operations, the homomorphism 1r: M ~ G and 
the eqUivalence of arbitrary I-maneuvers: rna - mb if and only if 
ma1r = mb1r· 

The following summary might prove useful: 

SMALL MODEL LARGE MODEL 

M 
P,P* 

G,G* 

outer layer maneuvers M 
possible resp. all positions P, p* 

possible resp. all operations G, G * 

all maneuvers 
possible resp. aJ' I-posi
tions 
possible resp. all I-opera-
tions 

7T: M ~ G homomorphism :n=: M ~ G homomorphism 

2.4 Characterization of Possible Positions 
and Operations 

The following basic theorem allows us to determine whether any arbi
trary position can or cannot be transformed back into the start position 
merely by turning layers. 

Theorem 1 ("first law of cubology"). A position (p, U", x, y) is possible, if 
and only if the following three conditions are fulfilled. 

Proof· 

(a) sgn p = sgn (T, 

(b) Xl + Xz +. . + Xs = 0 modulo 3, 

(e) Yl + Yz + ... + YIZ = 0 modulo 2. 

(1) We first demonstrate that the three conditions are necessary, i.e. that 
they hold for every possible position. This is not particularly difficult. On one 
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hand, (a), (b) and (c) are fulfilled by the start position Ip with p = Is., (T = ISI2' 
hence sgn p = sgn (T = 1, and with Xl = X2 = ... = Xs = Yl = Y2 = 
... = Yl2 = O. On the other hand, (a), (b) and (c) are preserved in every 
one of the six 90°-moves V, D, R, L, F and 13: (a) remains valid, since every 
one of these moves simultaneously causes a comer-4-cycle and an edge-4-
cycle, hence an odd permutation of the comer cubies and an odd permuta
tion of the edge cubies. (b) remains valid, because the components of X with 
V or D do not change at all, while with R, L, F and B Simultaneously two 
components are increased by 1 modulo 3, and two components are reduced 
by 1 modulo 3 (figure 2.3.1, left). (c) remains valid, because with each of the 
six moves exactly four components of yare changed by 1 (figure 2.3.1, right). 

(2) In order to prove that the three conditions are sufficient, we have to 
show, that every positionp = (p, (T, X, y) fulfilling the three conditions can be 
transformed back into the start position by means of a suitable maneuver m, 
in short, that there exists for each such p an m E M with pm = Ip. As a mat
ter of fact, this was already done by describing the "simple strategy". But we 
want to give here an independent and slightly more abstract proof. 

(a) Without loss of generality we can assume sgn p = sgn (T = 1. Namely, if 
sgn p = sgn (T = -1, we have for Pa := (Pa, (Ta, Xa, Ya) := pV the 
equation sgn Pa = sgn (Ta = 1, and from ma EM with Pama = Ip it 
follows p(Vma) = (pV)m a = Ip. 

(f3) Let us now consider any arbitrary maneuver for a comer-3-cycle, for 
example mloo = RB'RPR'BRPR2 (9), which causes the 3-cycle (Xl! 
X2 , Xa ) shown in figure 1.5.2 above on the left for the comers Xl = uf/, 
X 2 = urj, Xa = ubr, without changing the other comers, which we de
note for the time being by X4 , . . . , Xs. For every i E {4, . . . , 8} 
there existS a maneuver ki E M of at most 2 moves which transports the 
comer cubie from Xi to Xa without interfering with the cubies in Xl and 
X2 • The maneuver kim look; now causes exactly the 3-cycle (Xl, X 2 , Xi ). 
(The principle of "conjugation" used here will be discussed more exten
Sively in Section 3.3.) Since the six 3-cycles (Xl, X2 , Xa ), (Xl! X2 , 

X4 ), • •. , (Xl, X2 , Xs) generate the group of all even permutations of 
{Xl' ... , Xs}(cf. remark after Theorem 2.2.5) there exists a maneu
ver me EM, which transports all eight comer cubies into their home cu
bicles. 

(y) Analogously, proceeding from an arbitrary maneuver for an arbitrary 
edge-3-cycle, we can find a maneuver mE, which brings all the twelve 
edge cubies into their proper places. 

(8) In position pmemE (= pmEmcl all the comer and edge cubies are al
ready in their correct cubicles. According to part (1) of the proof the 
equations (b) and (c) are also valid for this position, i.e. an even number 
of edge cubies needs reorientation and the number of comer cubies to 
be twisted to the right is equal to the number of comer cubies to be 
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..:=-----::,....,~ -------FIGURE 1. Paths around the cube which connect neighboring comer cubies resp. 
neighboring edge cubies and reach each comer resp. edge cubie exactly once. 

twisted to the left modulo 3. We, therefore, arrive at the correct orienta
tion of all the comer and edge cubies by 

LFR'F'L'U2RURU'R2U2R (13) ~ (+uj)(+ur) 

and 

R(U2RF'D2FR'J2R' (13) ~ (+urf)(-ufl) 

(as well as trivial "variations" of these maneuvers, cf. Section 3.1). Here 
we can, for instance, follow "step-by-step" a path around the cube 
which connects neighboring comer respectively edge cubies and 
reaches each comer respectively edge cubie exactly once, cf. figure 1. 0 

An immediate consequence of our first law of cubology is 

Theorem 2. The number of possible positions is 

1 1 
IPI = IGI = 12 IP*I = 12 . 8! . 12! . 38 • 212 

= 43 252 003 274 489 856 000 = 227 . 314 . 53 . 72 . 11. 

Proof. For the 8 comer cubies there are 8!, for the 12 edge cubies there are 
12! arrangements (permutations). Since every comer cubie can at every cor
ner be oriented in 3, and every edge cubie on every edge in 2 different ways, 
we have 

IP*I = 8! . 12! . 38 • 212. 

For possible positions this number is reduced to a half because of 
equation (a) (there are as many even as odd permutations), to a third 
because of equation (b) (the orientation of 7 corner cubies can be arbi
trarily chosen and determines the orientation of the 8th corner cubie), 
and again to a half because of equation (c) (the orientation of 11 edge 
cubies can be arbitrarily chosen and determines the orientation of the 
12th edge cubie), all in all it is therefore reduced to one twelfth. 0 

Curiously and quite untypically, manufacturer and merchants pro-
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moting Rubik's cube in innumerable posters and advertisements are 
satisified with the modest slogan"the magic cube with its 43 trillion dif
ferent faces". In reality, the cube has more than 43 quintillion faces, 
which is, after all, more than one million times more! 

If we put 43.252 quintillion cubes of 5.6 cm width-each in another 
position-side by side, they bridge a distance of 2.422 . 1015 (2.422 
quadrillion) km, this is about 256 light-years. (To compare: The princi
pal stars a, (3, y and 8 of the Great Bear are respectively 96, 76, 80 and 
76 light-years away from our solar system. The North star, the principal 
star a of the Little Bear, is 470 light-years away.) Tightly packed the 
cubes would cover the whole surface of the earth (land and water, 
51 . 1017 cm2 ) to a height of 15 m. 

Despite these perhaps impressive comparisons, the main reason for 
the difficulty of our game is not the size of the number IPI. It is certainly 
not considered difficult, to arrange 21 cards of a customers list in alpha
betical order. Yet, for 21 cards there are 21! = 51.09 ... . 1018 

(over 51 quintillion) arrangements, and if all the names are different, 
only one of them corresponds to the desired alphabetical order. The 
indisputable difficulty of Rubik's cube is rather due to the intricate way 
in which 8 to 9 cubies at a time are linked, forcing us to head for the 
solution by way of sophisticated detours. Notice that immediately be
fore the last move 8 cubies, and immediately before the second to last 



move 12 to 16 cubies (12 only in the case of two 180o-middle-layer
moves) must necessarily be wrong, therefore more than half. of all the 
26 visible cubies. 

Between the operations g E G* and the positions p E p* there 
exists the natural bijection G* 3 g ~ P = Jpg E P*, in which p is a 
possible position if and only if g is a possible operation. Theorem 1, 
which characterizes the possible positions, can therefore be directly 
"translated" into a theorem describing the possible operations. A brief 
preliminary remark: The rth power of a comer-r-cycle with sign "+" 
resp. "-" obviously causes a right- resp.left-twist for all r comer cubies 
of the cycle. The rth power of an edge-r-cycle with sign "+" reorients 
all r edge cubies of the cycle. Consequently, the sign of a cycle is inde
pendent of its representation, and we can distinguish between orienta
tion-preserving comer cycles, right-twisting comer cycles, left-twisting 
comer cycles, orientation-preserving edge cycles and reorienting edge 
cycles. Thus, the previously announced "translation" of Theorem 1 re
sults in 

Theorem 3 ("second law of cubology"). An operation is possible, if and 
only if the following three conditions are fulfilled: 

(a) The total number of cycles of even length (comer and edge cycles) is 
even. 

(b) The number of right-twisting comer cycles is equal to the number of left
twisting comer cycles modulo 3. 

(c) The number of reorienting edge cycles is even. 

Proof. Equation (a) of Theorem 1 says that the permutation caused in the 
20-element set of all comer and edge cubies is even. This is equivalent to 
condition (a) of Theorem 3, since an individual cycle is an even permutation if 
and only if its length is odd. 

For the equivalence of the conditions (b) the statement suffices that a right
twisting, left-twisting or orientation-preserving comer cycle changes the sum 
of the orientation coordinates Xi (summation over all the cubies in the cycle) 
by -1, + lor 0 modulo 3, respectively. Analogously, we have for the condi
tions (c): An edge cycle is reorienting, if and only if the sum of the orientation 
coordinates Yi of the cubies in the cycle changes by an odd number. 0 

A simple corollary of Theorem 3 is 

Theorem 4. Every position derived from a possible position by swapping 
two comer cubies (arbitrary orientation), swapping two edge cubies (arbitrary 
orientation), twisting an individual comer cubie or reorienting an individual 
edge cubie, is impossible. 
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S. W. Golomb (University of Southern California) has pointed out a 
remarkable analogy between the behavior of the comer cubies which 
can only be twisted in pairs into different directions and in threes in the 
same direction, and the hypothetical quarks of elementary particle 
physics. Quarks and their antiparticles, the antiquarks, seem unable to 
exist in isolation, but appear only as quark-antiquark-pair in the form 
of a meson, as quark-triplet in the form of a baryon and as antiquark
triplet in the form of an antibaryon. Will we perhaps-one day-be able 
to give a group theoretical explanation for this, too? Or-a frivolous 
speculation -will the day come, when new elementary particles are 
looked for and actually found on the basis of the properties of our edge 
cubies?-

2.5 The Structure of Rubik's Group 

There is the natural bijection G 3 9 -+ 1 pg E P between Rubik's 
group G and the set P of all possible positions. We can therefore iden
tify every group element 9 with the position Ipg = (p, (T, x, y) E P. 
Here, the comer cubie no. i is sitting in cubicle ip, and beneath the arc 
marking of this cubicle we have the orientation coordinate Xi = ix (i = 
1, ... , 8). If we then apply a second group element g* = (p*, (T*, 
x*, y*) E G, the comer cubie no. i moves into cubicle ipp*, and be
neath the arc marking of this cubicle we now have the number 
ix + ipx* modulo 3. Analogously, edge cubie no. j moves into the 
edge cubicle juu* with the number jy + juy* modulo 2 beneath the 
line marking of this cubicle. By taking the sets X = {O, 1, 2}S and Y = 
{O, 1p2 as the direct product of 8 cyclic groups Ca respectively 12 cyclic 
groups C2 , i.e. by defining the addition in X respectively Y component
wise modulo 3 respectively 2, we get for the product of two elements of 
Rubik's group G the basic equation 

(p, u, x, y)(p*, u*, x*, y*) = (pp*, uu*, x + px*, y + oy*). 

With this, many structural properties of G can be formally deduced. 
Let 

G1 := {g = (p, u, x, y) E G I x = 0, y = O}, 
G2 := {g = (p, u, x, y) E G I p = 1, u = I}. 

For brevity and clarity we again write ° for the 8- resp. 12-tuple 
(0, . . . , 0) and 1 for Iss respectively ISI2 • Hence, G1 is the set of the 
possible operations preserving the orientation of all the cubies (with re-
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gard to the chosen marking), G2 is the set of the possible operations 
leaving aU the cubies in their cubicles. 

Theorem 1. 

(a) G 1 is a subgroup, G2 a normal subgroup of G. 
(b) G1 ~ {(p, 0") E S8 x S12 I sgn p = sgn O"}, G2 ~ q X q1. 

(c) G is the semidirect product of G 1 with G2 . 

Proof· 

(a) The subgroup property of G1 and G2 is trivial, and the invariance of G2 

quickly checked: Forg = (p, O",X, y) E G we haveg' = (p', 0"', p'(-x), 
O"'(-Y)), and for any arbitrary g* = (1, 1, x*, y*) E G2 it follows 
gg*g' = (1, 1, px*, ay*) E G2 • 

(b) Trivial. (Gs 3 (1, 1, (Xl! ... , X8), (Yl, ... , YI2)) -+ ((Xl! ... , 
X7), (Yt. ... ,Yu)) E q x ql is an isomorphism.) 

(c) Due to (a) we only have to check that G 1 n G2 = {Ie} and G1G2 = G. 
The last equation holds because of (p, 0", X, y) = (p, 0", 0, 0) . (1, 1, p'x, 
O"'Y). D 

The following theorem demonstrates the extreme non-commuta
tivity of G: 

Theorem 2. The centerZ(G) of Rubik's group merely consists of Ie and the 
superflip which is caused by our favorite maneuver m490 and reorients all 
twelve edge cubies. 

Proof. Letg = (p, 0", x, Y) E Z(G). Since the center ofthe symmetric group 
Sn for n ~ 3 is trivial (Theorem 2.2.2) and since every p* E S8 appears as a 
first coordinate of an element of G, it immediately follows from our funda
mental product equation p = 1 and analogously 0" = 1, i.e. 9 E G2 • Thus, 
gg* = g*g for all g* E G simply becomes X + x* = x* + p*x, i.e. X = p*x 
for all p* E S8, and Y + y* = y* + O"*Y, i.e. y = O"*y for all 0"* E S12, and 
this means, X and yare constant. The first law of cubology excludes the cases 
x = 1 and x = 2. This leaves only the two elements Ie = (1, 1, 0, 0) and 
(1, 1, 0, 1) (superflip), which obviously do belong to Z(G). D 

The interchangeability of the superflip with other operations can be 
demonstrated, for instance, like this: We take a cube in the start posi
tion, begin by applying the superflip with m490 , follow this up with one 
or two arbitrary moves executed behind our back, apply the superflip 
again (preferably also behind our back) and can then undo the inter
mediate moves, made 24 layer moves ago. 

Apart from the center, the so-called commutator subgroup K (A) of a 
group A is a measure of the commutativity of A. It consists of all finite 
productsofcommutatoTS, i.e. of elements ofthe form [a, b]:= aba'b'. 
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It is easily seen that K (A) is always a subgroup, and even a normal sub
group, which, in the case of an abelian group, contains only the neutral 
element. But in our case K(G) is "half the group": 

Theorem 3. K(G) = {(p , fT, X, y) E G I sgn p = sgn fT = 1}. 

Proof. If g = [gl, g2] = glg~~g~ = (p, fT, X, y) is a commutator with gl = 
(Pl, . . . ) and g2 = (P2, . . .), then p = PlP2P~P~ holds, and hence sgn 
P = 1 (Theorem 2.2.3). The condition sgn P = sgn fT = 1, therefore, holds 
for all commutators, hence for all products of commutators (again Theorem 
2.2.3), Le. for all g E K(G). Conversely, every g = (p, fT, X, y) E G with 
sgn p = sgn fT= 1 is the product of commutators, as follows from part (2), 
(f3) - (8), of the proof of the first law of cubology (Theorem 2.4.1): For the 
elementary operations used in this proof (comer-3-cycle, edge-3-cycle, twist
ing of two comer cubies, reorienting of two edge cubies), there exist maneu
vers possessing the form of a commutator of the small maneuver group M, for 
example, m lOb m SSla,mSa and 

FUD/PU2D2R . U . R'D2U2PDU'F' . U/ ~ (+uj)(+ur) . 

Conjugates (d. Section 3.3) of commutators are commutators again since 

As image element under the homomorphism 7T the operation caused by a 
product of commutators in M is a product of commutators in G. 0 

Due to m990 = RL'PB2RL' . U . LR'B2PLR' (13) - D (D. J. Ben
son and others), G is already generated by the five operations caused 
by R, L, F, Band U. Yet we cannot do without two of the six moves R, 
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L, F, B, U and D: If the "forbidden layers" are mutually perpendicular, 
one edge cubie is immovable. If they are opposite to each other, as f.i. 
U and D, it is impossible to reorient edge cubies. This is already the 
case, if only 180°-moves are allowed for two opposite layers, like U 
and D, while the other four outer layers can be turned arbitrarily: It is 
obvious that f.i. the upper colored tile of the edge cubie uf can never 
reach the front or the back side of the cube. In other words (and this 
shows the practical value of subgroup investigations demonstrated in 
the next section): Every maneuver which reorients edge cubies con
tains at least three 900 -outer-Iayer-moves, namely for each of the three 
pairs of opposite outer layers one 90°-move with one of the two layers. 

The symmetric group Sn is generated already by two elements, as f.i. 
the two cycles (1, 2) and (2, ... , n). (For 2 :5 i :5 n we have 
(1, i) = (2, . . . ,n )n+1-i( 1, 2 )(2, . . . , n )i-2, and the transpositions 
of the form (1, i) generate Sn, as was shown in the remarks follOwing 
Theorem 2.2.4.) An analogous two-element set of generators for G in
cluding brief maneuvers has been given by F. Barnes: 

m991 = UBLUL'U'B' (7) - (-uJl, ubr)(+ulb)(+ub, ur)(+ul), 

m992 = R2FLD'R' (5) - (urf, bdr, Ifd, Idb, Ibu, luf, frd) 
(uf, rd, rf, ru, fd, db, br, Id, Ib, lu, If). 

There exist other results about the structure of G and G*, but they 
would go beyond the scope of this book's mathematical content which 
should not overstrain the patience of non-mathematicians. We only 
mention normal series, representations as wreath products (f.i. G* = 
(SslCa) x (S12IC2)), generating G by elements of the lowest possible 
order and so on. 

2.6 Special Subgroups 

The subgroup structure of Rubik's group G is extremely varied. 
The easiest way, for the present, is to find all the cyclic subgroups of 

G. A group is called cyclic, if it is generated by one single element. 
Since every finite cyclic group of the order n is isomorphic to Cn (Ex
ample 2.2.2) and every infinite cyclic group is isomorphic to the addi
tive group of integers (Example 2.2.1) we already know the structure 
of all cyclic groups. By the order of an element a of a group A we mean 
the order of the cyclic subgroup generated bya. In the case of a finite 
group this is the smallest natural number n with an = e (neutral ele
ment). For Rubik's group the order of all the elements can be immedi-
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ately read off the cyclic decomposition: It is the least common multiple 
of the cycle lengths multiplied by 3 (twisting comer cycles), or by 2 
(reorienting edge cycles), or by 1 (orientation-preserving cycles). There 
exist precisely 73 different orders and the maximum order is 2 . 2 . 3 . 
3 . 5 . 7 = 1260. The following short maneuver for an operation of 
this order has been found by J. B. Butler: 

RU2D'BD' (5) - (-ufl, Ibu, rfu)(+ubr, fdl, dfr, rbd, Idb) 
(+uf, Ib, dr, fr, u/, ur, bu)(+dl, rb)(df, db). 

By the way, 1260 is also the maximum order in the group G, and here 
a maneuver with one single layer move is already sufficient: 

RiCu (1) - (+uf/, ulb, ubr, rdf)(+urf)(+dlf, dbl, drb) 
(+uj, u/, ub, ur, rf)(+df, dl, db, dr, If, bl, rb)(f, I, b, r). 

In general, we are particularly inter,ested in subgroups defined by ei
ther the requirement not to move certain cubies, or to move them only 
in a restricted way, or by a restriction to certain moves or maneuvers. It 
follows from the second law of cubology (Theorem 2.4.3) that the 
structure of the subgroup of all possible operations which leave a cer
tain subset C of the set of all comer cubies and a certain subset E of the 
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set of all edge cubies untouched (elementwise fixed), does not depend 
on the location but only on the number of the comer and edge cubies 
remaining untouched. With c : = 8 - ICI and e : = 12 - lEI, such a 
subgroup has the order (c!e!3c2e)/12. As an example of a subgroup 
defined by a restriction to certain moves, we look at the "square 
group" «R2, L 2, P, B2, U2, D2» generated by the operations of the six 
square moves R2, [2, P, B2, U2, D2. (The inner brackets are supposed 
to indicate the transition from the maneuvers to the operations, i.e. the 
homomorphism 'TT', while the outer brackets indicate the transition to 
the generated subgroup). As already frequently done, we identify 
every operationg with the position lpg, which is obtained by applyingg 
to the start position I p. We call a cubie red or blue etc., if one of its 
color tiles is red or blue etc. Colors sitting opposite each other in the 
start position are called "counter colors". With this terminology we 
have 

Theorem 1. The square group Q := «R2, [2, P, B2, U2, D2» has the 
order 213 . 34 = 663 552. A position lies in Q, if and only if (a) on each of the 
six cube faces there appears only the color of the face cubie and its counter 
color and (b) the centers of the four comer cubies (considered as small cubes) 
of any fixed color lie in one plane. 

Proof. The necessity of the conditions (a) and (b) is trivial: They hold for the 
start position and are preserved with each of the six square moves. To ascer
tain whether the conditions are sufficient, we have to examine more precisely 
which of the positions can be reached. To begin with, in every cubicle every 
cubie can obviously have only one orientation. Moreover, the set of the eight 
comer cubies is divided into two disjoint "tetrahedrons" {urf, ulb, drb, dlf} 
and {ufl, ubr, dfr, db/}, and the set of the twelve edge cubies is divided into 
three disjoint "rings" {uJ, ub, db, df}, {ul, ur, dr, d/}, {f1, Jr, br, b/}, in other 
words, the elements of each of these five 4-element sets can only be per
muted among themselves. After that, there are still 4!2 placements of the cor
ner cubies and 4!3 placements of the edge cubies conceivable. However, 
since every square move simultaneously causes a comer-double-transposi
tion and an edge-double-transposition, the permutation of the comer cubies 
as well as the permutation of the edge cubies has to be even. (According to 
Theorem 2.5.3 we are, therefore, in a subgroup of the commutator group.) 
This reduces the number of placements of the edge cubies to (413)/2. For the 
comer cubies the last restriction together with condition (b) means that after 
determining the places of the four cubies of one tetrahedron, there remain 
only four possibilities for those of the other, hence 4! . 4 possibilities for the 8 
comer cubies in all. Finally, all the arrangements of comer and edge cubies 
enumerated here are also possible independent of each other; thus the num
ber of positions obtainable by means of square moves amounts to 
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1 Disassembled Magic Cube 

2 The Magic Domino 



3 Left: "Six Dots" 
Right: "Chessboard Cube of Order 2" 

4 Left: "Chessboard Cube of Order 3" 
Right: "Chessboard Cube of Order 6" 



5 Left: "Christmas Parcel of Order 2" 
Right: "Christmas Parcel of Order 3" 

6 Left: "Four Plus" 
Middle: "Six Plus-Dot-Faces" 
Right: "Four Plus and Two Chessboard Faces" 



7 Left: "Twisted Peaks" 
Right: "Twisted Rings" 

8 Left: "Exchanged Peaks" 
Right: "Exchanged Rings" 



9 Left: "Twisted Chicken Feet" 
Right: "Twisted Duck Feet" 

10 Left: "Exchanged Chicken Feet" 
Right: "Exchanged Duck Feet" 



11 Left: "Cubes within the Cube" 
Right: "Anaconda" 

12 Left: "Four Diagonals" 
Middle: "Four Diagonals and Two Plus" 
Right: "Six Diagonals" (impossible) 



13 Left: "Anaconda" 
Right: "Python" 

14 Left: "Edge Hexagon of Order 3" 
Right: "Edge Hexagon of Order 2" 



15 Left: "Six U" 
Right: "Six C" 

16 Left: "Six T" 
Right: "Six Double L" 



17 Left: "Gay Rings" 
Right: "Anaconda multicolor 1" 

18 Left: "Six T ricolours" 
Right: "Rescue Cube" 



19 Left: "Superflip" 
Middle: "Supertwist" 
Right: "Superfliplwisl" 



20 Left: 2x2x2-Cube 
Middle: 5x5x5-Cube 
Right: Meffert's Pyraminx 



4! . 4 . (413)/2 = 2 . (4!)4 = 213 • ~ This is shown by the following maneu
vers: 

ql = PU2R2 (3) ~ (uf/, ubr) . (urf, dlf, ulb, drb)(uf, df, ub) 
(ul, dr, ur)(f/, br, fr), 

q2 = q 1U2 = PU2R2U2 (4) ~ (urf, dlf)(ulb, drb) . (uf, df) 
(ul, dr)(f/, br, fr), 

q3 = m620 = (R2U2)3 (6) ~ (rf, rb)(uf, ub), 
q4 = (D2B2D2R2)2 (8) - msoo ~ (fr, bl, br). 

By means of q 1 (or trivial variations of q 1, cf. Section 3.1) one of the two tetra
hedrons can be arbitrarily arranged. The four arrangements which are then 
possible for the other can be obtained by means of q2' After, at most, one 
application of qa, on each of the three rings an even permutation is required, 
and this is brought about by q4' 0 

The following maneuver demonstrates that condition (b) in Theo
rem 1 is essential: 

U2BU2B' . R2B'R2B . R2FR2F' (12). 

It transforms the start position into a position which fulfills condition (a) 
but does not belong to Q. 

Due to 
R2PB2p . U2 . L2B2PR2 (9) - D2, 

to generate Q one of the six square moves is superfluous, and we have, 
for example, 

For a number of further subgroups of this kind we merely indicate 
the order where we simply write 1 1 instead of 1< <. . .» I: 

IR21 = 2 
IRI = 22 
IR2, L21 = 22 

IR2, LI = 23 

IR, LI = 24 
IR2, U21 = 223 

IR2, UI = 263252 

IR, UI = 2638527 
IR2, P, U21 = 253 
IR, L, UI = 2143135372 

IR2, P, U21 = 2534 
IR, F, UI = 2183125272 

2 
4 
4 

8 
16 
12 

14400 
73483200 

96 
159 993 501 696 000 

2592 
170 659 735 142 400 

192 
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IR2, P, U2, PI = 21134 165 888 
IR2, P, P, B2, U2, D21 = 21334 663 552 
IR2, P, P, B2, U, DI = 216355272 19508 428 800 
IR2, P, F, B, U, DI = 216314537211 = 21 119 142223872000 
IR, L, F, B, U, DI = 227314537211 = 43 252 003 274 489 856 000 

The maneuver 

(RL'PR2L2FR2PB'R2PF'RL' . Cu)ZCf, (28) - U2 (P. Klerings) 

shows that 

«R2, L2, F, B, U, D» = «F, B, U, D». 
It is particularly fascinating to "realize" a given finite group A "on the 

cube", i.e. to find a subgroup of G isomorphic to A and, if possible, 
brief maneuvers for its elements. This can be done for all groups of the 
order < 13; the smallest abelian group which cannot be realized on the 
cube is the cyclic group C 13, and the smallest non-abelian group which 
cannot be realized on the cube is the so-called dihedral group of order 
26 (rotation group of a regular polygon of 13 vertices in three-dimen
sional space, d. Example 2.2.5). Here too, we limit ourselves to one 
example: The eight possible operations 

To be or not to be . . . 
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1 := IG, 
-1:= (+uf)(+ul)(+ub)(+ur) 

i := (+ur, uf)(+ul, ub) 

j := (+ul, uf)(+ub, ur) 

k:= (+uf, ub)(+ul, ur) 

-i := i', -j := j', -k := k' 

(cf. m435), 

(cf. m706), 

(d. m707), 

(cf. m710)' 

form a subgroup of G, in which the computing rules 

i2 = F = k2 = -1, 
ij = (-I)ji = k,jk = (-l)kj = i, ki = (-l)ik =j 

hold. It is called the quatemion group and plays a somewhat exotic 
role in group theory. It is, for example, the smallest non-abelian group 
whose subgroups are all normal. 
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3 CONSTRUCTION OF MANEUVERS 

What is a "beautiful maneuver"?-Since every maneuver has to result 
in a given operation, it is judged according to its performance, the pri
mary requirement being effectiveness: The maneuver should produce 
its operation in the fewest possible layer moves. Middle layer moves, 
usually performed in two steps, are less "beautiful" than outer layer 
moves, and 180°-moves are less "beautiful" than 90°-moves. Since 
every maneuver must be stored in our brain and flow from our finger 
tips, a catchy and handy structure is desirable; in most cases this means 
moving as few layers as possible, and these layers should be easily ac
cessible for right-handed people-without loss of generality. 

This chapter contains four useful methods for the construction of 
"beautiful maneuvers". 

3.1 Variation 

We begin with a simple example. If one is familiar with maneuver. 

m 101 = R . BL'B' . R' . BLB' (8) --+ (uf/, urf, bru) 

(figure 1.5.2, top center), neither the inverse maneuver 

m 101 = BL'B' . R . BLB' . R' (8) --+ (uf/, bru, urf) 

nor a maneuver like 

B . LPL' . B' . LFL' (8) --+ (urf, ubr, Ibu) 

appear particularly ingenious. The last maneuver results from m 101 by 
everywhere replacing R by B, B by L, and L by F, thus it is obviously 
equivalent to CumlOlCh. A somewhat less trivial case is the "reflec
tion" of m101 through the plane containing the cube edges fr and b/: 
Here R changes to F', B to L I, etc., and we get 

P . L'BL . F . L'B'L (8) --+ (uf/, bru, rfu). 



The subsequent inversion results in 

L'BL . F' . L'B'L . F (8) ~ (uf/, rju, bru). 

Thus, we have a new maneuver for the operation shown in figure 
1.5.2 center, which differs in only one cycle element from the one we 
started from caused by m 1Ol' 

In order to understand the previously indicated possibilities in full 
generality, we need the concept of the symmetry group S of the cube. 
It results from an extension of the rotation group C (cf. Section 2.2) by 
the so-called improper symmetries of the cube. These are the distance
preserving transformations of the three-dimensional space which bring 
the cube as a whole back onto itself, without, however, allowing the 
axis rotations or the identity already covered by C. Without going into 
details we observe: S contains 48 elements, namely the 24 elements of 
C and 24 elements of the form CSM, C being an element of C and SM 

being the reflection through the center of the cube. S is the direct prod
uct of the two normal subgroups C and {Is, SM}' 

The various types of transformations belonging to S are illustrated in 
figure 1 by showing their effects on the 8 comers of the cube: The re
flection SM maps every comer onto the comer diagonally opposite (fig
ure 1 above right). If C is a 180°-tum around a face axis or an edge axis 
then CSM is the reflection through the perpendicular bisecting plane of 
the section of the rotation axis lying inside the cube (figure 1, third and 
fourth row). If C is a 90°-tum around a face axis, then CSM is a transfor
mation of order 4 (figure 1, second row). Finally, if C is a tum around a 
comer axis, then CSM is a transformation of order 6 (figure 1, last row). 

Due to the perfect symmetry properties of Rubik's cube, every S E S 
is assigned a bijection of the set of moves in a natural manner. The 
various types of moves (900 -outer-layer-moves, 1800 -outer-Iayer
moves, 900 -middle-Iayer-moves, 1800 -middle-layer-moves, 900 -face
axis-turns, 1800 -face-axis-turns, edge-axis-turns, corner-axis-turns) are 
always permuted among themselves. Instead of a formal definition we 
give a few examples, writing for the image of a move z under S briefly 
zs: 

Rcu = F, RCUF = L, RSM = L', 
MRcu = MF, MRcUF = MR, MRsM = MR, 
Cucu = Cu, CULC UF = CFR ' CURFSM = CURF . 

Applied literally "move by move", as f.i. 

(BMRB2MRBlsM = (BSM)(MRSM)(B2SM)(MRSM(BsM) 
= F'M~2MRF', 
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FIGURE l. 
The various types of 
elements in the 
symmetry group S 
of the cube 



the bijections in the set of moves become bijections in the whole ma
neuver group M (or M when restricted to outer layer moves). For any 
arbitrary m, ma, mf) E !J and s, Sa, Sf) E S we have 

m(SaSb) = (msa)sb, mIs = m, 

(mamb)s = (mas)(m/Js), 

The first two equations are summarized by the formulation "the group 
S acts on the set M". According to the last equation, for every S E S 
the function defined on M is an endomorphism, and as a bijection 
therefore an automorphism. All three equations are summarized by the 
formulation "the group S acts on the group M". 

It is generally said a group B acts on a group A, if a function 
A x B ~ A, (a, b) ~ ab, is defined which fulfills for any arbitrary a, 
a l ,a2 EAandb,bl ,b2 EBtheequationsa(b lb2} = (ab l}b2, alB =a, 
(a la2}b = (alb )(a2b). We then always have lAb = IA (since lAb = 
(IAIA}b = (/Ab)(IAb}) and (ab)' = a'b (since (a'b)(ab) = (a'a}b = 
lAb = IA)' 

In the same sense, but at first independent of the maneuver group 
M, S also acts on the group G of the possible operations, as f.i. 

(uf, Ib, rh)sM = (db, rj, If). 

The connection with M is prOvided by the following equation valid for 
all m E M and S E "S: 

(m1i')s = (ms)1i'. 

In words, we obtain the same operation by two different methods: Ei
ther we first carry out a maneuver m and subsequently turn or mirror 
etc. the operation resulting from it. Or we first turn or mirror etc. the 
maneuver m, i.e. each one of its moves, and then carry out the maneu
ver resulting from it. Formulated differently again: From m ~ g we al
ways get ms ~ gs. Hence we get from 

m 520 = BMRB2MRB (5) --+ (uf, Ib, rb) 

and from the last two examples immediately 

F'MRFMRF' (5) --+ (db, rj, If). 

With this, we are finally prepared, to introduce the main concepts of 
this section: 

Definition. (a) A maneuver ma is called a variation of a maneuver mb, if 
there exists an s E S with ma = mbs or m~ = mbs. (b) An operation ga is 
called a variation of an operation gb, if there exists an s E S with ga = gbS or 
g~ = gbS. 
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Theorem. The relation' 'is a variation of" is an equivalence relation in M or 
0, respectively (similarly in M, G, G* and G*). 

Proof. It is sufficient, to prove the proposition for M, since we exclusively 
use the abstract properties of the action of a group on a group deduced 
above. The relation is reflexive due to ma = maIs. It is symmetric, since from 
ma = m/}s there follows the equation mb = mbIs = mb(ss') = (mbs)s' = mas' 
and from m~ = mbs first ma = mbs and then mb = mas'. To prove the transi
tivity we first assume ma = mbSa and mb = meSb and obtain ma = (meSb)sa = 
me(SbSa)' In the case ma = mbSa and mb = meSb we have m~ = mbSa = 
me(SbSa)' The two other cases are taken care of in the same manner. 

The equivalence classes associated with this relation are called varia
tion classes (of maneuvers or of operations). They consist of at most 96 
different elements, since the symmetry group S has precisely 48 ele
ments. 

It is easy to find a maneuver, where all the 96 variations are different 
and cause 96 different operations, which are, of course, also variations 
of each other. A wonderful example of a maneuver with 96 different 

5000 AD. 
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variations which yet always cause the same operation, is-how could it 
be otherwise-our favorite maneuver 

m490 = ((MRU)4CULF )3 (24). 

3.2 Combination 

From the cyclic representation of the operation g caused by a maneu
ver m we can immediately read off the operation gn caused by any ar
bitrary power mn (n an integer). A suitable choice of n and the combi
nation (meaning here a step by step execution, hence the composition) 
of different maneuvers often leads to the cancellation of individual un
wanted cycles. Let us, for instance, investigate all two-move maneu
vers with mutually perpendicular layers, of which there exist, variations 
excluded, only 11, as for instance RU, RU', RU2, R2U2, MRU, MRU2, 
RMt, R2Mt, MRMD , MRMt, MkMt. From R2U2 ~ (uf/, ubr, dfrHurj, 
drb, ulb Hul, ur, drHuf, ub Hrj, rb) we obtain the equally simple and 
useful maneuver 

m 620 = (R2U2)3 (6) - (ui, ub)(rj, rb). 

MRU ~ (uf/, ulb, ubr, urjH+uf, ruH+ul, ub, bd, df)(u, b, d,f) yields 
the important component 

(MRU)4 (8) - (+ul)(+ub)(+bd)(+df) 

of our favorite maneuver m490 with the derivatives (MRU)4(MRU')4 
(16) ~ (+urH+ul) and (MRU)4(MnU)4 (16) ~ (+ufH+uJ) 
(+ubH+ur). From R2Mt ~ (urj, drbHubr, dfrHur, drHrj, If, rb, Ib) 
(I, rHf, b) we get 

m600 = (RWb)2 (4) - (Jr, br)(f/, bl). 

A brief digression: m 600 and m S20 transform the start position to posi
tions with precisely four unicolored faces. It is easy to establish that 
there exist 33 positions of this kind, and with m600 (6 positions), m S20 

(12), mSOOCFmSOO (3) and m S25 (12) we obtain them all; the numbers in 
brackets here indicate the number of elements in the variation class of 
the operation. There is, of course, no position with precisely five uni
colored faces. The two position induced by the maneuvers 

D2MRMFD2M;"MR (6) and D2(R2B2)3D2 (8) 

from the start position show that five faces don't in general uniquely 
determine the sixth. We can also take Ip m435 and produce a whole class 
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FIGURE 1. 

Composition of two cycles with 

one common element 

of not less than 12 positions with 5 identical faces by means of m51O , 

m 61O , m 615 etc. 
As for the obvious question, how is the cycle structure of the compo

sition of two operations determined by the cycle structure of the indi
vidual operations, we shall limit ourselves to a simple example: The 
composition of an r-cycle and an s-cycle (r, s E IN), having precisely 
one element in common, is an (r + s - 1 )-cycle (cf. figure 1). Thus we 
can, f. i., construct an edge-11-cycle by carrying out step by step two 
suitable edge-5-cycles and one suitable edge-3-cycle: We start with 

m 750 = D'M~DMR (4) ~ (dl, db, fd, ufo rd) (figure 2a). 

Next, we carry out one of its variations, 

RMFR'M~, (4) ~ (rd, ur, lu, fr, rb) (figure 2b), 

and finally we conclude with a variation of our 4-move 3-cycle, 

UMJjUM;, (4) ~ (rb, Ib, If). 

The result is 

D'M~DMR . RMpR'M;', . UMIJUM~ (12) ~ (dl, db, fd, uf, ur, lu, fr, Ib, If, rb, rd). 

By rearranging and condensing, the maneuver can be shortened to 10 
moves. 

Why doesn't the maneuver index list any of these wonderful edge
ll-cycles? The answer is simple: There are too many of them. The 
"housing office" has 12 possibilities to pick 11 of the 12 edge cubies 
for the intended giant housing-ring-swap. Next, the 11 ready-to-move 
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a b c 

FIGURE 2. Components for the construction of an edge-ll-cycle 

cubies can be cyclically arranged by the "supervisory department" in 
10! ways, and the "traffic department", finally, can orient them in 2 10 

ways, in brief, there are 12 . 10! .210 = 44 590 694400 different pos
sible edge-11-cycles. And since no variation class contains more than 
96 elements we still have more than 464 million essentially different 
ones. 

Following the same pattern we can compute the number of opera
tions with an arbitrary given cycle structure. The cycle structure of an 
operation is here-in informal terms-the list of the numbers of all its 
cycles of different lengths and types. We denote the number of orienta
tion-preserving or right-twisting or left-twisting comer cycles of length i 
by Ci or ct or Cj, respectively (i = 1, ... ,8), and the number of the 
orientation-preserving or reorienting edge cycles of lengthj byej or et, 
respectively (j = 1, ... , 12). In this way we can formally define the 
cycle structure of an operation as the 48-tuple (c1 , . . . , Cs , ct, 
... ,ct,cl,'" ,cs,e1 , •. · ,e12,e1, ... ,e12)·Forenthusiasts 
-others should stay clear-here the desired generalization without 
proof: 

Theorem. The number of operations with the cycle structure (Cl> 

cs, ct, ... ,cit, CI , ... ,CiI, el> ... ,eI2 , e1, ... ,e12) is 

8! . 12! . 311'2+2~3+oo·+7C • • 21i!2+oo'+l1e12 

where Cj = Cj + c~ + Cj and ej = ej + et. 

... , 

The theorem holds both for possible and impossible operations, or 
more precisely for "possible and impossible cycle structures" with Cl + 
2c2 + 3c3 + ... = 8 and e1 + 2e2 + 3e3 + ... = 12. Which 
cycle structures are possible or impossible can be determined with the 
help of the second law of cubology (Theorem 2.4.3). In the case of the 
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edge-ll-cycles, C I = 8, e l = 1 and ell = 1, while all the other 45 
components of the cycle structure are equal to zero. 

3.3 Conjugation 

This procedure was already used in the proof of the first law of cubol
ogy (Theorem 2.4.1). There, we started from a maneuver m for a spe
cial corner-3-cycle (Xl, Xz , X3 ) and constructed a maneuver m* for an
other corner-3-cycle, as f.i. (Xl, X 2 , X 4 ). For this purpose we first trans
ported the cubie from cubicle X4 into X3 by a small auxiliary maneuver 
ma; next, we carried out m and finally cancelled out ma again: m* = 
mamm~ causes the corner-3-cycle (Xl, X2 , X4 ). In the auxiliary maneu
ver m a , only Xl and X2 must remain unchanged, all the other cubies 
need not concern us. 

Here, the maneuver m is, in a sense, "tricked": Unaware that m a has 
planted the changeling from X4 among its wards, it brings up the three 
children (cycles them) and must witness later that the fat changeling is 
replaced again by the old hungry baby. 

If a and b are elements of an arbitrary group A, we call b conjugate 
to a, if there exists an C in A with b = cac'. In this sense, m * is conju
gate to m in the maneuver group M. It causes an operation (Xl, X2 , X4 ) 

which is conjugate to (Xl, X2 , X3 ) in the group of operations (homo
morphism 7f). 

The principle of conjugation is one of the most beautiful and power
ful techniques for the construction of maneuvers. Since it is easy to 
bring three arbitrary given corner or edge cubies into three given cor
ner or edge cubicles with given orientation-the rest of the cube may be 
"destroyed" at will-it f.i. permits to construct from one corner- or 
edge-3-cycle any arbitrary corner- or edge-3-cycle. Examples for con
jugations which already appear in our "simple strategy" are the deriva
tion of 

m333 = FRUR'U'F' (6) from RUR'U' 

and of 

But also in the elementary maneuvers assembled in figure 1.3.1 for the 
construction of the first layer, conjugation is frequently used. 

Because of the "prefix" ma and the "suffix" m~, to extend our 
grammatical lingo, the conjugated maneuver is in general longer than 
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its stem-maneuver. An important exception is the shift. It results from 
moving a part of the maneuver from one end to the other, in other 
words, from dividing a maneuver into two components and exchang
ing them. Indeed, for any arbitrary maneuvers ma and mb, the product 
mbma is conjugate to mamb since 

Serious cubologists should therefore first thoroughly shift every new 
maneuver. For this we have to carry it out only once if the cubies 
taking part in the operation we are interested in are previously marked 
in a suitable way (scotch tape, colored paper etc.). Example m520 , 

which we just mentioned, shows that it can be useful to divide all 180°
moves into two 90°-moves, and this in both ways (f.i. R2 = R . Rand 
R2 = R' . R'). 

But back to our theory! It is easily seen that the relation "b is conju
gate to a" defined in an arbitrary group is an equivalence relation and 
we can, therefore, speak of "elements conjugate to each other". (Re
flexivity: a = I AaI A' Symmetry: From b = cac' there follows a = 
c' b (c')'. Transitivity: From b = d lad ~ and c = d2bd~ there follows c = 
(d2d l)a(d2d l)'.) The equivalence classes associated with this relation 
are called conjugacy classes of the group. 

We have seen that f.i. all corner-3-cycles belong to the same conju
gacy class of Rubik's group G. Conversely, conjugate elements of the 
group G always have the same cycle structure since prefix and suffix 
result in only a temporary exchange of roles of the cubies. (For a for
mal proof n<?te that for every c E G the map g ~ cgc' is an isomor-
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phism of G onto G, a so-called "inner automorphism" .) The set of all 
corner-3-cycles is therefore a conjugacy class of Rubik's group G (and 
of the group G as well). 

Can we generally say that the set of operations with a given cycle 
structure is always a conjugacy class? The answer is no! If g is the prod
uct of a corner -7 -cycle with an edge-ll-cycle, as f.i. g = (X}, . . . , 
X) (Y I , ... , Y11 ), then g and g* = (Xl, ... ,X7 ) (Y I , ... , Y9 , 

Y 11, Y 10) have the same cycle structure but are not conjugate to each 
other. 

3.4 Isolation 

It is not hard to find a maneuver m which changes in a given layer C 

only one single cubicle Co' As an example, the short maneuver m = 
RDR' causes "isolated changes" in three layers at once: in the upper 
layer, in the U - D middle layer and in the F - B middle layer. If C is 
an arbitrary move with c, then in the maneuver mCm ' C' almost all the 
effects cancel themselves out. Only the cubie from Co, its successor in 
cubicle Co (with regard to the housing ring swap caused by m) and its 
predecessor in the new cubicle might not return home, due to the "in
termediate move" C. These are at most three cubies and we obtain 
either a 3-cycle or the twisting of two corner cubies or the reorientation 
of two edge cubies. 

Example 1. RDR' . U . RD'R' . U' (8) ~ (ubr, ulb, rbd). 
This maneuver for a corner -3-cycle is a variation of m 104 . 

Example 2. RDR' . M;, . RD'R' . MIJ (8) ~ (d/, br, Ib). 
This maneuver for an edge-3-cycle is a variation of m 521 . 

The situation becomes particularly clear if the isolated change in the 
cubicle Co consists of a turning of the cubie in the same spot. Here we 
talk of an isotwist (isolated twist of a corner cubie) or an isoflip (isolated 
reorientation of an edge cubie). 

Example 3. (D. Goto). mo = R'DRFDF' (6) ~ (+urf) .. 
causes an isotwist for the upper layer, from which we get 

m 5a = moU'm~U 
= R'DRFDF' . U' . FD'F'R'D'R . U (14) ~ (+urf)(-ufl) 

as well as moUm~U' (14) ~ (+ urf)( - ubr) and moU2m~U2 (14) ~ 
( + urf)( - ulb). 
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Example 4. (D. Seal) m 400 = RMvR2MbR (5) - (+ ur) . 
causes an isoflip for the upper layer from which we get 

m415 = m400U'm~ooU 
= RMJ?2M'jf? . U' . R'M'jf?2M;J?' . U (12) ~ (+uf)(+ur) 

as well as m40oU2m~ooU2 (12) - (+ uf)( + ub). 

Example 5. (F. Barnes) m 401 = R'FD'RF' (5) - (+fr) . 
causes an isoflip for the U - D middle layer from which we get 

m410a = m401M'bm~olM'b 
= R'FD'RF' . M'b . FR'DF'R . M'b (12) ~ (+jr)(+bl). 

With m 405a= m401Mbm~OlMv (12) - (+fr)(+br) we obtain a variation of the 
operation last considered in Example 4. 

One remaining flaw is that the last three iso-maneuvers, mo , m 400 and m 401 , 

must be memorized "forward" and "backward". This drawback can be 
avoided with the help of isotwists of order 3 and isoflips of order 2 with some
what longer maneuvers. They are always used "forward", making use of the 
fact that we always need a number of right twists divisible by 3 (f.i. one right 
turn and one left turn) and an even number of flips. 

Example 6. m 1 = (RF'R'F)2 (8) - (+ urf) . (+dfr)( -dlf)( -drb)(fr, dr,fd) 
causes an isotwist of order 3 for the upper layer. Possibilities of application are 
f.i. mlU'm~U (26) - (+ urf)( - ufl) and mpm1U2m1U (27) 
- (+ ufl)( + urf)( + ubr). 

Example 7. m402 = (MvR)4 (8) - (+ ur) . (+ fl)( + Ib)( + br) is an extremely 
simple maneuver for an isoflip of order 2 both for the upper layer and for the 
F - B middle layer. It is particularly versatile in its applications, as f.i. with 

m402U'm402U (18) ~(+uf)(+ur) and (m402M})2 (18) ~ (+ur)(+dl). 

Maneuvers constructed according to the isolation principle have the 
form of a commutator in the maneuver group, and hence also cause 
(via the homomorphism) a commutator in the group of operations. But 
the frequent appearance of commutators in "good" maneuvers also 
has to do with the fact that our remarks about the special commutators 
mCm 'C' at the beginning of this section are more generally valid. If ma 
and mb are arbitrary maneuvers and C a and C b are the set of cubicles 
inside of which ma respectively mb produce a change, then in mamb 
m~mb the results of the four individual maneuvers cancel each other 
out with the exception of the movements of those cubies that enter the 
"turn-table" C a nCb at a critical moment. If, for example, ma = Rand 
mb = U, we have C 1 nCb = {urj, ur, ubr}, and the changes caused by 
RUR'U' are limited to the seven cubies lying on the three cube edges 
ub, ur and Jr. 
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'J ,;;j ~-III"-"l'-'\ 

Example 8. (J. Conway) FDPD2PD'F' (7) - (uf/, fur) .. . . 
causes an "isoswap" (isolated swap of two cubies) for the upper layer. Simi
larly, we have 

Example 9. m 300 = R'DF'D2FD'R (7) - (uf/, urf) .... , 
but this isoswap is even "strictly orientation-preserving" with regard to the 
upper cube face. Both these operations are of the order 2. This can be seen 
without explicit execution, since already the maneuvers in the maneuver 
group are of the order 2 (inverses to themselves) and obviously do not cause 
the identity. With m300 we obtain for example 

m 210 = (maooU2)2 = (R'DPD2FD'RU2)2 ~ (uf/, urf)(ulb, ubr). 

It is fascinating and instructive to see how many old acquaintances are mod
elled after this pattern. Thus, msoo = R2MDR2MD (4) - (fr, bl, br) and m600 = 
(R2M1)2 (4) - (Jr, br)(f/, bl) make use of the isoswap (fr, br) caused by R2 on 
the U - D middle layer, whereas m898 = MiMDMiMD (4) - (f, b)(/, r) em
ploys the isoswap (J, b) caused by Mi on the same middle layer. 
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4 PRETIY PATTERNS 

"I can't stand the creaking of that cube any longer!" Every reader shar
ing his cubicle-or rather his domicile-with somebody not sharing his 
fascination, will, at this point of his studies, be familiar with shrieks or 
groans of that kind. However, the unfortunate fellow lodger, unable to 
enjoy either the sophisticated mechanics of the cube or its intricate 
logic, might be placated by the visual aesthetics, the optical and artistic 
attraction of a pretty pattern. 

Many new patterns or new maneuvers for already known patterns 
have been contributed by Peter Klerings (Bonn) and Rainer aus dem 
Spring (Uberhausen), who will be referred to in this Chapter simply by 
their initials PK and a.d.S. 

4.1 Christmas Parcels and Chicken Feet 

At least three relatively simple patterns are quickly discovered by many 
puzzlers; they are the Four Dots, produced from the start position by 

the Six Dots, which we can also reach in four moves by 

P2 = m899 = MRM;"MnMF (4) (picture 3 left), 

and the Chessboard Cube of Order 2, caused by a 1800 -tum of the 
three middle layers in any arbitrary order, as f.i. 

P3 = m790 = MkM}Mt (3) (picture 3 right). 

However, there exist precisely 17 positions with each of the six cube 
faces showing a two-colored chessboard pattern. Apart from the one 
already mentioned there are the 8 Chessboard Cubes of Order 3 of 
the type 

(picture 4 left, P. Klerings) and the 8 Chessboard Cubes of Order 6 of 
the type 

Ps = P4P3 (picture 4 right). 



We have started with this example, because it probably serves best to 
demonstrate, that classifying positions according to the type of the six 
cube faces must necessarily remain a "surface" enterprise, in every 
sense of the word. Yet, it has its justifications, since it is the surface of 
the cube which makes up the beauty of a position. But for a deeper 
understanding of the structure, we need a different approach: Many of 
the positions we consider beautiful are produced from the start position 
by applying an element of the symmetry group S of the cube (d. Sec
tion 3.1) to a subsystem of the cube distinguished by symmetry prop
erties, while the rest of the cube remains fixed. Occasionally, different 
elements of the group S operate on different subsystems. In the case of 
the Chessboard Cubes the distinguished subsystem is the set of the 12 
edge cubies. It is mirrored through the center of the cube (reflection 
SM) to produce the Chessboard Cube of Order 2. In the case of the 
Chessboard Cubes of Order 3 the set is turned by 1200 around a cor
ner axis. (The maneuver P4 causes the corner axis turn CURF') 4 corner 
axes, each with 2 rotation possibilities, make up the 8 positions of this 
type. In the third case (Chessboard Cube of Order 6) the edge cubie 
system is subjected to a rotational reflection of the type CURFSM' Here 
too, there exist 8 pOSitions, since there is a one-to-one relation between 
the rotational reflections of this type and the corner axis turns. 

A look at the notation for the operations of the different cube moves 
given at the end of Section 1.5 shows, that the edge cubie system does 
not allow isolated edge axis turns and 900 face axis turns. The former 
require two edge flips and five transpositions, the latter three 4-cycles; 
in other words, they both require odd permutations. However, isolated 
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1800 face axis turns with six transpositions are possible. They produce 
Four Chessboard Faces, in the case of CfJ f.i. by 

Ps = R2PM~B2[2MbC} (6). 

Followed by SM the edge cubie system as a whole has been simply 
mirrored through the horizontal plane (CfJSM, d. figure 3.1.1). We end 
up with a position with Two Chessboard Faces (and four unicoloured 
faces) which can also be produced directly by means of 

P7 = PR2M~L2PM~ . q (6). 

Already for mechanical reasons we cannot subject the rigid face cubie 
system or any arbitrary comer cubie to the point reflection SM' As soon 
as our" distinguished subsystem" contains all the face cubies or at least 
one comer cubie, only the so-called proper movements, i.e. the ele
ments of the rotation group C, need concern us. Our first example for 
this is the ring system consisting of all the edge and face cubies, or
dually-the system of the 8 comer cubies. The easiest here is an edge 
axis tum, f.i. CUB for the comer cubie system by means of 

P8 = R'masoR = R'M~MW2M~M~D2R (8) 

(Christmas Parcel of Order 2, picture 5 left). 
Due to 

two edge axis turns lead to a comer axis tum and we end up with the 
pretty Christmas Parcel of Order 3 (picture 5 right) 

P9 = P8CUP8CU (16). 

For the 6 edge axis turns we have 6 corresponding Christmas Parcels 
of Order 2, for the 8 comer axis turns we have 8 Christmas Parcels of 
Order 3, and these 14 positions make up all the "Six Plus" patterns. 

However, the system of the 8 comer cubies can also be turned 
around a face axis: by 1800 using 

PlO = maso = M~MW2M~M~D2 (6), 

and by 900 using 

Pu = m365 = U2~UMklJ2 . ~D'M~ (8) (picture 6 left), 

where in both cases we end up with Four Plus and two unicolored 
faces. Since every comer axis tum is also the product of two 900 face 
axis turns, f. i. 
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the Christmas Parcel of Order 3 can also be consructed by means of 
Pu: 

By means of skillful rearrangements two moves cancel themselves out 
and we get 

P9b = BMiB2MbF'MtB2 . U2M}DM}U2MiU' (14) (H. KraB). 

At this point, we have complete command over all the isolated possi
ble movements of the total system of the face cubies (Pl andp2), of the 
total system of the edge cubies (P3 to P7) and of the total system of the 
comer cubies (Ps to Pu), and are now able to combine these three 
types of movements any way we want. A particularly attractive pattern 
with Six Plus-Dot-Faces (picture 6 middle) results from turning edge 
cubie system and face cubie system around the same comer axis but in 
different directions: 

P12 = P9bP2 (18). 

Other pretty combinations are 

PI3 = P9bP3 (17) 

which also produces Six Plus-Dot-Faces, and 

P14 = P3P2 - MiMDM}MD (4) 

with Four Plus and Two Chessboard Faces (picture 6 right). 
A quite different distinguished subsystem consists of two diametri-
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cally opposed "peaks", with each peak consisting of a comer cubie 
and its three neighboring edge cubies. By means of 

Pl5 = PUPPD'L'R'DMRD'RDMRL'FU'FL2 (18) (P. K1erings) 

the peaks at urf and dbl are subjected to the comer axis tum CURF: 

Twisted Peaks (picture 7 left). Similar to the Six Dots, the Chessboard 
of Order 3 and the Christmas Parcel of Order 3 there exist 8 positions 
of this kind. By means of 

Pl6 = U2R'D'BRMtR'B'DRPLFU'FD2F'UF· Cb (19) (a.d.S.) 

the same peaks are exchanged by the edge axis tum CUB: Exchanged 
Peaks (picture 8 left). Since each of the 4 pairs of peaks can be ex
changed in 3 different ways we get 12 pOSitions. 

If in each of the two peaks the comer cubie is replaced by its three 
neighboring face cubies, a new distinguished subsystem is produced: 
two diametrically opposed rings permitting the same movements as the 
peaks. The maneuver 

P17 = m758P2 - MhMRMDF'R2DB'MJtBMJtD'R2FMR (14) (PK) 

causes the comer axis tum CURF of the rings around urf and dbl: 
Twisted Rings (picture 7 right). Exchanged Rings (edge axis rotation 
CUB, picture 8 right) are produced by 

Pl8 = UMRU'B2UMRURMJ.,L'B2D2 . CR (12) (a.d.S.). 

As in the case of the peaks, there exist 8 positions of the type of the 
Twisted Rings and 12 positions of the type of the Exchanged Rings. 

Attractive modifications of the twisted (and, therefore, often also of 
the exchanged) rings and peaks are produced, if one of the two edge-
3-cycles is omitted or replaced by its inverse, if (in the case of the rings) 
edge and face cubies at one or at both comers are rotated in opposite 
directions, or-particularly ingenious-if the two rotation symmetrical 
edge-3-cycles are replaced by reorienting edge-3-cycles which are also 
rotation symmetrical. We get, among others, 

Pl9 = m550P2. P20 = m550P2. 

P21 = m759P2. P22 = P21PI8. 
P2a = P2m758 (Gay Rings, picture 17 left). P24 = P23PI8. 

P25 = m440 • P26 = P25P18. 

P27 = m440P2. P28 = P27P18. 

P29 = m440P17. Pao = P29P18. 

Pal = m440P21. Pa2 = PaoPl8. 
Paa = m440m758m20 (Little Windmills). 

PM = Pa2P2 (Big Windmills). 
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Together with its three adjoining face cubies each corner cubie forms 
a "chicken foot". Chicken feet are treated like peaks and rings: 

P3S 0= m 20P2 0= (R'D2RCn)4MRMFMRMF (16) 
(Twisted Chicken Feet, picture 9 left), 

P36 = U2B2RBR'BU'MJ,MhMFD2R2DMRD'R2DR'UL . C ULF (20) 

(Exchanged Chicken Feet, picture 10 left, a.d.S.). 

Somewhat larger than the chicken foot is the "duck foot". It consists 
of three edge and three corner cubies, that is of all the cubies sitting on 
the three edges of the cube which meet in one fixed corner, with the 
exception of the central corner cubie sitting on all three edges. Two 
diametrically opposed duck feet can rotate in the same or the opposite 
direction and exchange their place by an edge axis rotation; m 921 turns 
a single duck foot. 

P37 = m921 = U'R2D'B'DR'D'BDR'U (11) (Twisted Duck Foot), 
P36 0= (P37CUB)2 (22) (Twisted Duck Feet 1, picture 9 right), 
P39 0= P37CUBP!17 (Twisted Duck Feet 2), 
P40 0= RB2RLB2R2L'D'RPDFD'PUB'UBU2R'D (21) 

(Exchanged Duck Feet, picture 10 right, a.d.S.). 

From the twisted peaks, rings and feet it isn't far to one of the most 
impressive patterns, the Cubes within the Cube (picture 11 left). It 
consists of two diametrically opposed 2 x 2 x 2-cubes which intersect 
in the fictitious central cubie (space cubie) and rotate around the con
necting corner axis by means of 

P41 0= RPR'U'R2U2R'UFDBR'B'D'U2F'RPR' . CURF (19) (PK). 

However, the two cubes can only be exchanged by breaking forcibly 
into another orbit: seven transpositions amount to an odd permuta
tion, hence an impossible operation. Closely related to the Cubes 
within the Cube are 

P42 = RPR'U'R2U2R2UFU2F'RPR' (14) 
(Twisted Cube Edges, PK) and the strange crossbreed 

P43 = D2FR2D2F'MRMFL'DR'BU'BR2 . CUFL (14) 
(Cube within the Cube and Chicken Foot, PK). 
a.d.S. 

Two 2 x 2 x 2-subcubes which are not situated opposite each 
other on a space diagonal but merely on a plane diagonal, can be ex
changed by means of a 1800 face axis rotation (Ronald. L. Aetterman 
and a.d.S.): 
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P44 = D2F'D2R2FRF'RU2L'BLMtB (14) 
("Ron's Cubes within the Cube"). 



We end this section with a few simple pretty patterns for relaxation: 

P45 = (FBRL)3 (12) (Four Diagonals. picture 12 left). 

P46 = (F'B'RL)3 (12) (Four Diagonals and Two Plus. 
picture 12 middle). 

PH = P4sMf> (13) (Four Z and Two Plus). 
P48 = P2m126 • (db/) ("Six Diagonals. picture 12 right). 

The latter is one more example of a pretty pattern in another orbit. It is 
easy to show (systematic case distinction), that all patterns with six pure 
diagonals are impossible. However, we can get Six Diagonals on 3-
colored faces by rotating four peaks, f. i. 

P49 = RLUR'L'UF'B'D'FB . RLD'R'L'U'F'B'UFB (22) (PK). 

4.2 Snakes 

If we rotate the Cubes within the Cube pattern around the comer axis 
connecting the two 2 x 2 x 2-cubes we get a zigzag pattern mean
dering around the entire cube: We've reached the realm of the snakes! 
Its two most prominent specimens can be charmed like this: 

P6Al = m76ZPZ 

-R'B2D'L'MFLMhMFUR2F· C~ (11) (a.d.S.) 
-D'PR' . MFU2DMnU2D', RPD (12) (PK) 

P6l = UM~U'P . UMFU'P . LU2M~D2R' . Cn (13) 

(Python. picture 13 right, R. Walker). 

The Anacondas are comer axis rotators and appear, therefore, in 8 
species, while the Python family belongs to the edge axis rotators and 
is-thanks to a strange asymmetry-divided into two genera of 6 species 
each. 

To study the anatomy of the Anaconda we cut a cube with the per
pendicular bisecting plane of two diametrically opposed comers, as f.i. 
urf and dbl. This plane bisects 6 of the 12 cube edges and the 6 points 
of intersection are the comers of a regular hexagon, the "edge hexa
gon" (figure 1). The corresponding edge cubies form another distin
guished subsystem which is of interest for its own sake. It can be turned 
by 1200 around the comer axis perpendicular to the hexagon (two 3-
cycles), in our example CURF by 

P62 = m762 = D'PR' . MFD2UM~D2U' . RPD (12) (PK) 

or 

P62a = U'R'PRF . URU2R'F' . F'U'R2UR . FUPU'R' (19) (R. Walker) 
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FIGURE 1. The edge hexagon 

(Edge Hexagon of Order 3, picture 14 left, 8 positions), and by 1800 

around each of the three edge axes which connect two opposite cor
ners of the hexagon, as for example CUB by 

P63 = RU2PU2R2MRUMRU'PUM~UM~PR (16) 
(Edge Hexagon of Order 2. picture 14 right, 
12 positions, P. Klerings). 

Obviously, our Anaconda is nothing but the product of an Edge Hexa
gon of Order 3 with Six Dots: Pso - PS2P2' Its construction corre
sponds exactly to that of the "Twisted Rings" out of two smaller edge-
3-cycles and P2 already practiced in Section 4.1. There we got a whole 
family of pretty ring patterns by inverting one or both edge-3-cycles, by 
proceeding from orientation-preserving edge-3-cycles to reorienting 
edge-3-cycles, and by exchanging the rings via an edge axis tum. Simi
larly we can now breed some new colorful snake species: 

P64 = P62P2 (Anaconda multicolor 1. picture 17 right), 

P65 = P60m441 (Anaconda multicolor 2). 
P66 = P64m441 (Anaconda multicolor 3), 

Rainer aus dem Spring discovered six "open" snakes. While the first 
two are distant relatives of our comer axis rotating Anaconda, the last 
four have more biogenetic relationships to the edge axis rotating Py
thon: 

P67 = F'WMJ,.UMFD'MFU'MFL'F'R'MnRP (16) (Black Mamba). 

P68 = M~ULMFL2RUMRU2MRUMRB'MRUM~U' , CR (17) (Green Mamba) 
P69 = R2L'U2RLU2RUI.F2L'FD2F'I.F2L'U' (18) (Female Rattlesnake) 

P70 = PS9 (Male Rattlesnake) 
P71 = R2I.F2M~FU'I.F2MbPMtL'UF'B2L . q (16) (Female Boa) 
P72 = P~l (Male Boa) 

Very few snakes practice active brood care. One of them is 

P73 = UR . F'MbFBMRB' , R'U' (10) (Cobra with Baby Cobra), 

We, therefore, better leave the realm of the snakes and tum to a some
what more pleasant theme: 
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4.3 Birthday Cubes 

Admittedly, in our electronic age, there are more economical informa
tion storages than Magic Cubes. However, cubologists called Therese, 
Tina, Theodor, Tom etc. might be pleased to find a Magic Cube with 
the letter T on each of its six faces on their birthday table. Tom Wer
neck, a well-known German game-expert and cube-author, created a 
complete "cube-alphabet". For the meticulous pUrist-and pedantry is 
an occupational disease mathematicians are prone to-the letters H, I, 
L, 0, S, T, U, X, Y and Z are particularly attractive: 

H L o s 

T u x y z 
RGURE 1. Cube letters 

With 0 and X we have already dealt in Section 4.1 under the names 
"Dot" and "Chessboard Face". Here we give some further examples, 
many of which are again due to R. aus dem Spring: 

P80 = mm = D2MRW,Mjp2 . C~ (5) (Six H, type 1), 

PSI = m 791 = PR2V2Mf.,D2R2P . Cf., (7) (Six H, type 2), 

Psz = MiFLZMbR2MbB' . q (7) (Six H, type 3), 

PS3 = V'MiPMiB2D'Mf.,D2 . Cf., (8) (Six H, type 4), 

PM = V2 LZPVMf.,V'MiB2L2V2 . C~ (10) (Six H, type 5), 

*PM and P91 follow immediately one after the other! 
Pill = DLF' . D'MRDVMf.,V' . FL'D' (12) (Six U, type I), 

P92 = RMDR2D'R'MDF'V'LVFMhRV . C UBL (14) (Six U, type 2), 

P93 = Pin (14) (Six U, type 3), 

PM = V' . FR'DMRD'RF'RVMf.,V'R' . V (14) (Six U, type 4), 

P95 = Pi. (14) (Six U, type 5), 

PM = MhFU'M~VF'D'MFV . Ch (9) (Six U, type 6, picture 15 left), 
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P97 = R'U'MFURMDRUMFU'R'MD (12) (Six U, type 7), 

P98 = MFUMRU2B2D'MFDBFR . c;" (11) (Six U, type 8), 

P99 = R' . DUBUMFU'B'D'U'F'U'MRUF . R (16) (Six U, type 9). 

The following Six U pattern contains our personal specialty, two 
reorienting rotation symmetrical edge-3-cycles. We, therefore, change 
its name ruthlessly to "Six C" (C standing for Christoph): 

PlOO = R'U' . BRFMRB'D'FMhP· UR (13) 
(Six C, picture 15 right). 

PIOI = ~U~U2~DMJ,MD (8) (Four U, type 1), 
PI02 = DRFMRDRB'R'D'MRF'R' (12) (Four U, type 2), 

PlOO = MRD2MRU2(PD2)2 (8) (Six Little U, type 1), 

PUM = FBD2MF(U2R2)2U2P (10) (Six Little U, type 2), 

PI05 = U2PR2B2D2PD2R2D2p (10) 

(Six T, picture 16 left), 

PU16 = ~D2(~D)2UMJ,U (9) (Four T, type 1), 
Pl07 = RBMRURFR'U'MRB'R' (11) (Four T, type 2) 
PUJ8 = LU2B2U2PRPU2B2L'R2U2LR2 (14) (Six Little T), 

PI09 = D~U2~D (5) (Four Uttle T) 
PUO = RL . UD . R'L' . PB' . UDFB (12) 

(Six Double L, picture 16 right), 

Plll = UDFBMRF'B' (7) (Four Double L and Two 0), 
Pm = R2P~B2V (5) (Four I, type 1), 

Pna = R2D2~U2R2 (5) (Four I, type 2), 

Pm = PmMR = R2PMiB2L2MR (Six I), 

Pm = UDMJ,U'D'MR (6) (Four I and Two 0) 

What does a cubologist do, when he finds himself shipwrecked on a 
deserted island, of course still clinging to his cube? He estimates the 
current of the sea around him, works on his cube with 

PUI = R2B2VD2 . ~B2MRB2 . U(R2U2)2R2U . PMDPMh (19) 
(Rescue Cube, picture 18 right) 

producing a double SOS-call and looks forward to his next birthday 
which will be celebrated by streaming banners: 
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Pll7 = F'DR2D'RB2R'DR2MDF2U'FL2F'UPU'R (19) 
(Four Tricolours), a.d.S. 

PU8 = PDR2D'RB2R'DR2MDPU'FL2F'UF2U'L' (19) 
(Six Tricolours, type 1), a.d.S. 

PU9 = R2LB'DVD'LPL'DVMoB2U'BR2B'UB2U'LF (22) 
(Six Tricolours, type 2, picture 18 left). a.d.S. 



5 VARIATIONS 
AND GENERALIZATIONS 

By means of a slight modification every Magic cube can be trans
formed into a "Supercube", a puzzle with over 2000 times as many 
positions. In the first section of this chapter we give a solution for the 
supercube and a suitable mathematical model. In the second, we pay 
our respects to an over one hundred year old predecessor of the 
Rubik's cube. We present a possibly new and certainly very simple 
proof of the main theorem of Sam Loyd's IS-Puzzle. Most of the ob
jects treated in the third section are no longer cube-shaped, but due to 
a technical and structural kinship, they are all part of our science of cu
bology: We are talking of magic polyhedrons of all kinds. 

5.1 The Supercube 

In this section cubology turns into a genuinely occult science: Its opera
tions are no longer visible! 

Let us, for example, look at the 2-move maneuvers 

UR -+ (- uf/, ufb, bdr, dJr, fur)( + ubr)(uJ, uf, ub, br, dr, Jr, ur), 

UR' -+(-uf/, ufb, fur)(+ubr, jrd, drb)(uJ, uf, ub, Jr, dr, br, u.r). 

From the cyclic structure of their operations we find 
(UR)105(21O) - 1M , 

(UR')63(126) - 1M , 

Hence, the maneuvers (UR)1°5 and (UR')63 bring every cube from the 
initial state back into the initial state. But they do, all the same, have an 
effect: Since during the first maneuver the upper and the right outer 
layer are turned clockwise 105 =26 . 4 + 1 times, we find that the 
face cubies u and r are turned by 90° to the right after the maneuver. 
Analogously in the second maneuver, u is turned by 90° to the left and 
r by 90° to the right. For this we briefly write: 



FIGURE 1. A Supercube 

(UR)105(21O) ~ (+u)(+r), 

(UR/)63(126) _ (-u)(+r). 

The 1800 turn of a face cubie is denoted by two plus signs put side by 
side, f.i. 

(UR)210(420) - (UR/)126(252) _ (++u)(++r). 

There are several ways to visualize the normally invisible turns of the 
face cubies: different coloring, pretty patterns, or ugly commercials. 
But the simplest method seems to mark each of the six cube faces by a 
line connecting the center of the colored tile of the face cubie with one 
of the neighboring tiles. In figure 1 the lines are arranged in such a way 
that on each of the 12 cubies forming an anaconda there lies half a line 
(d. chapter 4). 

The goal of the "supercube" game is to "re-turn" a marked and 
scrambled cube back to its start position in such a way that also the line 
segments match. If we simply disregard the lines, our chances of acci
dentally stumbling on the start position of the supercube by reaching 
the start position of the ordinary cube are rather slim-I: 2048 to be 
exact. In fact, it follows already from the two maneuvers discussed 
above that in every position (in the sense of the ordinary cube) the face 
cubies can have at least 4& . 2 = 211 = 2048 different combinations of 
positions: Five of the six face cubies can be turned independently of 
one another into each of four different positions, and for the sixth cubie 
there still exist two possibilities. That there are no more follows from 
theorem 1, which will be proved later. 

Hence, the two beautiful but lengthy maneuvers (UR)1°5 and 
(UR I )63 together with a strategy for the ordinary cube already form a 
strategy for the supercube. The brief supercube maneuvers assembled 
in figure 2 permit a particularly economical strategy. The structure of 
the four 8-move maneuvers m SO!, ms03 , ma05 and mS06 demonstrates 
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.... .... 

m ... = (URLU'R'L')'(12) ..... (+ +u) 

I 
I • 
I 

..1--

m.o. = M;.M;'MR . U8M;.MoMR . U(8) ..... (+u)(-r) 
m ... = M;'M;'MR . U' . M;'MDMR . U'(8) ..... (+ +u)(+ +r) 

m ••• = M;'M'oMR . U' . MRMbMR . U(8) -+ (+u)(-u) 
m ... = (MRM'oMR . U'f(8) -+ (+ +u)(+ +u) 

FIGURE 2. Five short Supercube maneuvers 

an attractive new application of the isolation principle discussed in sec
tion 3.4. 

In a mathematical model, the turns of the face cubies can be treated 
analogously to the characterization of the different "positions" of the 
comer and edge cubies. For this purpose, we imagine the line mark
ings of the supercube in its start position transferred onto the fictitious, 
immovable, transparent second skin we already used in section 2.3. At 
the same time, we label the 4 sides of every face cubie ("sides" here in 
the sense of the sides of a square) clockwise by 0, 1,2 and 3 in such a 
way that the marked side receives the number O. After choosing an ar
bitrary numbering for the 6 face cubies, we can then describe their po
sition by a 6-tuple Z = (Zl, ... , Z6) E Z := 0,1,2,3 6, where Zk 

tells us, which of the 4 sides of the kth face cubie is lying beneath the 
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line marking of the fictitious skin (k = 1, ... ,6). Thus, we' arrive at 
the following 

Definition. A position of the supercube is as-tuple ( p, U, x, y, z), ( p, u, 
x, y) being a position of the cube and z E Z ={O, 1,2,3 } 6 . It is called possible 
when it can be reached from the start position (1, 1,0,0,0) ofthe supercube 
by outer layer turns. (Out of consideration for the reader, we do without the 
obvious mathematical formalization of this statement.) 

Theorem 1. A position of the supercube is possible, precisely if the condi
tions (a), (b) and (c) of theorem 2.3.3 and the condition 

(d) (- 1 )z.+ ... +Z6 = sgn P 

are fulfilled. 

Proof. If ( p, U, x, y, z) is a possible position of the supercube, then ( p , U, 

x, y) is a possible position of the ordinary cube, i.e. the conditions (a), (b) and 
(c) of theorem 2.3.3 are fulfilled. Equation (d) is necessary, because it is ful
filled for the start position (1, 1,0,0,0) ofthe supercube (herez1 = . " = 
Z6 = 0 and sgn = sgn Iss = 1) and is preserved in each of the outer layer 
moves F,B,R,L,U and D: Each of these moves changes the sign of (comer 
4-cycle) and one of the summands in the sum ZI + ... + Z6 by 1. That 
(a), (b), (c) and (d) are sufficient follows from Theorem 2.3.3 and the consid
erations above. 0 

From this we immediately get the promised 
Theorem 2. There exist precisely 

211 . .p = 88 580 102 706 155 225 088 000 = 238314537211 

(more than 88 sextillion) possible positions of the supercube. 
If in Section 2.4 the dimension of a bridge constructed out of all the cubes 

with different possible positions could still be illustrated by distances as they 
exist within our galaxy, we must-in the case of the supercube-move into in
tergalactic space. 88. 58 .... 1021 little supercubes laid side by side make 
up a distance of over 500 000 light· years and that amounts to appro one 
fourth of the way to Andromeda. Tightly packed, the supercubes-every one 
of them in a different position-would cover the surface of the earth (51 . 
1011 cm2 ) to a height of ca. 30.5 km. An impressive time comparison, useful 
to judge computer applications, has been contributed by D. Singmaster: If a 
computer were to count all the supercubes, counting one million per second, 
it would need appro one third of the total age of the universe (since the hypo
thetical big bang). 

If one considers the "position" of the cube relevant, we get a concept of the 
position where the three types of cubies are completely equal: A position of 
the supercube is a 6-tuple ( p, U, T, x, y, z) with pC 58 uC 5 12• rC 56 ,xC 
X =c;, Y C Y = Ci2 , Z C Z = C:. 
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5.2 Sam Loyd's IS-Puzzle 

It has happened once before, in the seventies of the nineteenth cen
tury, that a puzzle conquered the world and, above all, America. It was 
invented by Sam Loyd, an amazingly versatile and productive man 
who invented puzzles of all kinds. The anecdotes connected with that 
puzzle-still one of the favorite prizes at children's parties-are indeed 
incredible. Merchants did not open their stores, people did not eat for 
days, and betting enthusiasts lost fortunes. 

Yet, compared to Rubik's Cube it is a rather modest object. Fifteen 
consecutively numbered tiles can be moved around a 4 x 4 frame con
taining always one empty space by shifting one of the tiles next to this 
empty space into it. Before the game developed the shape that we are 
used to today, it simply consisted of 15 numbered dice-shaped 
wooden pieces that were shifted around a box. 

Figure 1 shows the "start position": the tiles are numbered in rows 
from 1 to 15 and the empty space is at the bottom on the right. In every 
other position with the empty space at the bottom right some or all of 
the tiles have exchanged places. The position corresponds therefore to 
a permutation of the numbers 1 to 15, hence to an element of the sym
metric group S 15' Figure 2 shows the cunningly conceived position in 
which the game was often sold during Sam Loyd's time. It originates 
from the start position by swapping 14 and 15, and is, therefore, an 
odd permutation. That it was not altogether accidental that the puzzle 
freaks of that time, attempting to find their way back to the start posi
tion, were driven to the verge of insanity is shown by the follOWing 

Theorem. The positions with the empty space at the bottom right that can 
be reached from the start position of Sam Loyd's 15-puzzle by shifting tiles 
are precisely the 15!/2 = 3 . 4 . 5· . .. . 15 = 1 307 674368 000 even 
permutations of the numbers from 1 to 15. 

FIGURE 1. Sam Loyd's IS-Puzzle 
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1 2 

5 6 

9 10 

13 15 

3 

7 

11 

14 

4 

8 

12 

FIGURE 2. 
An impossible position for 
Sam Loyd's I5-puzzle 

Proof. The empty space is denoted by the number 16. Every time an indi
vidual tile is shifted around, the 16 is exchanged with one of the neighboring 
tiles, and every condition of the puzzle (the empty space can be anywhere) 
can be seen as an element of the symmetric group 5 16 • 

(a) With every sequence of shifts transferring the start position into another 
position with the empty space at the bottom right, the number 16 follows a 
closed path. It contains the same number of "north" and "south" steps and 
as many "west" as "east" steps. The path consists therefore of an even num
ber of individual steps (2 x the number of the north steps and 2 x the num
ber of the west steps), we perform an even number of transpositions, and the 
permutation of 5 16 which we reach is even. Since the number 16 returns to its 
original place at the very end (it is a "fixed point" of the permutation) the 
element of 5 15 , reached by cancelling the number 16, is also even. Summary: 
At the most, all even permutations can be reached. 

(b) If the three tiles surrounding the empty space at the bottom right are 
shifted around in a circle following the order of moves south-east-north-west, 
the 3-cycle (11, 12, 15) is produced, brief SENW (11, 12, 15). Summary: It is 
easy to reach a special 3-cycle. 

(c) Assume m to be a "maneuver" bringing three given tiles a, band c to 
the places (cubicles for tiles) 11, 12 and 15, while all the other tiles can be 
changed at will. Analogously to the cube we denote by m' the "inverse ma
neuver" which annuls m. We then have m ·SENW . m' ~ (a, b, c) (conju
gation in the group 5 16 ). Summary: Every 3-cycle, and therefore every even 
permutation (theorem 2.2.2) can be reached. 0 

Theorem and proof are obviously applicable to any reotangular 
puzzle of the size r x s with r ~ 2 and s ~ 2. 

Part (a) of the proof calls to mind a well-known chess problem by K. 
Fabel. Since cubology has a certain number of traits in common with 
problem chess, we shall-for the benefit of chess experts-briefly de
scribe this problem: White: K-QB8, R-K1, N-Q1, N-K2, P-QN2, QN5, 
QB6, KN3 (8 pieces). Black: K-KR8, R-KR7, B-QR2, B-KN7, N-QR1, 
N-KB8, N-KR6, P-QN6, QN3, QB2, KN5, KN3, KN2, KR2(14 pieces). 
With White beginning, we have checkmate in 182 moves. Neither the 
third black knight (exchange piece), nor the number of moves (one 
hundred and eighty-two) are misprints. The white king must follow some 
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closed paths from d8 back to dB. This requires an even number of 
moves if he always stays on black squares. 

5.3 Other Magic Polyhedrons 

It is tempting to transfer the fascinating technique of the magic cube to 
other solids. Regular polyhedrons seem particularly suited for this pur
pose. Apolyhedron is a body with flat boundaries. It is called convex if 
all its comers point outward. A regular polyhedron or platonic solid is a 
convex polyhedron bounded by regular polygons congruent to each 
other, equally many of which meet at every comer. It is obvious that 
regular polygons with 6 or more comers are not suitable for building 
regular polyhedrons: Their internal angle is at least 120° (hexagon), 
hence three or more of them cannot fit into one comer. The same ar
gument proves that not more than 3 regular pentagons (internal angle 
108°), not more than 3 squares (internal angle 90°) and not more than 
5 equilateral triangles (internal angle 60°) can meet in one comer. This 
leaves precisely five cases which can all be realized, and this can be 
easily checked (figure 1): 

(a) 3 equilateral triangles at every comer produce the tetrahedron (4 faces, 
6 edges, 4 comers). 

(b) 4 equilateral triangles at every comer produce the octahedron (8 faces, 
12 edges, 6 comers). 

FIGURE 1. 

The five platonic solids 
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(c) 5 equilateral triangles at every comer produce the icosahedron (20 
faces, 30 edges, 12 comers). 

(d) 3 squares in every comer produce the hexahedron (6 faces, 12 edges, 8 
comers). It has reached a certain amount of notoriety under its everyday 
name "cube". 

(e) 3 regular pentagons at every comer produce the dodecahedron (12 
faces, 30 edges, 20 comers). 

We now cut a platonic solid with as many planes as it has faces, with 
each of the cutting planes running parallel to one of the faces. The dis
tance between the plane and the corresponding face should be small 
and the same for all the planes. Thus, the platonic solid is divided into a 
central piece (a smaller platonic body of the same type), corner pieces 
congruent to each other, edge pieces congruent to each other, and 
face pieces congruent to each other. As with the cube, we can ensure 
that all the pieces stay attached and each of the layers consisting of a 
face piece and the neighboring edge and corner pieces can be turned 
around its symmetry axis. This is again done by equipping the individ
ual parts with corresponding "feet" and gaps. This is sometimes tricky, 

FIGURE 2. The Magic Dodecahedron 
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but we have reason to believe that some of the magic platonic solids 
differing from the cube are now also available. 

As an example, we take a closer look at the magic dodecahedron 
which-due to its harmonic form-is the queen of all magic solids (fig
ure 2). Here 12 different colors can be mixed and then "sorted out", if 
in the start position each of the faces has one color and the colors of all 
the faces differ. It is easy to see that by suitable turns of the layers by 
integral multiples of 72° each comer piece of each of the 20 comers 
can be shifted to every other comer and each edge piece of every one 
of the 30 edges can be moved to every other edge. As with the cube, 
each comer piece can assume 3 "positions" at every comer and each 
edge piece 2 "positions" at every edge. A possible position is a color 
pattern which can be reached from the start position by turning the 12 
(outer) layers. 

Theorem 1. The magic dodecahedron has precisely 

d := 20! . 30! . 320 . 230/(2 . 2 . 2 . 3) = 20! . 30! .319 .227 ::::: 1068 

possible positions. 

Proof. Due to the analogous proof of the corresponding cube theorem we 
can be brief. 

(a) Every 72°-tum of a layer produces a 5-cycle for comer pieces and a 
5-cycle for edge pieces. Therefore, only even permutations of comer pieces 
and even permutations of edge pieces are possible. A marking procedure sim
ilar to that used for the cube shows that the "positions" of 19 comer pieces 
and 29 edge pieces determine the "position" of the 20th comer piece and the 
30th edge piece. Hence, the given number of positions at the most is possible. 

(b) By isolation (cf. Section 3.4) which is easier to realize on the "spa
cious" dodecahedron than on the cube, we can construct a 3-cycle for comer 
pieces, a 3-cycle for edge pieces, the turning of two comer pieces (opposite 
direction) and the turning of two edge pieces: Then, conjugation and combi
nation (Sections 3.3 and 3.2) qUickly show that at least the given number of 
positions is possible. D 

By adding 12 small lines we can, similar to the cube, transform the 
magic dodecahedron into a super dodecahedron, where the "posi
tion" of the face piece is relevant. 

Theorem 2. The superdodcahedron possesses precisely 

512 . d = 512 . 20! . 30! . 319 . 227 = 2.46 1076 

possible positions. 

Proof. We want to show that a single face piece can be turned by 72° with
out changing anything else. 
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The maneuvers for comer and edge 3-cycles constructed in part (b) of the 
proof of Theorem 1 by means of isolation and conjugation are commutators 
of the dodecahedron maneuver group (d. proof of Section 2.5.3). Therefore, 
for each such move the inverse move is also a commutator; they both leave 
the face pieces unchanged. This property is shared by comer and edge 5-
cycles which result from a combination of two of these 3-cycles (cf. Section 
3.2). We can, therefore, tum a face piece by turning the whole layer and af
terwards turning the comer and edge pieces back by means of 5-cycles which 
do not change any face piece. 0 

Let us take another look at the supercube of Section 5.1. Every cor
ner cubie can assume 3 different "positions" in 8 different spots, all in 
all, therefore, 8 . 3 = 24 "positions". Analogously, we have for every 
edge cubie 12 . 2 = 24 and for every face cubie 6 . 4 = 24 "posi
tions", and 24 is also the order of the rotation group D of the cube. 
Due to the special symmetry properties of these solids, we have a cor
responding theorem for each of the 5 "super platonic solids". In the 
case of the super dodecahedron every comer piece, every edge piece 
and every face piece can assume 60 different "positions" and this is 
the order of the rotation group of the dodecahedron which is isomor
phic to As. 

The following examples prove that we do not necessarily have to as
sign a movable part to every comer, edge and face and that platonic 
solids are not the only shapes under consideration. 

The 2 x 2 x 2 cube (figure 3) is already extensively described in 
Rubik's patent specifications of 1975. It consists exactly of the comer 
cubies of the ordinary cube. That part of a strategy for the large cube 
which is dealing with comers is, therefore, always a strategy for the 
small cube. To obtain a fixed orientation we assume that one of the 
comer cubies, as f.i. dbl, always remains fixed. (Every tum of the bot
tom layer can be replaced by one of the top layer, every tum of the 
back layer by one of the front layer, and every tum of the left layer by 
one of the right layer.) The remaining seven comer cubies can now be 
permuted at will, since every maneuver which produces a comer trans-

/' ./ /' 
./ ...." ./ 

./ 
V 

FIGURE 3. 

V"""""" 
The 2 x 2 x 2-Cube 
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position and an arbitrary edge permutation, will produce nothing but a 
comer transposition on the small cube. The restriction with regard to 
the orientation remains unchanged and we get 

Theorem 3. The 2 x 2 x 2 cube has precisely 7! · 36 = 3674160 possi
ble color patterns. 

The Magic Domino (color plate 2) has been manufactured in Hungary 
since 1979. Contrary to the 2 x 2 x 2-cube it requires some new strategic 
thinking, since only those cube maneuvers which do not contain 900 moves 
with vertical layers can be realized. The most important are 

m620 = (R2U2)3 (6) ~ (uf, ub), 

m 100a = R2PUB2U'PUB2U'R2 (10) ~ (uf/, urj, ubr), 

m100aU = R2PUB2U'PUB2U'R2U (11) ~ (ulb, ubr) (ub, ur, uf, ul). 

By means of the last maneuver, we achieve relatively easily every permuta
tion of the 8 comer cubies (conjugation) without paying attention to the 8 
edge cubies. By means of m620 these can afterwards be rearranged at will. 
However, since we must not count rearrangements which can also be 
reached by turning the whole domino around its vertical axis, we get 

Theorem 4. The Magic Domino has precisely (8!)2/4 = 406425600 possi
ble patterns. 

5.4 Meffert's Pyraminx 

An attractive puzzle in the shape of a tetrahedron has been invented by 
the Swiss, Uwe Meffert (photograph). It is simpler than the magic tetra
hedron described in the last section and considerably simpler than 
Rubik's Cube. Under the popular name "Pyraminx" -evoking associa-

FIGURE 1. Meffert's Pyraminx 
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tions of the famous Egyptian pyramids and the inscrutable sphinx-it 
reaches higher and higher sales records. The fact that the grandiose 
monuments of the Pharaohs have a square ground-plan seems not to 
interfere with this success. 

Meffert's Pyraminx (figure 1) consists of the following components: 

(a) 1 center ball which is not visible from the outside. 
(b) 4 octahedron-shaped" core pieces", attached to the center ball in such a 

way that they remain turnable, playing the part of the face cubies of 
Rubik's Cube. 

(c) 6 tetrahedron-shaped "edge pieces" kept in place by the octahedrons, 
playing the part of the edge cubies of Rubik's Cube. 

(d) 4 tetrahedron-shaped "peaks", each of which is turnable on one of the 
core pieces, but otherwise firmly fixed. 

This description already shows the essential structural difference be
tween Meffert's Pyraminx and Rubik's Cube: The cubies of Rubik's 
Cube are attached by a two-step hierarchy-face cubies hold edge 
cubies and edge cubies hold comer cubies-while the Pyraminx is held 
together by a one-step hierarchy: the core pieces hold the edge pieces, 
while these in their turn have nothing to hold. Every peak can turn in
dependently of everything else on the core piece assigned to it. Similar 
to Rubik's Cube, an edge piece can be carefully removed from its 
tracks, if one of the two layers the edge piece belongs to is first rotated 
by 60°. After all the edge pieces are removed, the skeleton structure 
shown in figure 2 is left over. 

It proves convenient to hold the Pyraminx in such a way that one 
peak faces upwards, another to the left, the third to the right and the 
fourth to the back. We then denote by u, 1, rand b a 120° -c1ockwise
turn of the upper, left, right and back peak, respectively (seen from the 

FIGURE 2. Pyraminx without edge pieces 
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outside onto the peak in question). U, L, Rand B denote the corre
sponding tum of a "big peak", i.e. the peak together with its neigh
bouring layer consisting of a core piece and three edge pieces. A prime 
added to one of these symbols means, as usual, that the tum in ques
tion should be performed counterclockwise. Since the "basis layers" 
opposite the peaks obviously do not have to be turned, the 4 core 
pieces and the 4 peaks always remain in their places. All we can 
change is the place and the orientation of the edge pieces, and the ori
entation of the core pieces and peaks. 

6! 
Theorem. The number of possible positions of Mefferts Pyraminx is "2 . 

25 • 38 = 75 582 720. 

Proof. Every 120°-turn of a big peak causes an edge-3-cycle, hence an 
even permutation of the edge pieces. Therefore, at the most 6!/2 place
ments for the 6 edge pieces are possible. Moreover, every 1200-turn of a big 
peak causes two disjoint 3-cycles, consequently an even permutation, for the 
set of the 12 colored tiles on the 6 edge pieces. Therefore, in this set too, we 
get only even permutations, which means that the reorientation of an individ
ual edge piece as a single transposition, hence an odd permutation, is impos
sible. On the other hand, the following maneuvers show that every even per
mutation of edge pieces can be realized and that, in this process, 5 of the 6 

edge cubies can be oriented at will (factor ~! . 25) . From to we get, that the 

four core pieces can be arb;~arily turned (factor 34 ) and the same applies, 
rather trivially, also to the 4 peaks (factor 34 ). D 

The following list contains a selection of an extensive maneuver-col
lection for the Pyraminx, prepared by Tim Bandelow. It easily provides 
us with many good strategies. The notation for operations we apply is 
completely analogous to the one we use for Rubik's Cube and does 
not require any further explanations. 

(a) core twist 

to = (RUR'U)2u' (9) - (+j1r) 

(b) edge flips 

tlO = RU'R'U . R'LRL' (8) - (+f/) (+Jr) 
tll = RUR'U . L'U'LU' (8) - (+jd) (+/r) 
t14 = (RBRU'RL)3 (18) - (+j1) (+Jr) (+jd) (+/r) (+rd) (+dl) 

(c) edge-3-cycles 

t20 = R'LRL' (4) - (fI, Jr, uj) 

t21 = LR'L'R'U'R'U (7) - (fI, Jr, fu) 
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tao = RU'R'U'RU'R' (7) -+ (jI, Ir, rf) 
tal = R'L'U'LUR (6) -+ (jI, Ir, Jr) 
t40 = U'R'UR (4) -+ (jI, rf, dr) 
t4l = UBUB'U (5) -+ (jI, rf, rd) 
t42 = U'B'RBR'U (6) -+ (jI, Jr, dr) 
t4a = U'RB'R'B'U'B'U' (8) -+ (jI, Jr, rd) 

Some interesting pretty patterns are 
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tl = B'R'BR'(UR)2U'LU'L' (12) (Four Flowers), 
t2 = (UR)2U'LU'L'B'R'BR' (12) (Four Gay Flowers), 

ta = UB'U'L'B'RBU (8) (Four Christmas-Trees, R. aus clem Spring), 

t4 = UB'RLRL'RU'L'U'R' (11) (Tornado 1 or Superfliptwist), 

ts = T 4rlub (15) (Four Carriage-Wheels 1), 

ts = R'U'B'U'R'L'RU (8) (Tornado 2, R. aus clem Spring), 

t7 = T srlub (12) (Four Carriage-Wheels 2). 



6 COMPUTER CUBOLOGY 

Electronic computers can be used in many ways to help solve or un
derstand Rubik's cube. 

It immediately suggests itself to delegate the work of finding good 
maneuvers to a computer. The computer systematically simulates all 
2-move, 3-move, 4-move etc. maneuvers with moves out of a given 
subset of the set of all moves. As soon as a maneuver fulfills a given 
criterion, it is printed out, preferably along with the cyclic decomposi
tion of its operation. If we consider, that for each variation class at most 
one maneuver needs testing, the work diminishes considerably. Thus, 
we need not examine more than 39 + 2 . 37 = 11 . 37 = 24057 ten
move maneuvers involving two perpendicular outer layers, which is no 
problem for a big computer with a suitable program. (Without loss of 
generality, we alternately tum the right and the upper layer, we start 
with R and continue arbitrarily (39 ), or we start withR2, continue with U 
or U2 and end with U2 (2 . 37 ). A more careful analysis reduces the 
number again by almost its half.) Sensible criteria are, among others, 
not overstepping certain bounds for the number of cubies to be 
moved, preserving a part of the cube (f.i. a layer, the comers, or the 
edges), or causing an operation with a given cycle structure. With this 
last criterion, J. B. Butler seems to have found his 5-move maneuver, 
RU2D' BD', for an operation with the maximal order, 1260. A very sim
ple "maneuver program" for the pocket-calculator TI 59 is described 
by Michel Dauphin; and Morwen B. Thistlethwaite developed a 
broadly conceived program. 

With the help of the computer, mathematicians can tackle special 
problems of the structure of Rubik's group G, as f.i. determining sys
tems of generators and defining relations. 

In this section, we would like to use the computer to solve the game 
of solitaire itself, that is to bring a mixed-up cube back to the start posi
tion. Such a program can be regarded as a demonstration of a solution 



strategy, as a popular model program, but, above all, as simply a 
charming exercise in programming non-numerical problems. 

Can we program a computer to find an optimal, i.e. shortest solution 
maneuver for any scrambled cube by systematically trying out all ma
neuvers of growing length? This idea is readily seen as completely off 
the track: Even if a "maneuver-generator" were to work without any 
redundancy, i.e. exclusively generating pairwise non-equivalent ma
neuvers, there would be as many of them as there are positions, hence 
more than 43 quintillions, and therefore even the fastest computer 
would require more than the brief time granted to a human being on 
earth. 

The situation changes immediately, if the systematic search is re
stricted to a fixed previously determined step-ladder. A step-ladder is a 
sequence Po, PI, ... ,P n of sets of positions (steps), where Po is the 
set of all possible positions and P n contains only the start position we 
aim for. Often, but not always, the Pi (more precisely the sets of opera
tions corresponding to the Pi) are subgroups of G with P i - l ::J Pi. We 
define the height of Pi to be the smallest natural number Zi such that for 
every p E P i - l there exists an at mostzcmove maneuver m with pm E 
Pi. If we succeed in finding a step-ladder with sufficiently small heights, 
where, moreover, it is easy to check whether a given position belongs 
to a given step, then the computer can find an optimal solution maneu
ver within the framework of the step-ladder with a maximum of Zl + 
Z2 + . . . + Zn moves by systematic trial. However, developing an ap
propriate step-ladder and estimating the heights is not essentially differ
ent from developing a good strategy and constructing special maneu-
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vers that was already extensively discussed. At this point, we will not 
pursue this thought further. 

Instead, we will describe a program in which the computer follows 
our well-known "simple strategy" through all the stages. Because of 
the variety of existing and new or changing program languages, we 
choose the form of a flow chart, which is clearly and easily understood 
by all programmers. On the whole, we stick to the generally accepted 
norm for flow charts. Merely in the use of the stylized rhombus (nor
mally reserved for program-modifications) for branches, and in the de
sign of loops we differ, for reasons of space, from this norm. If, in the 
case of a branch within a loop, none of the conditions assigned to the 
possible exits is fulfilled, all the work for the actual value of the loop 
variable is already done and there is nothing further to do. 

The input of a position is given as the colors of the 6 . 9 = 54 
squares of the cube tiles, which correspond in the program to the 54 
alphanumeric variables N1, N2, ... , N9, F1, F2, ... , F9, L1, 
L2, ... ,L9, B1, ... ,B9, R1, ... ,R9, Sl, ... ,S9 as shown 
in figure 1. After chOOSing arbitrary symbols for the 6 cube colors and 
an initial position for the cube, the colors of the 9 squares on the upper 
side of the cube are fed to the computer in rows. The cube moves RIC 
(Rubikian, d. section RINIRENEFENEFI), FIC, FIC, FIC, FICRIC ap
plied one after another bring first the front, then the left, then the back, 
the right and finally the bottom faces to the top, where they are fed in 

Nl N2 N3 

N4 N5 N6 

N7 N8 N9 

Ll L2 L3 Fl F2 F3 Rl R2 R3 Bl B2 B3 

L4 L5 L6 F4 F5 F6 R4 R5 R6 B4 B5 B6 

L7 L8 L9 F7 F8 F9 R7 R8 R9 B7 B8 B9 

51 52 53 

54 55 56 

57 58 59 

FIGURE 1. The 54 input variables 
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as the top face before. At the end RUC brings the cube back into its 
initial position. Schematically we have: 

N (RIC) F (FIC) L (FIC) B (FIC) R (FICRIC) S (RUC). 

We have written the cube moves required for the input in Rubikian, 
because this language is very appropriate for the output, which we will 
now describe. Our program first goes through a thorough test of the 
input. If it does not make sense (f.L if two face cubies have the same 
color), the text INPUT ERROR is written. If we are dealing with a gen
uine magic cube which is merely incorrectly reassembled in such a way 
that the start position cannot be reached by layer moves, the text 
CUBE WRONGLY ASSEMBLED will appear, followed by complete 
repair instructions, consisting of a suitable selection from the following 
lines: 

SWAP ANY TWO CORNER CUBIES OR ANY TWO EDGE CUBIES! 

TWIST ANY CORNER CUBIE CLOCKWISE! 

TWIST ANY CORNER CUBIE COUNTERCLOCKWISE! 

FLIP ANY EDGE CUBIE! 

Swapping two cubies always means performing an orientation preserv
ing 2-cycle, Le. the individual faces of the cubies must exchange their 
places individually, as f.i. in figure 2. Two edge cubies can be ex
changed in 2 and two comer cubies in 3 ways, while preserving their 
orientation. A reorienting edge-2-cycle (fig. 3) executes a swap of two 
edge cubies together with a flip of an edge cubie, Le. the first and the 
fourth of the above instructions are carried out simultaneously. For 
comer cubies the situation is analogous. 

The following pointers may prove helpful when translating the flow 
chart into a program: 

1. All subroutines are considered as non-parametrized program 
sections with direct access to the data material of the main program. 
With the exception of the two subroutines SEC and SEE ("search cor
ner", "search edge") appearing in the test part of the program, the 
name of every subroutine is the Rubikian symbol of a move, to which 

FIGURE 2. Orientation preserving edge swaps 
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FIGURE 3. Reorienting edge swaps 

we occasionally add the letter S. The subroutine NI performs the 
switching of storage required for the move NI (five 4-cycles) and prints 
the syllable NI. The subroutine NIS performs the switching of storage 
without the output of the syllable NI ("simulation of the move NI"). All 
the other move subroutines are handled analogously; there is therefore 
no need to write them down in detail. If computer time is no considera
tion, all the moves can be assembled from a few elements, f.i. from the 
five components NIS, SEMS, SES, RIS, RIMS: NICS - NIS-SEMS
SES, RES - RIS-RIS-RIS, LES - NICS-NICS-RES-NICS-NICS, 
RICS - RIS-RIMS-LES etc. 

2. In many situations it is considerably more economical, to realize 
the change of position resulting from a sequence of moves directly and 
with little switching of storage, and to give the output of the corre
sponding maneuver, than to call up a long sequence of move subrou
tines. We have, however, decided against this, because that way the 
flow chart is more easy to understand. Furthermore in this form it can 
be read as a precise and complete description of an algorithm without 
any intention of programming. 

3. If the realization on smaller computers runs into capacity prob
lems one can omit the test part of the program going from * to ** with
out further change. Moreover, the part from ** to *** can be scratched 
without compensation, if the bottom layer of the cube is already com
pleted. In this reduced form, R. Gall even managed to realize the pro
gram on a TI 59 (average computing time 3 minutes and 10 seconds) 
using a few tricks (output of numbers for moves and entire maneuvers, 
NIM instead of NIC, etc.). The complete program was written in FOR
TRAN IV by F. Inkmann and needs an average of 0.3 seconds per 
cube on the old TR 440 of the Ruhr-Universitat Bochum, which is 
being replaced by a considerable faster system. To test the comprehen
sibility of the flow chart, R. Burger, pupil of the Albert-Einstein-Schule 
in Bochum, realized the program in BASIC, on purpose without any 
knowledge of the strategy. His Alphatronic P2 needs an average of 3 
seconds. 

4. Without the test part (* to **), apart from the 54 alphanumeric 
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variables Nl, N2, ... one needs only the two alphanumeric vari
ables A and B, the alphanumeric 4 x 2-array C and the counting vari
ables I and Z. In addition the test part uses the alphanumeric variable 
D, the alphanumeric 8 x 3-array C (instead of the 4 x 2-array), the 
alphanumeric 12 x 2-array E, the counting variables J, 11, 12, 13, 14, 
15, ZC, ZE, IC, IE and the 1 x 8 or 1 x 12 counting arrays PC ("per
mutation of the comers") or PE ("permutation of the edges"). 

Ready-made realizations of this program are available for several 
computer types. (For details contact the author.) 
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* 

~ 
Input N1 ,""'N""2-,-.-.-.-,"""N"'9-,'F"'1-;-F2-;-:-:--:-;F9;L1 ,L2, ... ,L9,f 

B 1 B2 ... , B9 ,R 1 ,R2, ... ,R9 ,S 1 ,S2 , ... ,.§'l-.i 

N5H5 1\ N5*B5 1\ N5*R5~N5*-SS-1\ 
F5*B5 1\ F5*R5 1\ F5*S5 1\ L5*B5 1\ 
L5*S5 1\ B5*R5 1\ B5*S5 1\ R5*S5 '!' 

C(I1,3)-L3, 
C(I2,3)-F7, 
E (14 , 1) - L6 , 
E(I5,2) - F8 

L--. ________ . ________ IC __ -_O~~ 

A-E(I,1), E(1,1)-E(I,2), 

~F~o~r~JY-=T1~2-,·3·-4'--------------------------------

A-N5, B-F5, 
D- L5 
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For 1=1 ••• 7 an J=I+1 ••• 8 

(PCC I ) > PCCJ) ?)yI Z - Z+1 I 
For 1=1 ... 11 an J=I+1 ... 12 

(PECI) > PECJ) ?)yI Z - Z+1 I 

ZE - ZE-2' [ZE/21 

Output "FLIP my EDGE 

0-t'0utput "INPUT ERROR"j.(§) 

** 
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Ql 

&'iJ . 
aJ i ~ 
'iJ..81' ... ., .... 
o c: c: Ql 0 

Ql ~.t: 
'iJ ' .... 
QJ :5 0 

... ::I '" 

r--L--------------------------------~ 6 ~ g ~ 
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8 . 
~~~=-~~~----------------------------------------~ .~~ 
~~~~~~~------------------------------------------4 ~ ~ a. .... 

..., ~ 
~ :>I ........ 
~~ 
~ ~ 
~ 8 
:>II:: 
111 QI 
.... ti 

11 
!II ... 

QI~ 
ti ~ 

~] 
QI .... 

.... tJ ef; ..., 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
8 8 
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(F6 = R5 1\ R4 = F5)) 1\ }-_____ , 

~~--~~~~~~~------------------~ Y 

F6 = F5 V F6 = L5 

n 
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F7 

NIS 

B"Nl, Nl"JNI, lltl"N!l, N!l"llIj, N3 .. B, 
B"NZ, NZ .. N4, N4 .. NS, NS .. N6, N6 .. B, 
B .. F1, F1 .. R1, R1 .. B1, B1 .. L1, L1 .. B, 
B .. FZ, FZ .. RZ, RZ .. BZ, BZ .. LZ, LZ .. B, 
B .. F3 F3 .. R3 R3 .. B3 B3 .. L3 L3 .. B 

NI 

etc. 
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MANEUVER INDEX 

There exist over 43 quintillion possible positions, just as many possible 
operations, and for every possible operation we have infinitely many 
maneuvers. Every selection is, therefore, necessarily incomplete. 

However, the following list contains-among others-a complete cat
alog of 3-cycles; more precisely: for every edge or comer 3-cycle a ma
neuver is given which causes a variation of the 3-cycle. Since it is im
possible to swap two cubies without simultaneously changing the cube 
somewhere else, 3-cycles playa basic role. More generally, all those 
operations are represented which do not move more than 3 cubies. 
The obvious idea to list at the most one maneuver for every variation 
class was rejected in order to demonstrate all the possibilities for some 
of the situations and, thus, to obtain the most practical index possible. 
The maneuvers are classified according to the cycle structure of the op
eration they cause. 

To give fair credit to the authors of individual maneuvers must ob
viously remain a hopeless enterprise, since most of the beautiful ma
neuvers have been and will be discovered independently of each other 
over and over again. Names are therefore mentioned only in a few 
cases. Special thanks are due to Peter Klerings (Bonn). He contributed 
so many excellent maneuvers that we simply marked his creations by 
PK. 

A very comprehensive illustrated maneuver collection is contained 
in the follOwing book: Bandelow, C. and Klering, P.: International 
Handbook of Rubik's Cube. 1982 

(a) Comer twists 

mo - mol 

mo = R'DRFDF' (6) ---+ (+urj) . (+dfr) {+drb, dbl, dill (Jr, dl, df, rd, bd) 



mOa = R'DR2F'R'F (6) ~ (+urf) 0 (-dfr, ldb, drb, lfd) (+fr, db, 
dl, rd) (+ fd) (PK) 
(isotwists for the upper layer, do Section 3.4) 

ml = (RF'R'F)2 (8) ~ (+urf) (+dfr) (-dlf) (-drb) (Jr, dr, fd) 
(isotwist of order 3 for the upper layer, d. Section 3.4) 

m5 = R(U2RF'D2FR')2R' (13) ~ (+urf) (-ufl) 

m 5a = moU'mbU = R'DRFDF' 0 U' 0 FD'F'R'D'R 0 U (14) 

mllb = Ch' R'U2RUR'UR 0 LU2L'U'LU'L' 0 Cu (14) 
m5c = UR 0 U2RU2R' 0 U'RU'R' 0 U2R'U2R 0 UR' (16) (PK) 

mlO = PR2B'F'RFR'BR2PU'R'UR (14) ~ (+urf) (-ufl) 0 (+uf) 
(+ ur) (Mo B. Thistlethwaite) 

m ll = UPVD'L'DL'FU'F (10) ~ (+urf) (-ufl) 0 (uf, ru, fr) (PK) 

m l2 = (F'U)3(FU')3 (12) ~ (+urf)(-ujl) 0 (fu, ru, bu, lu, jI, fd, fr) 

mil - mill 

m 15 = (U2L'F 0 CLF )4 (12) ~ (+urf) (-ulb) (Eo Rubik) 

ml7 = R'UF'UFU2R2B'R'B (10) ~ (+urf) (-ulb) . (ur, ub, rb) (PK) 

m20 = (R'D2R 0 CFL )4 (12) ~ (+urf) (-dbl) 

m22 = B2U'B'UB' 0 RD'RDR2 (10) ~ (+urf) (-dbl) 0 (ur, br, bd) (PK) 

m25 = U2(FR'PR)2U2 0 LFL'F' (14) ~ (+ujl) (+ulb) (+ubr) (M. Bo 
Thistlethwaite) 

m25a = R2URU'(RU2RU')2RUR2 0 U (16) (PK) 

m30 = R'U2RUR'URU2 (8) ~ (+ujl) (+ulb) (+ubr) 0 (uf, ul, ub) 
m3l = FRB'RBR2F'U2 (8) ~ (+ufl) (+ulb) (+ubr) 0 (ul, ur, bu) (3-D 

Jackson) 
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m32 = (U2R'U' . CUBR )3 (9) -+ (+ufl) (+ulb) (+ubr) . (+ul) (+ub) (D. 
J. Benson) 

m35 = FU'PR2(FD'PD)2R2U (14) -+ (+ufl) (+urj) (+drb) 

m40 = DB'D'PRU'R'D'RUR'D2BD'P (15) -+ (+ufl) (+ubr) (+dfr) 

+ 

m45 = FRB'RBR'B'RBRFMlf'RFMkP (17) -+ (+urj) (-ufl) (+ulb) 
(-ubr) (PK) 

m45a = F(URU'BU'B'UR')2P (18) 
m45b = RU'(RU)2(R'U')2R2U'RUR'U'RU'R' (19) (PK) 

mIlO = R'U2RUR'U'RUR'UR (11) -+ (+urj) (-ufl) (+uTb) (-ubr) . (ut, 
ul, ur) 

m 51 = R2U2RU2R2U (6) -+ (+ urj) (- ufl) (+ ulb) (- ubr) . (ut, ul, fr) (ub, 
ur, br) 
m 51a = L2D2RD2L2U (6) (PK) 

m 52 = (RUR2FRPUF)2 (16) -+ (+urj) (-ufl) (+ulb) (-ubr) . (+ut) 
( + ul) (+ ub) (+ ur) (D. J. Benson, J. Conway, D. J. Seal) 

m60 = L'BL2B'LM,VM,LU2B'U2BL' . U2 (15) -+ (+urj) (+ufl) (-ulb) 
(-ubr) (PK) 

m60a = RU(R2U')2R2U2R2U'R'URU2R'U (16) (PK) 

m85 = RU2(R2U')2R2U2RU2 (10) -+ (+urj) (+ufl) (-ulb) (-ubr) . (uT, ub, 
ur) 

m88 = U2R'FR2B'R2PR2BR' (10) -+ (+urj) (+ufl) (-ulb) (-ubr) . (ur, 
ul, bu) 

m87 = F(RUR'U')2P (10) -+ (+urj) (+ufl) (-ulb) (-ubr) . (ut, bu, ru) 

m88 = (F'U'FRBUB'R')2 (16) -+ (+urj) (+ufl) (-ulb) (-ubr) • (+ut) 
( + ul) (+ ub) (+ ur) (D. J. Benson, J. Conway, D. J. Seal) 

m89 = RU'(R2U)2R2U'R . U2 (10) -+ (+urj) (+ufl) (-ulb) (-ubr) 
. (ul, ur) (ut, br, ub, fr) (R. Brinkmann, 
P. Dorsam, P. Kellermann) 
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m75 = RL . U . R'L' . F'B' . U . FB (10) -+ (+urf) (+ulb) (-dfr) (-db/) 
(fu, ur, rf) (bu, ul, lb) (R. Walker) 

moo = (U'M/FMR)3 (12) -+ (+urf) (+ubr) (+ulb) (-ufl) (-dlf) (-dfr) 
m95 = (U2PR'D)4 (16) -+ (+ urf) (+ uf/) (- ulb) (- ubr) (+dfr) (-dlf) 

( + db/) (-drb ) (M. B. Thistlethwaite) 

(b) Comer-3-cycles 

mU)f) = RB'RPR'BRFR2 (9) -+ (ufl, urf, ubr) 
m 100a = R2FUB2U'FUB2U'R2 (10) 

m lOI = R . BL'B' . R' . BLB' (8) -+ (ufl, urf, bru) 
m lO2 = FD'FU2F'DFU2F (9) -+ (ufl, urf, rub) 
m lO3 = B'R2B'PBR2B'PB2 (9) -+ (ufl, rju, ubr) 
mUM = F . RBR' . F' . RB'R' (8) -+ (ufl, rju, bru) 
m l05 = F . U'B'U . F' . U'BU (8) -+ (ufl, rju, rub) 
mlO6 = L2B2L'FLB2L'FL' (9) -+ (ufl, fur, ubr) 
ml07 = L'BU2B'LBL'U2LB' (10) -+ (ufl, fur, bur) (PK) 

m lO8 = RU2RDR'U2RD'R2 (9) -+ (ufl, fur, rub) 

m uo = (R2DPD')2 (8) -+ (ufl, urf, drb) 
m111 = F'D2F . U . F'D2F . U' (8) -+ (ufl, urf, rbd) 
m U2 = U' . FD'F' . U . FDF' (8) -+ (ufl, urf, bdr) 
mU3 = UB2U' . F' . UB2U' . F (8) -+ (ufl, rju, drb) 
mU4 = ULU' . R2 . UL'U' . R2 (8) -+ (ufl, rju, rbd) 
mll5 = F . U'BU . F' . U'B'U (8) -+ (ufl, rju, bdr) 
mU8 = PDLU2L'D'LU2L (9) -+ (ufl, fur, drb) (PK) 

mll7 = PB'L'FLBL'FL' (9) -+ (ufl, fur, rbd) 
mU8 = D2RU2RD2R'U2RD2R2D2 (11) -+ (ufl, fur, bdr) 

mlOO -m 108 

muo - mU8 
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mllG - mlJl 

m l20 = B'R2FR2BR2B'R2F'R2BR2 (12) - (u/l, ubr, dfr) (PK) 

ml 2l = U2 . B'DB . U2 . B'D'B (8) - (u/l, ubr, frd) 
m l 22 = W'L' . U2 . WL' . U2 (8) - (u/l, ubr, rdf) 
ml23 = P . L'BL . P . L'B'L (8) - (u/l, bru, dfr) 
m l24 = BL'B' . R2 • BLB' . R2 (8) - (u/l, bru, frd) 

m125 = RF'UB2U'FUB2U'R' (10) - (u/l, bru, rdf) 
m l 28 = R'UB2U'F'UB2U'FR (10) - (u/l, rub, frd) 
ml27 = DB'D' . P . DBD' . P (8) - (u/l, rub. dfr) 
ml28 = R2 • D'W . R2 • D'L'D (8) - (u/l, rub, rdf) 

(c) Orientation preserving comer double swaps 
m 200 = (MJPMlJJ2)2 (8) - (u/l, ubr) (urj. ulb) 
mUO = LD2FD' . R' . DF'D2L'DF . R . F'D' (14) - (u/l, urj) (ulb, 

ubr) (PK) 

m211 = (LPR2D2RD2 . C~)2 (12) - (Iuf, rfu) (Ibu, rub) (PK) 

m211a = F(URU'R')3F' (14) 
m212 = B'U'BR'B2D'BRUR'B'DB2R (14) - (u/l. urj) (ulb, rub) (PK) 

m220 = (R2FR2M~)2 (8) - (u/l, ubr) (dlf, drb) 
m225 = (FRF'R')3 (12) - (Iuf, rfu) (frd, bdr) 
m230 = (FR'F'R)3 (12) - (u/l. ubr) (urj, dfr) 

(d) Other comer maneuvers 

m300 = R'DF'D2FD'R (7) - (u/l, urj) . (dfr, db/) (df, db) (fl, rj) 
(Isoswap of order 2 for the upper layer, d. Section 3.4) 

m3l0 = U2R(UR')2(U'R2)2U2R (12) - (+u/l, rub) (-urj, bu/) 
m a20 = BLMIUM~'MIU'F' . CF (9) - (-u/l, urj) (+ulb, ubr) (PK) 

m333 = FRUR'U'F' (6) - (+urj, u/l) (-ubr, ulb) (uf, ru, bu) 
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m334 = BRBR'U'B' (6) - (-ufl, uri) (+ulb, ubr) (+uf, ur, lu) (+ub, Ib, 
br) 

m338 = (R2U'R2U)3 (12) - (ufl, ubr, drb, uri, dfr) 
m340 = R2UZP(UZR2)2PR2UZ (10) - (ufl, ubr, dfr) (ulb, drb, dlf) 
m350 = W~,u2W~,D2 (6) - (ufl, ubr) (uri, ulb) (dlf, drb) (dfr, db/) 
m355 = W,M2rPWJiV(M~FM~P)2R2UCi (15) - (ufl, uri) (ulb, ubr) (dlf, 

dfr) (dbl, drb) 

m380 = MiMWWIMJD (6) - (ufl, ulb, ubr, uri) (dlf, dfr, drb, db/) 
m38S = U2MiUMiU2 . MJD'M} (8) - (ufl, ulb, ubr, uri) (dlf, dbl, drb, dfr) 

(e) Edge flips 

..,., 
j: ",; 

~ ....... 

m400 = RMDR2M~R (5) - (+ur) . (+fl) • (bl, rd) (f, I, b, r) 
(isoflip for the upper layer, cf. Section 3.4) 

....... 

m401 = R'FD'RF' (5) - (+fr) . (+uf, ru, dl, db) (+uri, Idb) (-ufl, rub, 
rdf) 
(isoflip for the U-D middle layer, d. Section 3.4) 

m402 = (MDR)4 (8) - (+ur) . (+fl) (+Ib) (+br) 
(isoflip of order 2 for the upper layer and for the F-B middle layer) 

m 405 = P . MDRMDR' . P . RMDRMDR2 (11) - (+jr) (+br) (PK) 

m405a = R'FD'RP . MD . FR'DF'R . MD (12) 

m405b = (MDR)2MDR2 . (MDR)2MDR2 (12) 

m405c = CR (MDR)4(MDR')"CR (16) 
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m406 = FR'D . R2 . D'RF' . R2 (8) -- (+ fr) (+ br) . (ufl, djr, urj, drb, ubr) 

m410 = B2 . R2MhRMhRB2 . R'MDRMD (11) -- (+fr) (+bl) (PK) 

m410a = R'FD'RF' . Mb . FR'DF'R . Mb (12) 

m415 = RMDR2MbR . V' R'MbR2MhR' . V (12) -- (+uf) (+ur) 
m 415a = (MDR)4(MhF')4 (16) 

m415b = LFR'F'L'V2RVRV'R2U2R (13) 

m416 = R'FRF' . UF'U'F (8) -- (+uf) (+ur) . (+ufl, dfr) (-urj, rub) 

m420 = FR2F'MDFMDR2PMhFMh (11) -- (+uf) (+rb) (PK) 

m430 = FD2MkU2FMb . F'D2MkU2F'Mb (12) -- (+f1) (+Ib) (+br) (+rj) 

+ 

m435 = PMkPMk . u' . MkPMj=2 . U (10) -- (+uf) (+ul) (+ub) 
(+ ur) (H. KraBl. 

m435a = UMRU2MkU2MR . U'MkU2MRU2Mk (12) (H. KraB) 

m 440 = R2M~U'M~R2MFR2UB'R2MhR2MbBMbR2M~F (18) -
(+uf) (+fr) (+ru) (+db) (+bl) (+Id) 

m441 = MkPMiU'MiPMRPU . R'PMhPMbRMbPMD (18) -
(+ub) (+br) (+rd) (+df) (+f/) (+Iu) 

m445 = (UR'FR)5 (20) -- (+uf) (+ul) (+ub) (+ur) (+f/) (+fd) 

m470 = (MII?2 . MsB2)3 (12) -- (+uf) (+ul) (+ub) (+ur) (+df) (+dl) 
(+db) (+dr) 
(Holding the cube with the left hand at the cube edge If, we can 
perform MII?2 resp. MJ32 with a single quick movement of the 
right hand.) 

m480 = Mk(DBFRLU)2Mk (14) -- (+uf) (+ul) (+ub) (+ur) (+f/) (+Ib) 
(+br) (+rj) 

m490 = ((MRU)4CuLF )3 (24) -- (+uf) (+ul) (+ub) (+ur) (+df) (+dl) 
(+db) (+dr) (+f/) (+Ib) (+br) (+rj) 

m490a = RLFBUDRLFBU . PM~U'W~2MRB2UMkD (22) (H. 
KraB) 

(f) Edge-3-cycles 

~/ 

!'/ 
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mSOO = R2M~R2MD (4) - (Jr, bl, br) 
m 501 = R'M~'B2RMFR'B2R2 (9) - (Jr, bl, rb) 
m502 = B'MJ3 . R2 • B'MRB . R2 (8)-(Jr, Ib, br) 
m503 = B2 . RM~' . B2 . RMFR' (8) - (Jr, Ib, rb) 
mS10 = PUMRU2M~UP (7) - (uJ, ul, ur) 

m511 = RUR' . M~ . RU'R' . MF (8) - (uJ, ul, ru) 

mS12 = MF •• L'U'L . M~ . L'UL (8) - (uJ, lu, ur) 
m 513 = M~UMRU2M~UMR (7) - (uJ, lu, ru) 

m S20 = BMJ32MRB (5) - (uJ, Ib, rb) 

'---... I 

m521 = M~ . R'U'R . MD . R'UR (8) - (uJ, Ib, br) 
m S22 = M~ . BU2B' . MD . BU2B' (8) - (uJ, bl, rb) 
m523 = MRB'MRB2MJ3'MR (7) - (uJ, bl, br) 

m530 = FU2VD2BD2VU2 (8) - (uJ, rj, rb) 
m531 = MD . R'U'R . M~ . R'UR (8) - (uJ, rj, br) 
m 532 = RU'R' . M~ . RUR' . MD (8) - (uJ, Jr, rb) 
m533 = UR'M~2MFR'U' (7) - (uJ, Jr, br) 

mIlO - maaa 

m ... -m.., 
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m54() = U . BMJ!32MRB . U (7) -- (uj, If, rb) 

m541 = (MhFMDF)2 (8) -- (uj, Ij, br) 

m542 = LBVM,lJ2Mj;VB'L' (9) -- (uj, fl, rb) 

m543 = Mb . R'V'R . Mb . R'VR (8) -- (uj, fl, br) 

mNO - mua 

m550 = F'RMbR'V'RMbR'VF (10) -- (uj, ru, jr) (PK) 
m551 = V2B'R'M~2M;R'BV2 (9) -- (uj, ru, rf) 

m551a = VLDR . F . R'D'L'V' . F' (10) (E. Rubik) 
mSSlb = (FR)3(F'R')2P (11) 

m552 = PL'V'MRV2MRV'LP (9) -- (uj, ur, fr) 

m553 = R2D'F'MhPMDF'DR2 (9) -- (uj, ur, rf) 

m556 = R'FRF' (4) -- (uj, ru, rf) . (+ ufl, rub) (- urf, frd) 

m580 - m563 

m560 = B'MhB . V . B'MhB . V' (8) -- (uj, ur, rb) 

m561 = BMRB' . V . BMJ!3' . V' (8) -- (uj, ur, br) 

m561a = RVRVR . V'R'V'R'V' (10) 

m 562 = R . F'MbF . R' . F'MbF (8) -- (uj, ru, rb) 

m563 = RBVMj;V2M,lJB'R' (9) -- (uj, ru, br) 

m563a = R'VRBLFV'F'L'B' (10) 

m565 = V'R'VR (4) -- (uj, ur, br) . (- ufl, urf) (+ ubr, bdr) 

m570 = LM~' . V' . LM;L' . V (8) -- (uj, Ib, ur) 

m571 = RBMJ!32MRBR' (7) -- (uj, Ib, ru) 
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m572 = U . B'MRS . u' . B'MJ3 (8) -+ (uf, bl, ur) 
m573 = MRUFMDPMhFU'MR (9) -+ (uf, bl, ru) 

m573a = RMhBU2B'MDBU2B'R' (10) 

mIlO - ml83 

m580 = L'MhRDR'MDRD'MR • CR (9) -+ (ul, rb, fd), 
m580a = F'MhRU2R'MDRU2R'F (10) 

m 581 = U'FMhPMDFU (7) -+ (ul, rb, df) 

m 582 = F'RM,R2MjRF (7) -+ (ul, br, fd) 
m583 = R'UMRU2MRUR (7) -+ (ul, br, df) 

(g) Orientation preserving edge double swaps 
m600 = (R2Mt)2 (4) -+ (fI, bl) (Jr, br) 
m601 = MDPR2MhFMRF'R2FMRF (11) -+ (fI, bl) (Jr, rb) 
m602 = FR2MDPF· Mt . F'R2MDPF'(1l) -+ (Jr, rb) (fI, Ib) 
mto5 = (M2#1D)2 (4) -+ (fI, btl (Jr, bl) 

m606 = PR2MoRMFRPR'M~RMh (11) -+ (f1, br) (Jr,lb) 
m607 = FR2MDPF' . Mt . FR2MDPF'(1l) -+ (fI, rb) (Jr, Ib) (PK) 

m610 = MJD'MiOMRMjMR (7) -+ (uf, ur) (ub, ul) 

m61Ga = MiU'PMkPMiUMi (8) 
m611 =FRUR'U'PL'U'LUF (11) -+ (uf, ru) (ub, ul) (D. E. Taylor) 

m612 = PD2Mp2UMiUMRU2P (10) -+ (uf, ru) (ub, lu) (PK) 

m612a = RLF(R2U2)3F'L'R' (12) (D. Singmaster) 

m 615 = MiUMiU2MiUMi (7) -+ (uf, ub) (ul, ur) 
m615a = RLU2R'L' . F'B'U2FB (10) (PK) 

--
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mill = FMJ= . UWp2MJ,U· F'MRF' (11) -+ (uf, bu) (ul, ur) 
milia = F'UR' . UPU2PU2PU . RU'F (13) (PK) 

ml17 = M1,PMjf'2UPMJ=2MftU' (10) -+ (uf, bu) (ul, ru) (H. KraB) 

I 

..1--

m l20 = (R2U2)3 (6) -+ (rj, rb) (uJ, ub) 
(Holding the cube with the left thumb and forefinger by the edge 
cubies fu and bu and with the right thumb and forefinger by the 
edge cubies jr and br, we can perform m 820 without letting go these 
cubies: "D. Singmaster' 5 magic grip".) 

m l21! = D2M,M;;YMIP2M;D (8) -+ (uf, ur) (df, dr) 
meao = M;P2MIP'M,D2M;D (8) -+ (uf, df) (ur, db) 

(h) Other edge maneuvers 
m 700 = R2MDFMRF'R2FMRFMhP (11) -+ (+fr, br) (+f/, bl) 

m 701 = L2PMDFMRFL2F'MRFMD (11) -+ (+jr, rb) (+f/, bl) 
m703 = PR2MoFMRF'R2FMRFMh (11) -+ (+jr, bl) (+f/, br) 

m708 = PMRU'MRU'MRUMRUP (to) -+ (+ul, ub) (+ur, uf) 
m 707 = B'P . R'U'MRURUMRU' . PB (12) -+ (+uf, ur) (+ul, ub) (PK) 

m707a = RBLU'L'UB'R' . B'U'R'URB (14) (M. Henze) 

m110) 

mUO = FU2F'U'L'B'U2BUL (to) -+ (+uf, ub) (+ul, ur) 
m713 = UBU2B'R'U'B'R2BR (to) -+ (+1. rb) (+ub, uf) (M. B. Thistleth

waite) 
mU8 = FDR2D'R'F'D'PDR (to) -+ (+uf, rb) (+ur, If) 
m710 = UMRU'MR . U'MRUMR (8) -+ (+ uf, u/) (+ ub, df) 
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m730 = FMDF'MbL2F'MDFL2(9) --+ (+fl) (+fr, bl, br) (M. and T. Schweizer) 

m731 = PLMDL'PMbL'MDL(9) --+ (+fl) (+fr, bl, rb) (M. and T. Schweizer) 

m733 = L2F'MjfVPMJ='M1PMD (11) --+ (+fl) (+jr, Ib, rb) 
m750 = D'MRDMR (4) --+ (uf, rd, dl, db, fd) 
mm = UM1P'MA (4) --+ (uf, db, ur) (ub, df, ul) 
m756 = R2U2PU'Mj.UPU2MjR2 (10) --+ (uf, u/, ur) (df, dr, dl) 

m757 = R2B2UMj.U'PPC} (7) --+ (uf, u/, ur) (db, dr, dl) 

m730 

m756 = MP'PB2P . UMAU'MA . FB2PDMR (14) --+ (uf, ru, fr) (db, Id, 
bl) (PK) 

m759 = RLPU' . BMAB'MA . UPR'L' (12) --+ (uf, ru, fr) (db, bl, Id) (PK) 

m760 = D'L'F· DBMDPR'FMbB' . F'LD (14) --+ (+uf, ur, fr) 
( + db, dl, bl) (R. aus dem Spring) 

m782 = D'PR' . MF D2UM;"D2U' . RPD (12) --+ (ul, rb, fd) 
(ub, rd, fl) (PK) 

m783 = MRFMAU'MRU2M;"U'MF PMlfMD (13) --+ (ul, rb, fd) (ub, fl, rd) 
(R. aus dem Spring) 

m784 = RUPU'BU2F'B'R'L'U2LU'R2UF (16) --+ (+u/, br, fd) 
( + ub, dr, fl) (PK) 

m785 = L2 . PUR2M}R2M}U'P . B'MRBR'BMRB'R . L2 (18) --+ 

( + u/, br, fd) (+ ub, 1/, rd) (PK) 
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m766 = MjD'MklYMRMJ,MJJ2 (8) - (uj, ul, ub, ur) (dl, dr) 

m766 = MJ,MkD2MjD'M;D2M;J'MkD2 (11) - (uj, ul, ur) (dj, db) (dl, dr) 

m 770 = MkM~UM~U2M~U (7) - (uj, ur) (ub, ul) (dj, dr) (db, dl) 

m771 = (M~~~)2 (6) - (uj, ub) (ul, ur) (dj, db) (dl, dr) 

.::-
... " -

m772 = MjDMkDMIMJ,MJJ2M~ (9) - (uj, ur) (ub, ul) (dj, db) (dl, dr) 

m773 = D2MIMJ,MRU2C~ (5) - (Jr, bl) (fI, br) (ul, dl) (ur, dr) 

m774 = RLMbR'L'Mb (6) - (Jr, bl) (fI, br) (ul, ur) (dl, dr) 

mm = MRMbMIM~ (4) - (Jr, bl) (fI, br) (ul, dr) (ur, dl) 

m 7S0 = DMkMjD'MkM~ (6) - (uj, ul, ub, ur) (dj, dr, db, dl) 

m 7S1 = M~U2MjDMW2MkD' (8) - (uj, ul, ub, ur) (dj, dl, db, dr) 

m 7S2 = MIMnM~v (4) - (Ju, ub, bd, df) (lu, ur, rd, dl) 

m790 = MkMJ,Mb (3) - (uj, db) (ub, df) (ul, dr) (ur, dl) (fI, br) (Jr, bl) 

m 791 = PR2U2M~D2R2P . C F (7) - (uj, ub) (dj, db) (ru, rd) (lu, Id) 
(fI, jr) (bl, br) 

(i) Face cubie turns ("invisible operations") 
msoo = (URLU2R'L')2 (12) - (+ + u) (M. B. Thistlethwaite) 
m SOl = RLU2R2MJ,.MR . F· MRMF R2U2L'R' . U (14) - (+u) (+r) (PK) 

mSOla = (U'R2U2R'U2R2)3 (18) 

mS02 = MRMvMR . U' . MRMnMR . U (8) - (+u) (-r) 

mS03 = MRMvMR . U2 . MRMnMR . U2 (8) - (++u) (++r) 

m SIH = MJ,MRBMIM1R2D2R'L'DRLD2R2 (14) - (+u) (+d) (PK) 

mS05 = MRMbMR . U' . MRMbMR . U (8) - (+u) (-d) 
mS06 = (MRMbMRU2)2 (8) - (++u) (++d) 

o 

• 
~-
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(j) Other face cubie maneuvers 
m S9S = MkMDMkMD (4) -+ (j, b) (1, r) 

mS99 = MIMiM;MF (4) -+ (u, r, f) (d, I, b) 

(k) Comer and edge cubies 
mooo = RFR'BRB2D2FLF'D2BFR' (14) -+ (ufl, urf) (ul, ur) (PK) 

moo1 = FU'f'2UFR2UR2D'f'2D (11) -+ (ufl, urf) (uJ, ub) 
moo2 = VB'U'BVF'DF'D'f'2 (10) -+ (ufl, urf) (uJ, ur) (PK) 

moo3 = B2RBUB'U'B'UR'B'RU'R'B' (14) -+ (ufl, urf) (ul, ub) (PK) 
m904 = RD2 . UL'ULU2FDRD'f'2 . D2R' (14) -+ (ufl, ubr) (uJ, ur) 

mOOS = B'R'URB'D'RFRF'R2DB2 (13) -+ (ufl, ubr) (uJ, ul) 

moo6 = LD' . LBVD2RFR'D2LB' . DL' (14) -+ (ufl, ubr)(uJ, ub) (PK) 

m 91S = RUR'U'F'U'F (7) -+ (+ urf, ubr) (- ulb) (ur, ul, rf, bu) 
m920 = F'U'BU2B'URU2WF (10) -+ (ulb, rbd, Jdl) (ul, rb, Jd) (R. Walker) 

m921 = U'R2D'B'DR'D'BDR'U (11) -+ (ufl, rub, frd) (uJ, ru, fr) (PK) 

m92S = LD'FD2F'DRD2R'L' (10) -+ (ufl, urf, ubr) (fl, rf, br) (PK) 

(1) Comer and face cubies 

(m) Edge and face cubies 
m 970 = RFMRDR . MF . R'D'MRF'R' (11) -+ (uJ, ul, ub, ur) (j, I, b, r) 

(R. aus dem Spring) 

m980 = (VMD)2 (4) -+ (jr, bl, br) (j, b) (1, r) 

m9S1 = M;MbMR (3) -+ (jr, bl) (fl, br) (u, d) (1, r) 

(n) Maneuvers of theoretical interest 
m900 = RL'f'2B2RL' . U . LR'B2FLR' (13) - D (D. J. Benson) 

m 991 = UBLUL'U'B' (7) -+ (-ufl, ubr) (+ulb) (+ub, ur) (+ul) 

m992 = R2FLD'R' (5) -+ (urf, bdr, Ifd, Idb, Ibu, luJ, Jrd) (uJ, rd, rf, ru, Jd, 
db, br, Id, Ib, lu, If) 
m991 and m992 cause operations which generate Rubik's group 
G (F. Barnes) 

m998 = RU2D'BD' (5) -+ (-ufl, Ibu, rfu) (+ubr, Jdl, dJr, rbd, Idb) (+uJ, Ib, 
dr, Jr, ul, ur, bu) (+dl, rb) (dJ, db) 
m998 causes an operation of the maximal order 1260 (J. B. 
Butler) 

m997 = Rev (1) -+ (+ ufl, ulb, ubr, rdf) (+ urf) (+ dlJ, dbl, drb) (+ uJ, ul, 
ub, ur, rf) (+ dJ, dl, db, dr, If, bl, rb) (j, I, b, r) 

m997 causes an I-operation of the maximal order 1260 
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